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Ansrrucr

Sophisticated economic agents with self-control problems should value

commitment devices that constrain future choices. Savings products with built-in

features of a commitment device such as Christmas accounts help individuals who

recognize that they would like to save more but lack the will-power to do so.

Although anecdotal examples can be found, systematic empirical evidence on the

relationship between the propensity to use commitment devices and self-control is

scarce. Using theory and evidence drawn from the literature in psychology and

behavioural economics, this thesis presents empirical evidence to test the

contention that households with problems of self-control recognizethe desirability

of tying their hands in the future and value commitment devices such as voluntary

superannuation contributions, which are avery illiquid form of saving.

The thesis also addresses important public policy issues. Many recent

studies have found that current provision for retirement in Australia is not

adequate to support a standard of living comparable to that at pre-retirement for

many working Australians. Using three waves of the Household Expenditure

Survey, which contain detailed household level data on income, expenditure and

other socio-demographic characteristics as well as covering a relatively long time

period, I investigate several aspects of the demand for voluntary contributions to

superannuation, The ten-year time span covers a period during which many of the

legislative changes to superannuation occurred.

For naive agents who don't value commitment, there is scope for

governments to devise policy aimed at forcing saving. I develop a simple model

of consumption and saving in the presence of quasi-hyperbolic preferences,

compulsory superannuation and borrowing constraints. Using the 1998 wave of
the HES, I examine the implications of compulsory superannuation contributions

for total voluntary discretionary saving in Australia. I also estimate the degree of
substitutability between household saving levels and rates and a constructed

measure of compulsory superannuation contributions.
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Cn¿.prrR oNE
INTnooUCTION

Traditional explanations of savings in economics model consumption and

treat savings as a residual. The foundations for the consumption model in use

today are based on the life-cycle model of Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) and

Friedman's (1951) permanent income hypothesis. Unfortunately, real life saving

behaviour appears to be inconsistent with the predictions of the life-cycle model.

Since then, economists have become increasingly concerned about incorporating

more realistic assumptions about the way in which economic agents behave over

time. In traditional economic models of intertemporal choice with a constant time

discounting rate, behaviour is consistent over time. That is, "a feward that is

preferred to another from one temporal vantage point is preferred from any

temporal vantage point" (Kirby, 1997). A 'reversal of preferences', occurs that

that same reward is no longer preferred when viewed from a different temporal

vantage point. The idea that agents behave in a time-inconsistent manner and

exhibit problems of selÊcontrol and reversal of preferences has been successfully

incorporated into intertemporal optimization settings which lead to different

predictions from traditional models of saving.

The hypothesis from these new behavioural models of saving, which is

central to this thesis, is that individuals, who are aware of their time-inconsistency

and problems of self-control, value commitment devices that constrain them from

over-consuming in the future. Much of the literature has focused on the extreme

assumptions of 'sophistication' or 'naïveté' in the face of time-inconsistent

preferences. The sophistication assumption has testable implications because

sophisticated individuals appreciate the existence of commitment devices that

they use to commit to a course of action today such that this commitment

precludes future incamations of their selves from behaving in a time-inconsistent

manner. Conversely, the naïveté assumption does not immediately lead to

testable hypotheses because naïve individuals are observationally equivalent to

those who merely have a high (constant) rate of time preference.
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The role of commitment devices for improving the welfare of time-

inconsistent households has received some attention in the behavioural literature

on saving and self-control. Using theory and evidence drawn from the literature

in psychology and behavioural economics to motivate the analysis, this thesis

presents empirical evidence to support the contention that households with

problems of self-control value commitment devices. The underlying premise is

that consumers with problems of selÊcontrol are not naïve and to some extent

recognize the desirability of tying their hands in the future; the degree to which

they succeed in doing so depends upon their level of sophistication. For example,

individuals may simultaneously exhibit impatient behaviour with respect to, say,

accumulating credit-card debt and patient behaviour with respect to contributing

to retirement accounts through pension funds. The main focus of this thesis is on

the relationship between self-control problems and the purchase of an illiquid

asset that has the feature of a commitment device.

Although anecdotal examples can be found, systematic empirical evidence

on the relationship between the propensity to use commitment devices and self-

control is scarce. One reason is the difficulty in finding truly illiquid savings

vehicles. Commitment devices can take many forms but for the purposes of this

thesis, the role of retirement savings, in thc form of superannuation, is an

excellent device. The Australian superannuation scheme provides a particularly

gootl cxample of a commitment device because a long term commitment is

required and they are typically very illiquid forms of saving. Once contributions

have been made, withdrawal before retirement is very difficult. These therefore

protect the individual from overconsuming at some later date. Given the present

importance of retircmcnt policy and the need to adequately provide for one's

retirement, this type of commitment device deserves a more thorough

examination.

V/hile there are no doubt many factors that influence why people choose to

invest in an illiquid asset, my conjecture is that, given the empirical regularity that

individuals discount the future hyperbolically, far-sighted, sophisticated

hyperbolic agents in particular will choose to do so and investment in illiquid

2



assets will be positively related to impulsivity.l A motivation for the present

analysis is summarizedby Laibson eL al (2004,page 4):

Intuitívely, the exponential model cannot
simultaneously explain high levels of credit card
borrowing and high levels of wealth accumulation....In
theory, low long-run discount rates explain why
households accumulate substantial (illiquid) retirement
wealth...while high short-run discount rates imply that
the same households borrow regularly on credit
cards...By accumulating wealth in illiquid form,
households commit themselves to act patiently in the

future...Consumers seem to be of two minds, acting
patiently as they accumulate retirement wealth and
acting impatiently in the credit card market.

This statement is unambiguous concerning the direction of the relationship

between superannuation and impulsivity: since illiquid asset investment captures

patient behaviour and if agents are sophisticated, I expect to observe a positive

relationship between this type of patient behaviour and impulsivity.

For the empirical part of the thesis, a measure of impulsivity is constructed

to capture self-control problems. The relationship between this measure and

voluntary superannuation contributions as well as various other asset classes is

investigated using arange of appropriate econometric techniques. The hypothesis

to be tested is that a commitment device is more likely to be adopted by

sophisticated hyperbolic households and that, the greater the problems of self-

control, the more likely are households to contribute to an illiquid asset.

Sophisticated hyperbolic households should value the external commitment and

therefore impulsivity should be found to be positively related to the probability of

investing in superannuation. In contrast, because saving in superannuation

represents future consumption in retirement years and thus foregone consumption

today, standard life-cycle models predict that higher impatience (a higher rate of

time preference) leads to lower saving over the life-cycle; saving and impatience

should be negatively correlated. In the present analysis, I am concemed with the

characteristics of households that invest in superannuation. The crucial

I I refer to impulsivity rather than impatience as I want to capture the psychological notion of self-

control problems rather than confusing it with the concept of impatience more commonly referred

to in economics.
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distinction is that contributions to superannuation, while representing additions to

saving, also serve the function of an external commitment mechanism and have

the function of precommitting to a plan of action.

The behaviour of voluntary superannuation over time is an important

policy issue in Australia. Many studies have found that, for the majority of
working Australians, current affangements for retirement funding are not adequate

to support a standard of living comparable to that at pre-retirement. Given this

concern, the issue of superannuation funding has been at the forefront of
Australian policy since around the mid-1980s and, since then, the superannuation

system has undergone many legislative changes, especially with respect to

taxation and preservation rules. Understanding the effect of such changes will be

enhanced by incorporating the potential importance of superannuation as a

commitment device.

Using the Household Expenditure Survey this thesis investigates several

aspects of the demand for voluntary contributions to superannuation over time.

The benefit of using tiuee waves of the Household Expenditure Survey to

accomplish this lies in the fact that the three waves - 1988, 1993 and 1998 - cover

a period during which many of the legislative changes to superannuation occurred

in addition to straddling the year of introduction of the Superannuation Cuarantee

(1992). The contribution rate increased from 3 per cent of wages in 1992 to 8 per

cent in 1998 and other changes were directed to extending coverage to under-

participating goups such as the self-employed or reducing perceived benefits to

rich households. This motivates the examination of the variation across time in

household level participation in not only superannuation, but also other asset

classes.

To illustrate the implications of a fully-funded retirement scheme and

liquidity constraints on the welfare of time-inconsistent households, I develop a

small model of consumption and saving in the presence of time-inconsistent

preferences. I abstract away from other savings motives; saving in this model is

purely for funding old age consumption. There are two main reasons why we

should wish to do this. First, hyperbolic (quasi-hyperbolic) preferences induce

time-inconsistency and the associated over-consumption is associated with a

4



reduction in lifetime welfare. Therefore, obtaining an increase in lifetime welfare

is one objective. Second, the higher marginal propensity to consume implies

reduced saving and therefore a reduction in consumption in old age. Increasing

the standard of living of the retired population, as well as encouraging saving, is

an important government policy objective. Therefore, the overall goal is to

increase lifetime welfare and simultaneously increase old age consumption.

The effect of a compulsory superannuation scheme on other private saving

is important from the perspective that government incentives aimed at increasing

household saving, will not succeed if households offset superannuation saving

with a reduction in other saving. Using the most recent wave of the HES and

constructing several measures of saving, I estimate several savings equations to

assess empirically whether households reduce voluntary saving in the presence of

the Superannuation Guarantee.

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the

existing related literature and its links with the arguments presented in this thesis.

Chapter 3 provides one of the first empirical tests of sophistication, where I

investigate the relationship between a proxy for selÊcontrol problems and the

probability of investing in voluntary superannuation. The participation in

voluntary superannuation over time is examined in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 I

develop a small theoretical model which examines the welfare implications of a

compulsory fully-funded retirement scheme, such as the Superannuation

Guarantee, on consumers with time-inconsistent preferences. Additionally, I

examine saving behaviour and the role that the Superannuation Guarantee has on

the rates and levels of household saving. Chapter 6 provides conclusions.
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Cn¡.prnn Two
B¿.crcnouND AtlD Rnr,arnn Lnnn¡,TURE

2.1 INrRooucrIou

This thesis synthesises elements of the literature on consumption, saving

and retirement saving with behavioural models of selÊcontrol and time

discounting. In this literature survey, I discuss the elements that motivate the later

analytical and empirical chapters.

First, I review briefly the existing economic theories of consumption and

saving and discuss some of the shortcomings of these models. These

shortcomings have motivated the development of new behavioural models of

saving that specifically incorporate more realistic assumptions concerning human

behaviour over time. These models focus particularly on time-inconsistency and

problems of self-control. The implications and predictions of these models

motivate Chapter 5, in which I develop a small theoretical model of consumption

and saving.

Next, I present some predictions of the behavioural models. Specifically,

individuals who are awaÍe of their selÊcontrol problems choose to commit to an

illiquid saving instrument as a way of precommitting their future behaviour. The

existing evidence on this relationship is also presented. This motivates the

analysis in Chapter 3 where I test empirically the predicted relationship using

Australian household data.

In the final section, this literature review describes the Australian

superannuation system and discusses some of the empirical evidence on the

substitutability between retirement saving and other private saving. I relate this to

the empirical tests performed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 in which the relationship

between household savings and retirement savings is investigated.
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2.2 HouspHoLD SavrNc AND THE Lr¡E-Cycr¡ Hvporu¡sls

There are many reasons why households save. Keynes' (1936) by now

famous list of saving motives are reproduced below with the addition of the last

motive added by Browning and Lusardi (1996):

l. "To build up a reserve against unforeseen contingencies" (the precautionary

motive);

2. "To provide for an anticipated future relationship between the income and the

needs of the individual . . J' (the life-cycle motive);

3. "To enjoy interest and appreciation . . ." (the intertemporal substitution motive);

4. "To enjoy a gradually increasing expenditure . . ." (the improvement motive);

5. "To enjoy a sense of independence and the power to do things, though without

a clear idea or definite intention of specific action" (the independence motive);

6. "To secure a masse de manoeuvre to carry out speculative or business projects"

(the ent erp ris e m o tiv e) ;

7. "To bequeath a fortune" (the bequest motive);

8. "To satisfy pure miserliness, i.e., unreasonable but insistent inhibitions against

acts of expenditure as such" (the avarice motive);

9. To accumulate deposits to buy houses, cars, and other durables (the down

payment motive).

The standard way of modelling savings is to first model consumption and

to treat savings as a residual. The foundations for the consumption model in use

today are based on the life-cycle model of Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) and

Friedman's (1957) permanent income hypothesis. In the 'perfect foresight' life-

cycle model, consumers choose consumption levels to maximize a discounted

sum of instantaneous period utilities subject to constraints. That is, they

maximize

T

U, =lõ'u(c,), (2.1)
l=0

subject to resource constraints, an asset accumulation equation and deterministic

income process. Common assumptions are that

7



1. The individual's instantaneous utility function is of the constant relative risk

l-o

aversion (CRRA) form, that is: u(c,) = f' 
' 

*t,n c, equal to consumption at' I-p

time / and p equal to the coefficient of relative risk aversion,l

2. Consumers have finite lives,

3. Utility is additively separable over time.

(J, represents an intertemporal utility function with preferences over

/ , \l

consumption and a' :l+ ì is the individual's discount function which is
lt+r )

interpreted as the weight placed at time / on her utility at time t + I . The constant

discount rate, or rate of time preference, y is meant to capture all the

psychological motives underlying intertemporal choice and y > 0 guarantees that

the term in brackets is less than one, and therefore that consumption tomorrow is

less valuable than consumption today when viewed from today's perspective.

Discounting the future shows impatience on the part of the individual - where she

prefers to consume today rather than delaying gratification until tomorrow.

Typical predictions of the life-cycle hypothesis can be seen in Figure 2.1.

To maintain a smooth consumption path over the life-cycle, the young borrow to

fund consumption when income is low, the middle-aged save for retirement and

pay back loans and the elderly dissave by running down the assets accumulated

during working life. This pattern of saving and dissaving implies a hump-shaped

profile of asset holdings over the life-cycle.

I In some earlier models the form of the utility function was quadratic as in Hall's (1978; 1988)

certainly equivalence model. That is, ,ç") = a. -( "22

8



FrcuR¡ 2.1 THE BASrc Lme-Cyclg HyporHEsrs

Income
Retirement

X Y

A D

ABCD Actual disposable income

XY Consumption

Age in Years Death

Milton Friedman's (1957) permanent income hypothesis did not specify a

formal theory of consumption; instead he relied on verbal description and

intuition to characterise behaviour. Among his conjectures was the importance of
permanent income, rather than current income, for current consumption; because

future labour income was uninsurably uncertain, the presence of borrowing

constraints made borrowing against future incorne tliffioult; an<l the importance of
precautionary saving against future income uncertainty. The development of
modern mathematical optimization techniques has meant that consumption

models have been able to accommodate many of Friedman's original conjectures

regarding consumption behaviour (Carroll, 2001). Thus, in addition to saving for

retirement, the precautionary motive and buffer-stock saving, liquidity constraints

and the bequest rnotive were seen as important motives that drove saving

behaviour and the life-cycle model was modified to incorporate these additional

features (Deaton, 199I; Carroll, 1997).

Implicit in the standard additive model is that saving is carried out to fund

retirement - the life-cycle motive. Unfortunately, real life saving behaviour

appeared to be inconsistent with the predictions of the life-cycle model. Thaler

(1990), for example, discusses evidence of consumption and savings behaviour

that is incompatible with the permanent income hypothesis and life-cycle theory.

C

0
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In particular, the assumptions of rational, forward-looking agents appear to be

discredited by the empirical evidence cited in his paper. For example,

consumption appears to be excessively sensitive to income, the young and the old

appear to consume too much, and various forms of wealth do not appear to be as

close substitutes as the theory suggests (pension wealth and other wealth).

One reason why it was thought that the young saved too much and did not

borrow enough was the fact that they were liquidity constrained and therefore

unable to borrow - giving rise to modifications to the model to include borrowing

constraints (Deaton, 1991). Liquidity or borrowing constraints can play a major

role in the consumption levels individuals actually end up with. In the stripped

down version of the life-cycle theory of saving without uncertainty or borrowing

constraints consumers can change their asset position (positive or negative) to

help smooth consumption over the life-cycle. In the presence of borrowing

constraints (in the simplest but most extreme case assets are bounded from below

by zero), consumers wish to borrow against future income to fund current

consumption, but are prevented by the presence of borrowing constraints;

consumption will be lower than otherwise planned since they are constrained to

only consume out of current income.

According to the life-cycle hypothesis, if individuals engaged perfectly in

consumption smoothing over their lives, then the retired would have the same

level of consumption at retirement as they had pre-retirement, but consumption

has been found to drop at retirement (Bernheim et al,200I; Banks et al, 1998).

To help explain this phenomenon, incorporating uncertainty has become a

standard feature in modelling consumption over the last two decades. This

assumption has driven much of the research over this period - both at the

theoretical and empirical levels.2 The presence of uncertainty over length of life

can be used to explain the commonly seen phenomenon of bequests that are left to

beneficiaries even seemingly in the absence of operative bequest motives.

Numerous surveys have found that individuals place the "bequest motive" at a

low priority level when asked to enumerate motives for saving (Harris et al,

1999). This phenomenon has been labelled "accidental bequests" in the literature

' For comprehensive surveys on the development of the theory of consumption see Deaton (1992),

Browning and Lusardi (1996) and Carroll (2001).
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(Dynan et al, 2004; Wärneryd, 1999). It has also been suggested that if the old

did not dissave enough it was seen to be due to bequest motives (Browning and

Crossley, 20011' Hurd, I 987).

Another form of uncertainty is uncertainty over labour income.

Consumers engage in buffer stock saving to smooth consumption during periods

of temporarily low income (Carroll, 1992;' 1997). According to the buffer-stock

theory of saving, consumers have a target wealth to permanent income ratio - if
wealth falls below the target, the precautionary motive dominates impatience and

consumers sarre.'

A literature on habits in consumption has been emerging over the last

decade in which the utility function depends not only on the current level of
consumption but also on past levels of consumption or a habit stock of

consumption.a It has been argued that habits in consumption can explain the

sluggish adjustment of aggregate consumption to changes in national income

(Canoll et al, 2000). Dynan (2000) uses Euler equation estimation to examine the

effect of habits on consumption in a panel of individuals. She finds no evidence

for habit formation in consumption.

For all the modifications to the life-cycle theory, it has lost much of its

elegance anrl requires many specific assumptions in an attempt to explain even the

most fundamental regularities found in real life. New behavioural models of
saving have been developed that go furthcr in cxplaining the empirical regularities

of consumption and saving behaviour.

2.3 B¡sevrouRel MoDELS or SavrNc

In an attempt to more realistically model individual behaviour,

psychological assumptions have been included in many areas of economic theory

including in the economic theory of consumption and saving.

3 For there to be a well-defined solution, consumers need to exhibit a certain level of impatience
(the "impatience condition" of Carroll).
a See for exarnple, Muellbauer (1988), Constantinides (1990), Carroll (2000), Dynan (2000) and
the references therein.
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2.3.1 Time Discounting

Central to modelling intertemporal choice is to account for the fact that

future consumption is less valuable than consumption today.s Typically this has

been done via an exponential discount function that results in a constant rate of

time preference and implies dynamic consistency. Many studies, however, have

cast doubt over its usefulness and relevance both as a descriptive tool and

analytical device.

Paul Samuelson first suggested the discounted utility (DU) model in 1937

as a concise, simple way to explain intertemporal choice through the use of a

single discount parameter. Samuelson effectively condensed all the psychological

motives underlying intertemporal choice into one parameter - the discount rate.

One of the core assumptions of the DU model is that of a constant discount rate

and the notion of time-consistency. This has become the standard way of

modelling intertemporal preferences. Its applicability is assumed because it has

been used for so long. For some time now, however, there have been those that

have thought to question its precepts and assumptions. They find that there are

numerous problems with the DU model.

. Frederick et al, (2002, p 352) argue that the DU model was adopted

"largely due to its simplicity and its resemblance to the familiar compound

interest formula, and not as a result of empirical research demonstrating its

validity." What has been observed since its origin is a number of empirical

violations of this simplistic model's theoretical predictions. Attention has thus

turned to developing alternative models that better describe the nature of

intertemporal choice.

Akerlof (1991) claimed that the presence of a discount factor to capture

impatience on the part of the individual, is a violation of the forward-looking

rational agent model as it implies some sort of myopia. He attributes this

perspective to Irving Fisher where he claimed that discounting was regarded as

irrational behaviour (page 6). I will not examine the question of whether

discounting the future is rational or not; the evidence clearly shows that

5 See Frederick et al (2002) for a detailed background to time discounting and time preference in
economlcs.
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individuals do in fact engage in discounting and Ramsey's concise justification

for discounting is apt:

My picture of the world is drawn in perspective. ...1
apply my perspective not merely to space but also to
time. In time the world will cool and everything will
die: but that is a long way off still, and its present value
at compound interest is almost nothing. (Ramsey, 1928,
page 291).6

2.3.2 Evidence on Time Preference

Economists have identified and modelled time-inconsistent behaviour

(Strotz, 1956; Phelps and Pollack, 1968), but it is the psychology profession that

has done the most for advancing our knowledge of time-inconsistent behaviour at

the individual level. The identification of time preference rates and impatience

(impulsivity) has been investigated extensively in the psychology literature and

many clinical experiments reveal that, in contrast to the assumption of the DU

model, discounting of delayed events in individuals is best described by high

short-run discount rates and lower long-run rates. This iinplies discount functions

for delay discounting (time preference) that afe hyperbolic, rather than

exponential (see Ainslie, 1992; 2001; Thaler, 198 1 and Kirby, 1997 for reviews of

many of the results). In general, preferences over a delaye<l reward have been

found to be characterrzed by a hyperbolic discount function, where the present

value of a reward "increase(s) by øn incrcasingly larger proportion per unit time

as the reward approaches" (Kirby, 1997, p 54). This type of discount function

charactenzes time-inconsistent and present-biased behaviour that Ainslie (1992)

and Ainslie and Haslam (1992) refer to as 'reversals of preferences'.

An early example of evidence on time-consistency is presented in Thaler

(1981) through the results of conducting an experiment to estimate discount rates.

Specifically, he presents three hypotheses:

1. Individuals do not have a constant discount rate over time but it varies over

time, and is inversely related to the length of time under consideration.

2. Not only does the discount rate vary inversely with the length of time but also

with the size of the reward to be waited for. "This hypothesis," he conjectures,

6 Kenneth J Arrow EMF-RFF Conference on Discounting (1996)
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"is derived from viewing intertemporal choice as a problem in self-control,"

and

3. Losses have a lower discount rate than gains.

In the experiments, these claims are tested by asking subjects what they are

prepared to pay or receive for various combinations of losses and gains. Subjects

then choose between amounts and time to wait for them to make them indifferent

between waiting and obtaining them now. His findings confirm the hypotheses

above. The experiment results in very large implicit discount rates, which fall

substantially as the size of the reward and length of time increases. The

implication is that discount functions are non exponential and that a function that

allows for declining discount rates is more appropriate. Table 2.1 summarizes his

findings with implicit discount rates in parentheses.

TABLE 2.1 Expgn-ur¡ENTAL Esrß,IATES oF DISCoUNT Rerss

Amount of early prize Later prize paid in

3 months I 3 vedr.t

(A)

(B)

$1s
$250

$3000

$7s
$2s0
$1200

$30 (277)

$300 (73)

$3s00 (62)

$60 (l3e)
$350 (34)

$100 (63)

$500 (23)

$4000 (29\ $6000 (23\

6 monlhs I year 5 vears

$100 (s8)

$300 (36)

$ I soo (4s)

$200 (e8)

$s00 (6e)
$s00 (38)

$looo (28)

$s000 t29)$2400 t69)

I months I year I 0 vears

(c) $1s
$2s0
$3000

$20 (345)

$300 (2le)
$3100 139)

$50 (120)

$4oo (120)
$100 (le)
$1000 (1e)

$10000 fl2)$400

Amount later lìne Later line due in

3 months I year 3 years

(D) $1s
$ 100

$16 ( 26)

$r02 (6)
$20 (2e)

$l l8 (16)
$28 (20)

$lss (15)

$25 I $270 t0

responses with continuously compounded discount rates in per cent in parentheses.

Source: Thaler (1981)

More recently, Kirby (1997) conducted three experiments to test whether

individual discount rates were independent of the delay to and amount of a

reward. He specifically tested the two hypotheses:
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1. Whether observed discount rates are greater for smaller rewards than for larger

rewards, in violation of the rate-amount independence assumption;7

2. Whether for each reward size, a hyperbolic function would fit the data better

than an exponential function, in violation of the rate-delay independence

assumption.s

The experiments were carried out on 67 subjects in a sealed second-bid

auction in which subjects were asked to provide bids on their true valuation of the

delayed reward using their own money. Results for all three experiments found

evidence for the stated hypotheses. That is, in all cases, discounting rates were

found to decrease as the amount of the delayed reward increased and a hyperbolic

function fit the data significantly better than an exponential function.e

Akerlof (1991) discusses several situations where individuals exhibit time-

inconsistent behaviour. He highlights four areas of behaviour:

1. Procrastination in decision making;

2. Undue obedience to authority;

3. Membership of seemingly normal individuals in deviant cult groups;

4. Escalation of commitment to courses of action that are clearly unwise.

In all the above, Akerlof claims that the behaviour exhibited is due to the

fact that individuals acl "without fully appreciøting how tho,se actions wi,l.l affect

future perceptions and behaviour. The stctndard assumption of rational, þrward

- looking, utility maximizing is violatcd," þage 1). Akerlofs lecture deals with

present-biased or hyperbolic preferences where "present benefits or costs may

have undue salience relative to future costs and benefits" and where "individuals

attach too much weight to salient or vivid events and too little weight to non

salient events." He argues that this moclel explains much of the behaviour of
economic agents in ways related to the economic environment, for example,

under-saving and addictive behaviour. In contrast to models of forward-looking

rational behaviour, he claims that in examples of substance abuse drug users

t "Rate-amount independence" means that the rate at which future rewards are discounted is
independent of the size of the reward.t "Rate-delay independence" means that the rate at which future rewards are discounted is
independent of the delay to the reward.
e 

See also results of experiments conducted by Vuchinich and Simpson (1998); Bickel er al (1999);
Mitchell (1999) and Myerson et al (2003).
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procrastinate their decisions to give up because of the salience of the immediate

gratification today of partaking compared to the perceived remote costs.l0

This procrastination model can also explain saving and consumption

decisions by individuals. He cites evidence where the elderly (over 65 years)

have a much higher incidence of poverty than the non-elderly, and that inl9ll
around half of the elderly population had no income from financial assets and 78

per cent had less than 20 per cent of their income from financial assets. The

reason for this under-saving in earlier years he attributes to behaviour predicted by

the procrastination model.

2.3.3 Modelling Time-inconsistent Preferences: Hyperbolic Discounting and
the B6 Model

Estimates of discount rates through experimental data reveal that a

generalized hyperbola fits the data best. Hyperbolic discounting is a way of

capturing a discount rate that declines over time. Lowenstein and Prelec (1992)

use the general hyperbolic discount function

I .v/

-f(r):tf çt+ ar) ", a,P > o,

where f (c) is the time dependent discount function. The discount rate is the rate

of decline of the discount function and is defined as -f'(r)lffr¡. For the

hyperbolic case the discount rate is:

9kt + ,,r)-Yt.\
dt'

(l + ac¡-rla (I + a,r)'

and therefore falls with the time horizon, r . In contrast, in the exponential case

the discount rate is constant:

3(u')ot 
= -há.õ'

In the last decade, beginning with Laibson (1997), economists have been

increasingly concerned with more realistic assumptions about the way in which

l0 In contrast, rational addiction models such as in Becker and Murphy (1983) and Becker et al
(1992), suggest that the consumption of addictive goods depends on the total cost, which includes

both the past and future prices of the good and the money value of any future adverse effects; a

higher price of the good will therefore reduce consumption.
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economic agents behave over time,ll The idea that agents behave in a time-

inconsistent manner is now widely accepted and has been successfully

incorporated into intertemporal optimization settings which lead to very different

predictions from standard models. Angeletos et al (2001) have the following to

say about time-(dynamic) inconsistency:

Dynamic inconsistency refers to preferences which
contradict the decision maker's own preferences qt a
later date. For example imagine that on Monday I
prefer to quit smobing on Tuesday but that on Tuesday I
change my mind (with no new inþrmation) and now
prefer to quit smoking on Wednesday.

There are numerous situations that one can imagine where humans exhibit

time-inconsistent behaviour, for example, procrastination, dieting, giving up

smoking and saving for retirement among many others. What one says and

ohooses and plans today is revised when tomorrow comes and a different course

of action is taken.

The seminal paper by Robert Strotz (1956) was one of the first to tackle

the question of dynarnic inconsistency in economics. His paper was motivated by

the need to explain behaviour such as: "(1) spend-thriftiness; (2) the deliberate

regimenting of one's future economic behaviour - even at a cost; and (j) thrft."
Strotz recognised that people exhibit time-inconsistent behaviour and therefore

attempted to model it. He acknowledged the existence of naives, who don't

recognise their inconsistency and whom hc callcd spcndthrifts, and those that do

recognise it, that is, sophisticates. Being sophisticated leads an individual to do

one of two things. He could "precommit his future behaviour by precluding

future options so that it will conform to his present desire as to what it should be"

(page 165), or he could modify his current optimal plan to make allowances for

his future disobedience - a strategy he called "consistent planning. " Examples of
precommitment are insurance policies and Christmas Club savings accounts. His

suggestion for a discount function is that it should be of the type such "that it
'over-values' the more proximate satisfoctions relative to the more distant ones"

" D.tuil. of evidence in experimental psychology can be found in Ainslie and Haslam (lgg2);
Ainslie (1992).
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(page 177). This model of time-inconsistency is presented as an individual who rs

having an "intertemporal tussle " with himself at every point in time.

Strotz claimed that an individual's "true" discount function that she is born

with is really time-inconsistent in nature, and therefore non-exponential. Through

parental training and social pressure, however, we learn to adopt a strategy of

"consistent planning" and in some cases our true function is replaced by a log-

linear or constant discount function where our preferences have actually changed.

Other people have been trained to behave in this consistent manner but their

preferences have not changed. These individuals are the ones who 'splurge' or

'binge' occasionally. He asserted that there exist some individuals who have

never learnt to behave consistently and are typically from lower socio-economic

backgrounds:

In America, lower-income people tend to gorge
themselves with food after pay-day; overheat their
homes when they have money for a bucket of coal; are
extravagant, going on sprees on pay-day, not
budgeting their money, and engaging in heavy

instqlment buying; do not keep their children in school;
and are freer in the expression of their sexual and
aggressive impulses. Their high birth rate is well-
lcnown. All these behaviour characteristics can be

explained as a failure to cope intelligently with the

problem of the intertemporal tussle. Obviously, this is
not the entire story; but the observations are consistent
with the hypothesis presented, and it would be

upsetting if thefacts were otherwise (page 178).

Strotz' paper, together with Phelps and Pollack (1968), form the foundation stones

for modelling time-inconsistent preferences in economics.

Phelps and Pollack (1963) first turned to Frank Ramsey's (1928) classic

model of saving and growth. That Ramsey found the notion of discounting future

utility relative to today's "a practice which is ethically indefensible" ípage 543)

indicates that he believes that no discounting is in fact ideal. Ramsey, however,

acknowledged the need for a discount rate in his model otherwise the saving rate

required would be "greatly in excess of that which anyone would normally

suggest." Thus, in his model, Ramsey first assumes no discounting between

generations and then in a later section incorporates a positive and constant
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discount rate into his analysis. He considered the concept of a variable discount

rate but did not admit the resulting time-inconsistency as feasible.12 This case of
positive and constant discounting is called "perfect altruism" by Phelps and

Pollack. The idea of "imperfect altruism" is the case where the current

generation weights its own consumption much more heavily than any subsequent

generation's. This corresponds to the aheady discussed idea of hyperbolic

preferences.

Recently, economists such as David Laibson, Ted O'Donoghue and

Matthew Rabin, inter alia, have built on the seminal work of Strotz (1956) and

Phelps and Pollack (1968) with respect to time-inconsistent preferences and their

applicability to economics, relying on results on discounting found in the

experimental psychology literature.

Phelps and Pollack (1968) suggested a discrete time version of the

hyperbolic discount function which Laibson (1997) later adopts and calls the

"quasi-hyperbolic" discount function. O'Donoghue and Rabin (1999) also use

this except they refer to these preferences as "present-biased". Laibson uses

quasi-hyperbolic preferences to explain savings behaviour through time and,

specifically, to explain the tendencies in modern developed economies to under-

save. He modifies the standard adclitive life-cycle model accordingly. That is,

with a finite horizon, the intertemporal utility function at time t is given by

(J,(ro,ct,...,cr)=u(c,)+ Þfd'u!",.¡, (2.2)
t=l

and the per period discount rates from time / = 0 forward are

(r, pu, põ', põt,...põ'), t =0,r,2,3...7 .

When þ =1, equation (2.2) reduces to the standard model with

exponential discounting as in equation (2.1). When 0< P <1, the discount

function resembles the hyperbola that has been observed in empirical work.

This quasi-hyperbolic version captures the underlying properties of the

hyperbolic function and has the benefit of anal¡ical tractability. The most

important feature of this model is that it captures the dynamic inconsistency of

t2 Robert Bano (1999) acknowledges Ramsey's variable discount rate which he explicitly deals
with in his growth model.
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preferences. The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between two sets of

periods is not equal, for example, at time / the MRS between periods t +l and

t+2 is u'(c,*r)f õu'(c,*r), whereas at time t+I itis u'(c,a)f þfu'(c,*r). 
'We

can interpret p as the short-run discount rate and ó'as the long-run discount rate

which is the same as in the exponential case. This quasi-hyperbolic model

exhibits a decreasing discount rate between the first two periods, after which the

rate is constant. The discount rate between now and next period i, 1- Éâ *d'p6

the discount rate between any other two periods in the future i, 1lô .'-!=õ .õpõ
Figure 2.2 compares the exponential, hyperbolic and quasi-hyperbolic

discount functions. Following Laibson (2002), the three functions have

parameters set as follows. The exponential function, á/, has 6:0.95. The

hyperbolic function, tf ç+ar¡-%,has a= 3, and T =l.The quasi-hyperbolic

function has parameters P = 0.5 and 6 =0.975. The negative slope in all three

functions implies that delaying a reward reduces its value.
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2.3.4 Applications

In his 1997 paper Laibson models consumers' choices with quasi-

hyperbolic preferences as a sequence of temporal selves making choices in a

dynamic intrapersonal game between current and future 'selves'. His main

argument is that hyperbolic consumers suffer from self-control problems and

typically have too little savings, that is, they consume too much today relative to

the optimal plan from earlier periods. These hyperbolic consumers are

sophisticated in the sense that they know they have self-control problems and he

introduces commitment devices that these consumers use to precommit their

future selves. These devices bind future selves and thus constrain their future

consumption choices. Types of precommitment devices are illiquid assets of

various types for the purpose of saving. Laibson's analysis assumes that agents

foresee their future selves as being unable to uphold current selves' plans and use

a precommitment technology in an attempt to achieve them. Early selves prevent

later selves from 'splurging', that is, players use illiquid assets to limit the

liquidity of the next period self. Each self has self-imposed liquidity constraints

by the behaviour of earlier selves.

He maintains that his framework helps elucidate many of the empirical

puzzles in the literature on consumption and savings that cannot be explained by

standard life-cycle models. First, his model explains why consumption tracks

income. Second, there exist different marginal propensities to consume out of

wealth than out of labour income and his hyperbolic discounting model can

explain why. Third, financial innovation such as credit cards may explain the

ongoing decline in United States'savings rates since the 1980s - this period

coincides with the rapid expansion of credit card use in the US. The use of credit

cards increases liquidity and thus removes implicit commitment opportunities for

sophisticated agents. Thus illiquid assets are less effective in constraining future

selves from splurging. He also calibrates a scenario which shows that, with

increased sophistication of the credit market, consumers would have easier and

faster access to borrowing against their illiquid assets and that consequently the

capital-output ratio would fall.
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Angeletos et al (2001) calibrate and simulate a large hyperbolic

consumption model to examine the consistency of these types of preferences with

available data on national savings. In this study, the Põ model of quasi-

hyperbolic preferences is used. Their focus is on the implications of hyperbolic

discount functions on life-cycle savings choices. Their model makes the

following important predictions about hyperbolic households compared to

exponential households :

1. They hold a higher proportion of their wealth in illiquid assets - these are

essentially commitment devices and serve to constrain their future behaviour.

This result comes from implicitly assuming that hyperbolic consumers are

sophisticated in the above sense. They also hold relatively less liquid assets.

2. They have a higher propensity to borrow on their credit cards to satisfy their

need for immediate gratification.

3. Their consumption tracks income since they hold relatively little liquid wealth

to use to smooth consumption.

4. The co-movement between income and consumption is quite pronounced

around retirement when income falls substantially.

Their study involves simulating exponential households and hyperbolic

households and then comparing the outcomes with actual data on consumption,

income and savings. Throughout, they assume sophisticated consumers since they

claim that naïves make nearly the same choices in this model. In summary, their

consumption model based on põ preferences does a better job at approximating

the data than does an exponential discount function. Table 2.2 summarizes the

results of their simulations.

TABLE 2.2 AssBrs AND CoNSUMPTIoN oF EXPONENTIAT ¡NI HYPBR¡OT-IC CONSUIT,TPRS

Quasi-hyperbolic Exponential Data

liouid assets I%with ' >-
income 12

Mean
liquid assets

0.39 0.50
liquid + illiquid assets

% borrowing on "Visa"
Mean borrowing
Consumption/income co movement

Yo drop in consumption at retirement

^ao/+L /O

0.08

73%40%

5t%
$3400
0.17

14.5%

t9%
$900
0.03

3.0%

70%
$4600
ñ0.20
11.6%

Source: Angeletos et al (2001)
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Hyperbolic discounting has also been applied to a model where agents

choose the date of their retirement. Diamond and Kószegi (2003) construct a

model to analyse the effect of endogenous retirement decisions on saving. They

assume that agents are sophisticated and also cannot commit to either retirement

or consumption in an earlier period. As is standard practice in models of
hyperbolic discounting, they model decisions as the result of an intertemporal

game with different period selves. In the three period version of the model, the

three periods are numbered - 1, 0 and 1. In period 1, the individual is retired and

consumes all remaining wealth. In period 0 she makes a decision whether to

retire or not and works if the benefit of retirement in discounted utility terms is

greater than the effort of working; and in period - l, she is working. From the

perspective of self - 1 , the period before retirement, the benefit to retirement from

working in period 0 is greater than from the perspective of period 0. There is a

range of wealth levels for which self - 1 would want self 0 to work but self 0

would not want to. An interesting solution arises when decisions to retire or work

are not optimal from earlier selves'perspective. In this situation the early self can

strategically under-save to block retirement. The more unusual result is when

early selves have higher savings to 'fund' retirement when it is too costly to get

self 0 to work.

O'Donoghue and Rabin (1999) effectively model procrastination and

prcproperation in individuals with present-biased preferences.l3 Their motlel

involves an individual engaging in an activity only once and having to make a

decision about when to do the activity. They make two distinctions. Activities

with immediate costs are those where the cost is incurred immediately and a

reward received at some later date. Immediate rewards, on the other hand, are

those activities where the reward is immediate but there may be future costs. The

second distinction they make is whether individuals are sophisticated or naïve.

This boils down to whether individuals foresee that they will have future self-

control problems or not. Their model deals explicitly with the pair of issues of
procrastination and indulgence contemporaneously, where previous work had

focused on these separately. This present-biased model uses the simple pâ

13 The meaning of preproperate is "to do before the proper time" (O'Donoghue and Rabin, 1999)
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formulation already outlined above. In their analysis they compare the behaviour

of sophisticates (S), naïves (N) and those with time-consistent preferences (TC)

and draw the following conclusions about them. Let rr",tser¡¡ be the period

when the activity is performed for each of the three types, then,

1. For activities with immediate costs, naives procrastinate and do the activity

after TCs. That is, r N ) rrc .

2. For activities with immediate rewards, naïïes preproperate and do the activity

before TCs. That is, rr I rrc .

3. For both activities with immediate costs and rewards, sophisticates complete

the activity before naives. That is, r s 1 r u .

Intuitively, for immediate costs, and letting costs start from smallest in the

current period to greatest in the last period, TCs do the activity when the cost is

the least. Naïves keep procrastinating until the last period when the cost is greatest

because they have selÊcontrol problems and don't know it. Sophisticates also

have self-control problems but they are aware of them. They therefore correctly

predict that they prefer to procrastinate and will incur some cost - usually greater

than TCs but less than naïves. Sophisticates know that in the penultimate period

they will want to procrastinate to the last period so as to avoid incurring the

greatest cost they exercise some control sooner.

When rewards are immediate, however, and assuming that rewards start

from the smallest in the current period to the greatest in the last period, problems

of self-control lead naïves to preproperate. Sophisticates on the other hand, do the

activity even earlier than naïves. They foresee that they will have self-control

problems in the penultimate period and forego the greatest reward so they may as

well give in to their self-control immediately. TCs wait until the last period where

rewards are greatest.

Barro (1999) incorporates hyperbolic preferences in the neoclassical

growth model of Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans. He finds that, if agents are able to

commit the full path of consumption for today and tomorrow at this time, then the

steady-state rate of time preference would be asymptotically constant and the

same as in the Ramsey model. No new results are therefore to be gleaned from
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the inclusion of declining discount rates. The only difference would be during the

transitional dynamics where the rate of time preference would not be constant but

greater than the rate assumed in the exponential case and falling.

When households cannot commit to future consumption paths, that is, they

are naiïe, the presence of time-inconsistent preferences means that plans are being

updated each period. In this case, households only have control over current

period consumption. Under the simple case of log utility, Barro determines a

solution and finds a higher effective rate of time preference which is intermediate

between the long-run rate and short-run rate. He finds that there is a higher steady

state interest rate and lower steady state capital intensity. He also finds that the

model with log utility and no commitment is observationally equivalent to the

neoclassical model, that is, that the equilibria coincide for some suitable value of

the oonstant disoount parameter. Since this parameter is unobservable, it is

impossible to tell from the data whether the discount function includes the time

varying function. Barro finds that for very high instantaneous rates of short-run

time preference, steady-state capital and consumption per person are substantially

greater under full commitment than in the no commitment case. For less severe

short-run impatience the steady state values are still higher but not a greal deal

more. These results imply that there are testable hypotheses that differentiate

models with constant versus variable rates of time preference. In the presence of

hyperbolic preferences, the existence or lack of institutions that allow different

commitment technologies may matter because, in the long-run, these commitment

devices imply higher savings rates and greater capital stock.

The applications presented above give further weight to models with

hyperbolic preferences over models with exponential discount functions.

Samuelson's discounted utility model has for some time been perceived a useful

simplification for studying intertemporal choice. Evidence on time preference

fiom experiments in the psychology literature has shown that perhaps this

simplification has come at a high cost. It has sacrificed realism for parsimony and

in many instances has not been an apt representation.
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2.3.5 Dual-Self Models

Other successful attempts at incorporating psychological factors into

economic modelling include dual-self models. Rather than modelling individuals

as exhibiting a reversal of preferences or changing tastes, these models explicitly

take into account the existence of intemal commitment devices in decision-

making, such as will-power and selÊcontrol within the person. Predictions of

these models are similar to those of the time-inconsistency models akeady

discussed, although through a different mechanism.

The framework of Thaler and Shefrin's (1981) and Shefrin and Thaler's

(1988; 2004) Behavioural Life-Cycle Hypothesis (BLCH) models saving as a

conflict between two forces that coexist within the person - both are rational and

both have different objective functions. It is a theory of a two-self economic

agent. They do not rely on time discounting to characterize the observed paradox

of simultaneous patient and impatient behaviour by individuals. Rather, they

model the consumer as a dual-self organization, similar to a principal-agent

problem. This framework allows for conflict to exist within the person where the

two selves have conflicting objective functions. The individual is modelled as

consisting of a myopic short-run self - the doer - and a patient long-run self - the

planner. The conflict arises because the planner has the long-term in mind while

the doer is completely absorbed with the current period's utility. The planner

cannot implement this plan without imposing some controls on the doer. Without

some constraints on the doer's actions, the doer would overconsume and consume

lifetime income in the first period.

The essence of the BLCH enriches the existing life-cycle theory by the

addition of three psychological features. (I) Self-control: Expending the effort

required to have self-control involves three elements: internal conflict, temptation

and will power. Will power represents the "psychic costs of resisting temptation."

Because expending effort to exercise will power is costly, the planner may choose

other means for achieving self-control. These include external rules that make use

of commitment devices such as regular deductions to pension accounts and are the

precommitment devices that Strotz discusses. (2) Mental accounts: Internal rules

include mental accounting where households decompose wealth into mental
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accounts; for example, current assets, current spendable income and future

income, and where the marginal propensity to consume is asset-specific implying

the non-fungibility of wealth. (3) Framing: The household's saving rate is

affected by the way in which additions to wealth are framed; for example, income

received as a lump sum will be treated differently from regular income. Shefrin

and Thaler (2004) make the following predictions for the BLCH:

1. The change in discretionary saving with respect to a change in pension saving

is less (in absolute value) than unity and, for the young, will approach zero.

2. The change in discretionary saving with respect to a change in pension saving

increases (in absolute value) with income or wealth.

3. The marginal propensity to consume housing wealth will be smaller than the

marginal propensity to consume from liquid assets.

4. In the absence of sufficiently large social security and pension programs,

retirement consumption will be less than pre-retirement consumption.

5. The saving rate increases with permanent income.

6. Holding wealth constant, consumption tracks income.

7. The marginal propensity to consume bonus income is lower than the marginal

propensity to consume regular income.

8. For (non-negligible) win<lfalls, the marginal propensity to consume is less

than the marginal propensity to consume regular income but greater than the

annuity value of the windfall.la The marginal propensity to consume out of

windfall income declines as the size of the windfall increases.

9. The marginal propensity to consume inheritance income will depend on the

form in which the inheritance is received, for example, whether it is received

as lump-sum cash or as an annuity.

10. The marginal propensity to consume dividend income is greater than the

marginal propensity to consume increases in the value of stock holdings.

The dual-self framework is extended by Fudenberg and Levine (2006)

who model the problem as a dynamic stage game between a patient long-run self

and a sequence of completely myopic short-run selves. The stage game is played

la Annuity value refers to the value of an annuity you could purchase with the windfall.
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in two phases; in the first the long-run self chooses a self-control action that

influences the utility function of the short-run self at some cost to both players.

The short-run player then takes the final decision. Each stage game begins with

the long-run self having to choose how much self-control to exert over the short-

run self. The authors argue that their model is a better fit to how the brain actually

works than, for example, models with sequences of multiple selves as in Laibson

(ree7).

The predictions of the Fudenberg and Levine model are similar to those of

the Thaler and Shefrin model, and lead to the same predictions as the hyperbolic

model albeit through a different mechanism. In contrast to the model of Thaler

and Shefrin, their model is more general and can accommodate other situations

than just the consumption/saving problem. However, the dual-self model of

Thaler and Shefrin provides better intuition for the idea of sophistication and

precommitment related to saving behaviour.

2.3.6 Undersaving

The central theme in the new behavioural models presented above is that

the internal conflict and lack of self-control that economic agents face has

repercussions for saving behaviour. These models predict that individuals over-

consume relative to their optimal plan and therefore under-save relative to a time-

consistent, optimizing.agent. The welfare-maximising amount of saving depends

on what we believe about the true preferences. However, given the lack of

foresight associated with present-biased behaviour, from a policy perspective the

issue of adequate retirement saving is an important policy concern. Thaler (1990)

observes that for sophisticated agents with self-control problems, the existence of

pension funds, social security and IRAs provide a means of constraining

individuals' future behaviour.15 These, together with "rules-of-thumb" that agents

may make for themselves, for example, "keep two months income in the assets

qccount" (page 195) provide channels for individuals to save more for retirement.

tt IRAs refer to Individual Retirement Accounts in the United States that generally have some sort

of built-in early withdrawal deterrent.
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Given the importance of retirement policy and funding in most developed

economies today, it is important to understand the determinants of retirement

saving behaviour. One of the recurring predictions of the models outlined above

is that if agents are aware of their time-inconsistency, present-biasedness or lack

of selÊcontrol, then the availability of commitment devices is necessary for these

types to precommit to a course of action and that such devices should be valued

by these individuals and should increase welfare. Despite the widespread view

that pension plans should be valued by time-inconsistent individuals, there have

been few attempts to investigate the effectiveness of forced saving through

pensions in increasing life-time welfare. Imrohoroglu et al (2003) investigate the

welfare implications of a pay-as-you-go pension plan on agents with time-

inconsistent preferences and find that any welfare gains depend on the value of the

short-run discount rate. There are policy implications in the context of naïve

time-inconsistent consumers. Being unaware of their problems, they do not value

commitment devices, yet there is scope for forced saving, in the form of
mandatory pension plans, to be welfare-enhancing for these individuals. In

Chapter 5 a model is presented to examine the welfare implications of forced

saving through a fully-funded pension plan on naiïe agents with quasi-hyperbolic

preferences.

2.4 Iruqun AssErs AND RETTREMENT SavrNc

2.4.1 Precommitment and Sophistication

Relevant to the present study is the finding that humans, while exhibiting

preferences that are characterised by present-bias, are also observed to be

engaging in long-term planning behaviour that would imply a non-myopic

perspective (Monterosso and Ainslie, 1999). This feature is consistent with

aspects of self-control and in the present framework, sophistication. The

implication is that, while agents have hyperbolic discount functions, they are also

capable of recognising their weaknesses and make efforts to offset or thwart them

by making use of precommitment devices, such as long-term saving products,

even though they may have lower rates of return than other investment

instruments. It is the behaviour of sophisticated agents that is the most promising
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in terms of testable hypotheses - in the words of Strotz, those who choose the

strategy of precommitment.

We can also employ the dual-self framework of Shefrin and Thaler (2004)

or Fudenberg and Levine (2006) to explain the same phenomenon. The extent to

which rules can successfully be employed to alter the short-run doer's behaviour

depends on the level of sophistication of the individual. In the extreme case, all

doer discretion can be eliminated by imposing rules that emulate perfect

precommitment or perfect commitment devices - perfect in the sense that the

rules can approximate the choices that the long-run planner would make. A

commitment to contribute to illiquid saving, such as superannuation or other

forms of long-term saving, is a good example of such a rule and is an illustration

of an extemal precommitment mechanism. What determines sophistication and

how do we measure it? Intuitively, sophistication is expected to be determined by

such things as education, family background in the form of parental training,

wealth and income. Indeed, Thaler and Shefrin (1981) suggest that the rules

which individuals adopt to moderate the desires of the short-run self are learned

from parents and other role models. They further suggest that "there will be

differences in the use of rules depending on social class, education and age."

(p3e8).

Conversely, we could assume that individuals have an endowed level of

'impatience' but rather than expending effort reducing it, as in Becker and

Mulligan (1997), individuals expend effort reducing their time-inconsistency.

This approach is consistent with Strotz' argument discussed above. This can be

thought of as leading to the sophistication assumption. Given this "endogenous

sophistication", individuals then have the choice of relying on internal

commitment mechanisms as in Benhabib and Bisin (2004) or making use of

(perhaps simpler) external commitment devices, such as illiquid assets, to help

implement their plans. That is, they use external commitment mechanisms to

ensure that their short-run self stays on track.

Empirical evidence to support the notion of sophistication is scarce. Much

of the behavioural economics theoretical literature on time-inconsistency has

focused on the extreme assumptions of 'sophistication' or 'naiïeté'. In the
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present context, the sophistication assumption will have testable implications,

because sophisticated individuals appreciate the existence of commitment devices

that they use to commit to a course of action today. This commitment precludes

future incarnations of their selves from behaving in a time-inconsistent manner.

Conversely, the naiveté assumption does not immediately lead to such testable

hypotheses because individuals may appear to act as though they merely have a

high rate of (constant) time preference.

Lending further support to the proposal that sophisticated, time-

inconsistent agents value commitment devices, Laibson et al (2000), identify

some stylized facts about individuals in the United States: among them, that

consumers hold high levels of illiquid wealth while simultaneously holding high

levels of credit card debt: they behave patiently while accumulating illiquid

wealth but impatiently with respect to credit card debt. In a simulated life-cycle

model, they find that time-inconsistent preferences can better explain the observed

data than can the usual exponential discounting models. This behaviour, they

find, is consistent with a sophisticated hyperbolic consumer who is 'tying her

hands' from splurging today and therefore can potentially reduce, to some extent,

her desire for present gratification. Laibson et al (1998) investigate the role of
pafüally illiquid, defined contribution pension plans as commitment devices for

sophisticated hyperbolic agents. They find that hyperbolic economies that make

use of these devices result in higher saving rates than if the ecorolny wele

populated by exponential households. This is because hyperbolic economies,

valuing commitment, save a higher proportion of income in illiquid assets which

is protected from splurges.

Related to the notion of commitment is the empirical work on retirement

planning. Lusardi (2003) explores the wealth accumulation of persons close to

retirement and their active planning for retirement and finds that those who plan

for retirement also have a higher level of pre-retirement wealth, after controlling

for preferences, demographic factors and permanent income. This is an example

of Thaler and Shefrin's (19988) long-term planner imposing some rules on the

myopic doer so that the planner's long-term goals are implemented. The study

also finds that those who plan are more likely to have higher education than those
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who don't. Similarly, Ameriks et al (2003), using a tailor-made survey to capture

the propensity to plan, also report the same relationship between planning and

wealth accumulation. These examples are consistent with the concept of

sophistication used here; sophisticated agents are more likely to plan for

retirement. In a related study, Ameriks et al (2004) find that problems of self-

control are negatively related to wealth accumulation - both liquid and illiquid -
but find that self-control problems will have a greater (negative) effect on the

accumulation of liquid financial assets than on retirement accumulation where the

assets are typically accumulated in pension funds and are more illiquid. An

example of implementing long-term plans is found in research by Thaler and

Benartzi (2004), who found that employees were more likely to remain enrolled in

a pension plan if they were automatically enrolled upon being engaged by their

employer. In addition, if contributions were automatically increased with pay

rises, and automatically deducted from paychecks, they were also more likely to

continue with the new level of contributions and their saving rate increased. This

type of plan can help individuals who have problems of self-control or

procrastination and inertia. I 6

The research presented by Ashraf et al (2005) provides a direct test of the

relationship between illiquid saving and time-inconsistency. First, they conducted

a survey on a sample of existing and former clients of a Philippine bank by asking

hypothetical questions on time discounting. They then devised a commitment

savings product to be offered to a subset of the sample. They found that

individuals who exhibited hyperbolic preferences were more likely to take up the

offer of the product. I complement this limited existing empirical literature and in

Chapter 3 I provide a test of whether measures of impulsivity and time-

inconsistency can explain investments in illiquid retirement assets.

tu A si-ilut result was also found by Madrian and Shea (2001) who investigated the effect of
automatic enrolment in a01(k) plans as a way of increasing participation and saving.401(k) plans

refer to retirement savings plans in the United States that generally have some sort of built-in early
withdrawal deterrent and tax advantage.
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2.4.2 Retirement Policy

As previously highlighted, contributions to retirement pension schemes

and other illiquid saving are examples of precommitment devices. Given the

current worldwide preoccupation with adequate provision for retirement, this

section reviews the Australian superannuation system for the purpose of providing

a valid example of a commitment technology.

Better healthcare and longer life-expectancy, together with decreasing

fertility rates across the world imply that countries are facing ageing populations

as well as the impending retirement of the baby-boomer generation. Governments

are concerned that the retirement funding required will be inadequate to fund this

ageing population as well as placing a strain on public budgets. Table 2.3

presents world population projections for the percentage of people aged 65 or

more. There is a clear trend to increasing proportions of elderly. Consequently,

pension reform is at the forefront of government policy across most developed

and developing economies. Australia joined the many countries that have

reformed their social security and old age retirement provision with the

introduction in 1992 of the compulsory, private retirement savings vehicle - the

Superannuation Guarantee - with almost universal coverage of employees aged

between 18 and 65 years.

The introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee was motivated by

several govemment policy objectives, broadly these include:

l. lncreasing national private savings - the more private savings the more

potential investment and growth through the link between savings and

investment.

2. Ease the hnancial burden on the public pension due to ageing population

issues and increase private individual provision for retirement. This includes

incentives to increase participation lates in voluntary superannuation as well

as increasing the level of contributions.

3. From a social welfare perspective, ensure that retirees enjoy a retirement free

from poverty with reduced reliance on the Age Pension.
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TABLE 2.3 P¡ncenT¡.GE oF POPULATIoN AGED 65 oR MoRE

I 990 2010 2030 2050

High-income economies

Upper middle-income economies

Lower middle-income economies

Low-income economies

13.0

5.5

6.3

4.6

16.3

7.0

7.4
5.5

23.6
11.6

10.9

9.0

25.3

16.9

15.2

t 3.l
Africa 3.0

3.0

2.7

3.6

3.2

2.8

3.0

4.3

4.4
.5. I

3.9

7.5

7.5

6.2

6.7

t2.7

East Africa
West Africa

Americas

North

Latin Ameríca & Caribbean
Chile

North America

7.8

4.8

6.0

t2.4

8.8

6.2

8.1

13.6

t4.6
10.9

14.3

21.9

18.9

t7.0
18.8

22.9

Asia
East and South-East Asía

South Asia
Central Asia
Western Asia

5.1

5.7

4.2

5.6

5.t

5.2

6.4
4.5

15.6

18.4

13.2

t5.4
ll.2

6.5 10.7

13.4

8.1

10.'7

7.0

78

Europe
Switzerland

t2.7
15.0

I 6.1

19.1

22.5

27.5

24.7
27.2

Oceania 8.9

10.7

10.3

t2.6
t9.l
23.5

15.9

20.3Australia

Source: World Population Projections, World Bank, in Bateman, Kingston and Piggott (2001).

2.4.3 The Development of the Australian Superannuation System

Currently, Australia's system comprises three pillars of support for

retirement income provision. First-pillar support - the Age Pension, which is

means-tested against income and assets - is a public pension funded through

general revenues and acts as a safety-net provision. This has traditionally been

the main source of income for most retired Australians and benefits in July 2006

were $AUD12,992 (25 per cent of average male earnings) for a single person and

$10,847 for each member of a couple. Second-pillar support the

Superannuation Guarantee - is a fully funded, defined contribution pension

scheme that is currently funded through compulsory employer contributions of 9

per cent of wages on behalf of employees. The contributions are invested on

behalf of the employee in individual accounts and fully vested until the

preservation age is reached, currently age 55 (increasing to 60 by 2025). Risk lies

with the member so that the "guarantee" refers to the guaranteed contribution but

the accumulated funds are not guaranteed. The Australian Prudential Regulation

Authority (APRA) is the regulatory body responsible for administering the funds.

Third-pillar support - private retirement savings - is voluntary retirement saving
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and comprises voluntary superannuation contributions, shares, property and other

long-term saving vehicles such as the private home. Currently, only voluntary

superannuation and the principal residence are tax-preferred assets.

Prior to the 1992 introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee, workers

in Australia had either access to Award Superannuation (arrangements under

various award bargaining) or had the option of voluntarily joining a

superannuation provider. Thus, even before the Superannuation Guarantee,

workers were able to make voluntary contributions to a superannuation fund.

Prior to 1986, superannuation was mostly voluntary and encouraged by tax

concessions. Under this system fewer than 40 per cent of employees were

covered by employer-sponsored schemes and coverage for the self-employed was

far lower. Covered employees were likely to be public sector workers, higher

income and white collar private sector workers. Many of these schemes also

included contributions on the part of employees. Award Superannuation,

introduced in 1986, was set at 3 per cent of wages and employees not under

awards were not covered by Award Superannuation. Under this scheme, the

private sector saw coverage gro\¡/ from 32 per cent in 1987 to 68 per cent in 1991

(Bateman and Piggott, 1996).

Major reforms to the taxation of superannuation wcrc introduccd in 1988

and included the introduction of a tax rate of 15 per cent on superannuation fund

investment income. A 15 per cent tax was also applied on all employer

contributions and deductible contributions, but undeducted contributions

(contributions made from after-tax income) did not attract tax. Other changes

included the reduction of taxes on lump-sum benefits and increased tax-

deductibility for uncovered workers and the self-employed, as well as the

introduction of marginal Reasonable Benefits Limits. Grandfathering rules meant

that the pre-1983 components of retirement benefits and any amounts

accumulated between 1 July 1983 and 30 June 1988 were exempt from the new

taxation. Additional tax rebates for superannuation contributions of low-coverage

employees were introduced in 1990 which further added to the complexity of the

system.
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Between the introduction of Award Superannuation and 1999, coverage of

Australian workers in both the private and public sectors increased from 39 per

cent in 1986 to 91 per cent in 1999 (see Table2.4).

TABLE 2.4 Supenn¡TNUATIoN CovsRRc¡ rN AusrRqI-n

covered (oer cent)

Year
I 989

1992
1995

1999

Full-time
55.1

88.0

94.4

96.9

Part-time
17.8

54.1

71.6
76.3

Total
48. I

80.3

89.4

91.0

Source: Insurance and Superannuation Commission, Superannuation Bulletin; Aushalian Prudential
Regulation Authority, Superannuation Trends (various years).

The Superannuation Guarantee, introduced in 1992, has almost universal

coverage. It is not compulsory for a small fraction of the working population,

including casual workers, part-time workers earning less than $450 per month, the

self-employed and those under 18 and over 70 years of age. These low-coverage

groups are the target of a campaign to increase their voluntary provision of

retirement saving by providing tax concessions and other incentives.lT At the

same time, the tax advantage for higher income workers has been gradually

removed over time.

Table 2.5 highlights the legislative changes to the taxation affangements of

superannuation since 1992 and which have been largely designed to reduce any

substantial tax advantages, especially to those workers on higher incomes, while

simultaneously providing incentives for low-coverage groups to contribute.

Rothman (2000) finds, despite these changes, that both compulsory and voluntary

superannuation contributions provide tax-preferred investments relative to the

same portfolio mix of investments held outside the superannuation system. This

preferential taxation applies to individuals at every marginal income tax rate;

however, those on the highest marginal tax rates appear to benefit significantly

more. Rothman's analysis however, fails to take into account the potential

differences in attitudes to risk and the information-gathering advantages of those

t7 The Australian Treasury's Retirement Income Modelling Unit has estimated that the
participation rate of the self-employed remained between 25 per cent and 30 per cent throughout
the 1990's.
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on higher incomes. Rothman's f,rnding implies that, in the absence of
superannuation, the rich would choose the same balanced portfolio in which to

invest. However, Carroll (2000) finds that in the United States, the portfolios of
the rich hold a higher share of risky assets especially shares in their own

businesses. This suggests that those on higher incomes could possibly do better

by not investing in the superannuation system and, in fact, would choose a

different and riskier mix of assets.

TABLE 2.5 CHANGES To THE SUPERANNUATIoN Guene¡ITse STNcB 1992

Year
r992 Introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee at 3 per cent of employee ordinary

time wages on top ofearnings to be phased in to 9 per cent 2002.
1993-94 Age-determined employer contribution limits introduced. Legislation introduced to

increase the preservation rules of retirement benefits. Commencement of the phase-
in of a oreservation aee of60.

t996 A superannuation surcharge tax of 15 per cent on deductible personal contributions
introduced and phased in for individuals with income between $70,000 and $85,000
to be indexed annually.

1997 Spouse contribution rebate of 18 per cent for up to $3000 of contributions made on
behalf of a low-income spouse. Retirement Savins Accounts (RSAs) established.

l 998-99 Employer superannuation contributions increased to 8 per cent. A savings rebate of
7.5 per cent on personal undeducted contributions was made available for this
financial year only; with a maximum rebate of 9225. Rebate for low-income
workers whose income was between $27000 and $3 1000; with a maximum rebate of
$loo.

1999 From I July 1999, all contributions, both voluntary and employer, are nowpreserved
within the superannuation system until minimum retirement age.

2002 Compulsory sunerannuation contributions increased to 9 per cent ofwages
2002-2004 Changes to the superannuation system during this period include incentives to

increase coverage of traditionally low-coverage groups such as those on low incomes
and the self-employed. Measures introduced include governrnent co-contributions of
up to $1000 for low and middle-income earners, increased to $1500 in 2004.
Incentives for the self-employed include an increase in the full-deductibility
threshold for the self-employed to $5000 and 75 per cent of deductions over the
th¡eshold and up to the age based deduction limits. Reduction in the surcharge tax.

2005 Suoerannuation surcharse tax abolished.

The legislative and taxation changes have been made with the intention of
providing incentives for Australian households to increase voluntary participation

in superannuation. The majority of these changes have been directed at low-

coverage groups, such as the selÊemployed and other gloups that do not have

access to the employer-funded Superannuation Guarantee. In an effort to increase

fairness, the tax advantages for higher income households have gradually been

reduced.
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While coverage of employees under the Superannuation Guarantee is high,

the number of households who make additional contributions is not large and

there is some concern that Australian households are not saving adequately to

supplement the compulsory superannuation contributions. For instance, the

Australian Bureau of Statistics estimated that in 2000 approximately 26 per cent

of job-holders aged between 15 and 69 were making personal contributions to

superannuation. Given these proportions, it is vitally important to understand if
government measures have been successful in increasing superannuation

participation as well as increasing the level of contributions. In contrast to other

types of saving, contributions to superannuation accounts provide a simple way

for the Australian government to gauge whether households aÍe directly

increasing their retirement assets.

2.4.4 Substitutability Between Private Discretionary Saving and Pension Saving

One issue with respect to compulsory pension schemes is the extent to

which compulsory pension saving will substitute for private saving. This is a

crucial point since one of the Australian government's policy objectives is to

ensure elderly Australians are adequately covered for their retirement (from a

welfare perspective) as well as decreasing the burden on the public Age Pension.

In addition to this objective, there is a more general desire to increase aggregate

private saving since there is a strong link between domestic saving and investment

and its association with sustained economic growth.

If we are to effectively gauge whether goverrìment incentives have been

successful in encouraging private savings, we need to examine the existing

evidence on the substitutability between compulsory superannuation and

voluntary contributions to superannuation and other private saving. Research that

estimates the substitutability between voluntary saving and pension wealth at the

household level is scarce considering how important the topic is. The scarcity has

to do with the lack of suitable data on household level saving and pension

superannuation wealth.
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2.4.5 Evidence of Substitutability

There are several studies on the substitutability between private savings

and pension wealth in OECD countries, and research on the pension schemes of

the United States is the most prolific. The majority of significant papers

investigate micro level behaviour, which is crucial if policy objectives are aimed

at changing individual behaviour. While direct comparison with the Australian

system is not possible due to the different nature of pension systems in place

around the world, these studies are important for understanding how individuals

react to changes in their economic environment and understanding the relationship

between pension wealth and private wealth.

Attanasio and Rohwedder (2003), using the Family Expenditure Survey

for the United Kingdom, examine the effect that various public pension reforms

over the last several decades have had on expected pension entitlements (wealtþ

and how the change in the entitlements have impacted on private savings -
defined as income less expenditure. The authors construct a measure for current

pension wealth (expected future pension entitlements) based on individual income

profiles, survival probabilities, current pension legislation and various

demographic factors. The public pension scheme in the United Kingdom

comprises the State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme (SERPS) and the Basic

State Pension (BSP). In line with the predictions of the life-cycle theory, they

find that financial wealth and pension wealth held in SERPS are good substitutes

for all age groups except the youngest which they attribute to being an indication

of binding liquidity constraints for this goup. They estimate an average marginal

effect from an extra pound in pension wealth in the range of - 0.55 to - 0.75. On

the other hand, they find no significant substitutability between private financial

wealth and the BSP except for the youngest goup where the estimate is - 0.31 .

As a possible explanation they suggest that the difference may be due to the fact

that poorer members of the population generally rely exclusively on the BSP and

don't earn pension wealth from SERPS.

Using a similar approach, Attanasio and Brugiavini (2003) investigate how

changes in individual private saving rates were affected by changes in future

pension wealth induced by the 1992 pension reform in Italy. They note that the
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Italian personal saving rate had declined by about ten percentage points in the

previous two decades and that in 1993, the year after the reform, the saving rate

increased considerably.ls They find evidence that saving rates increased as a

result of a reduction in pension wealth as measured by the elasticity of household

saving to changes in future pension entitlements, and that the change was greater

the closer the individual was to retirement. Similarly to Attanasio and Rohwedder

(2003), they estimate the present discounted value of future pension entitlements

for each individual for the years before and after the reform. The results obtained,

however, depend crucially on the model specification and consequently the

authors achieve mixed results. They estimate offset coefficients of - 0.30 ,

- 0.40 and - 0.35 and in one case the estimate is as high as - 0.71 .

Much of the empirical work assessing the substitutability has taken place

using data from the United States; however, there is no consensus as to the

empirical relationship between pension wealth and other saving. Early studies

include Feldstein (1974), King and Dicks-Mireaux (1982) and Diamond and

Hausman (1984), who all find negative relationships between public pension

wealth or entitlements and private saving; with varying coefficient estimates.

More recently, Attanasio and De Leire (1994) find evidence that households

financed IRA contributions through reductions in their stocks of other assets.

Their results indicate that less than 20 per cent of IRA contributions represents

new saving. Engen et al (1994) find that 401(k) plans have not stimulated private

saving but that a small proportion of IRA contributions represent additions to

saving. Poterba et al (1996) find that contributions to tax preferred 401(k)s or

IRAs constitute additions to saving rather than substitution out of other assets.

This suggests an offset of less than unity. Engen et al (1996), on the other hand,

find that total saving does not increase and that saving into these retirement funds

is merely a re-shuffling of assets from one form to another which implies perfect

substitutability. Hubbard and Skinner (1996) argue that it comprises of neither

'all new saving' nor 'no new saving', but rather, lies somewhere in between. It is

therefore not conclusive whether the savings in these tax-preferred vehicles

18 The authors note that Italy experienced a recession in that year so that the change in saving rates

cannot be wholly attributable to the pension reform. A decline in consumer expenditure and

disposable income were also observed for that year.
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represent additions to the stock of saving or whether they are merely reshuffling

from one asset account to another.

The effect of government pension reform will always bear directly on the

private saving behaviour of households and the consensus appears to be that there

is not perfect substitutability between the two forms of saving. Suitable

household level data on retirement entitlements are not available for Australia, so

it has been difficult to quantify the effect of changes in compulsory

superannuation contributions and balances on other private saving.le

Due to the limited availability of micro level data, there is a paucity of

current empirical research into the substitutability between pension saving - both

compulsory and voluntary contributions - and private saving. ln Chapter 4, I

examine the effects of the introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee on the

saving decisions of Australian households. In particular, I examine whether

increases in compulsory superannuation contributions have affected participation

decisions in voluntary superannuation for specific groups in the population.

Furthermore, I examine whether there is evidence of substitutability between

other asset classes and the probability of participation in voluntary

superannuation. In Chapter 5 I examine directly the effect of compulsory saving

on voluntary saving levels and rates.

Several Australian studies examine the effect of compulsory

superannuation on aggrcgatc saving. Ifforced saving through the Superannuation

Guarantee is a perfect substitute for other private household saving, aggregate

household saving does not change. Therefore, the effect of compulsory

superannuation on national saving, holding other government policies constant, is

generally expected to be negative in the short-run because of the tax deductibility

of superannuation contributions tbr employers. Thus, to raise national saving,

private saving must rise more than the associated tax loss to the government.

The most recent paper to examine this issue is by Connolly and Kohler

(2004) who use aggregate time series data in their analysis to quantify the offset

between compulsory superannuation and other private saving. Their study

examines the effect that the stock of compulsory employer superannuation

te The release in June 2006 of the 2003 Household Expenditure Survey includes, for the first time,
detailed information on the wealth holdings of Australian households.
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contributions has had on the level of private voluntary saving. The period covered

is from 1966 to 2002, which includes the targeted Award Superannuation scheme

introduced in 1986 and the 1992 introduction of the universal, compulsory

Superannuation Guarantee. They specify two regtession equations. In the first,

the dependent variable is total voluntary saving, including voluntary

superannuation contributions. The coefficient of interest, on compulsory

superannuation, measures the amount by which compulsory superannuation

offsets total private saving. They find the average marginal effect of an extra

dollar of compulsory superannuation on total voluntary saving is equal to roughly

- 0.38 but it is not statistically significantly different from zero. Second, when

voluntary superannuation is removed from the definition of total voluntary saving,

the marginal effect increases to roughly -0.31 but is again not statistically

significant. Further, they are interested in the effect that voluntary superannuation

contributions have on other voluntary saving and estimate an offset of -1.30

which is statistically significant, but rather high. The V/ald test cannot reject that

this coefficient is equal to negative unity suggesting that contributions to

voluntary superannuation may have been offset by decreases in other voluntary

saving and therefore that voluntary superannuation contributions are close

substitutes for other financial saving. Since superannuation assets cannot be

accessed until retirement, their result seems intuitively implausible given the

illiquidity of superannuation compared to other liquid financial assets, such as

shares and bank balances, which can be used for consumption smoothing and

other short-term needs.

Morling and Subbaram (1995), also using aggregate time series data and a

similar methodology to Connolly and Kohler (2004), investigate the effect of net

superannuation saving, which includes both employer and employee

contributions, on other private saving. The estimation period is 1959 to 1994

which includes two years of the Superannuation Guarantee and, between 1986 and

1992, Award Superannuation. Unfortunately, they do not disaggregate the

superannuation data into the two components of compulsory and voluntary

contributions so that their results are not directly comparable to those of Connolly
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and Kohler (2004). Their estimate of the offset is approximately 75 cents and is

statistically signifi cant.

While analysis using macroeconomic data is important if aggregate saving

is the focus, to understand the saving behaviour of individual households micro

level data sets are necessary. The Australian Bureau of Statistics' Household

Expenditure Survey (HES) currently has four waves since the introduction of
Award Superannuation in 1986. This represents four independent cross-sectional

data sets and is a significant start in the examination of household level saving and

consumption behaviour. In Chapter 4, I make use of three waves of the HES to

investigate the changing behaviour of household superannuation contributions

over the ten-year period between I 98 8 and IggS .20

2.5 CoxcrusroN

In this chapter I have presented and reviewed a selection of the most

relevant theoretical and empirical literature pertaining to the subject of this thesis.

A selection from the vast literature on household saving was discussed and some

of the irreconcilable facts between theory and evidence were presented. These

shortcomings have, over the course of time, provided the impetus for the

development of more realistic models of saving and consumption behaviour - the

most relevant to this thesis were presented in the ensuing section. The pertinent

elements of the Australian superannuation scheme were presented. This

institutional background motivates the empirical and theoretical analyses of the

subsequent chapters

20 At the time of writing, the latest wave, 2003, had been released but was not available to include
in this thesis.
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Cn¡.prnn Tnnnn
SupnuNNUATroN AS ¡. CoInUITMENT Dnvrcn: EvrurNcn
or SopTUSTICATION AMONC AUSTRALIAN HOUSNTTOLDS

3.1 INrRoouctIoN

Economic agents with self-control problems should value commitment

devices that constrain future choices. For example, to overcome a weakness for

chocolate or cigarettes, individuals may throw away the packets. Similarly,

buying long-term memberships to gyms is another example of a commitment

when the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak. More pertinent to economics is

the use of savings products with built-in features of a commitment device such as

Christmas accounts. These commitment devices help individuals who recognize

that they would like to save more but lack the will-power to do so. While there is

much anecdotal evidence, empirical evidence on the relationship between the

propensity to use commitment devices and self-control is scarce. Using theory

and evidence drawn from the literature in psychology and behavioural economics

to motivate the analysis, this chapter presents empirical evidence to support the

contention that households with problems of self-control value commitment

devices. The underlying premise is that individuals with problems of self-control

are not naiïe and to some extent recognize the desirability of tying their hands in

the future. The degree to which they succeed in doing so depends upon their level

of sophistication.

A fundamental result from the experimental psychology literature is that

not only do individuals behave impulsively or impatiently but they also behave in

a time-inconsistent manner and can be said to exhibit a 'reversal of preferences'.

This is the basis for self-control problems. Much of the behavioural economics

literature on time-inconsistent preferences has focused on the extreme

assumptions of 'sophistication', where agents are aware of their time-

inconsistency, or 'naïveté', where they are not aware. In the present context, the

sophistication assumption has testable implications. This is because sophisticated

individuals appreciate the existence of commitment devices that they use to

commit to a course of action. The availability of commitment devices precludes

a
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future selves from behaving in a time-inconsistent manner. Conversely, the

naiVeté assumption does not immediately lead to testable hypotheses; naïve

individuals are observationally equivalent to those who merely have a high rate of

time preference in the traditional economic sense. The focus of this chapter is on

the relationship between self-control problems and the purchase of an illiquid

asset that has the feature of a commitment device.

In the present analysis, I am concerned with the characteristics of

households that invest in superannuation. The crucial distinction is that

contributions to superannuation, while representing additions to saving, also

serves the function of an external commitment mechanism and has the function of
pre-committing to aplan of action. One of the key predictions of the behavioural

models of consumption is that sophisticated, time-inconsistent households should

value the external commitment. 'Impulsivity', which captures time-inconsistency,

should be positively related to the probability of investing in superannuation.

Since illiquid asset investment captures patient, far-sighted behaviour and if
agents are assumed to be sophisticated, I expect to observe a positive relationship

between this type of patient behaviour and impulsivity.

To the extent that saving in superannuation represents future consumption

in rctircmcnt years and thus foregone consumption today, standard life-cycle

models predict that higher impatience (a higher rate of time preference) leads to

lower saving over the life-cycle. The implication is that saving and impatience

should be negatively correlated. There are many factors that influence why

individuals choose to invest in superannuation. For example, the preferential tax

treatment of superannuation accounts means that the after-tax rate of return may

be higher than the return on other assets for many households. However, given

the illiquid nature of superannuation and the associated commitment aspect, the

prediction is that it is far-sighted, sophisticated agents that will choose to invest

and impulsivity will be positively related to investment in superannuation.

I test this hypothesis using data from the 1998-99 wave of the Australian

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Household Expenditure Survey (HES). The Australian

experience is valuable in this context because restrictions on early withdrawal of

voluntary superannuation contributions, which became almost total in July 7999,
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make this a highly illiquid form of saving. To test this relationship, a measure of

impulsivity is constructed to capture self-control problems and the simple

relationships between this measure and various demographic and household

characteristics are presented. Second, the relationship between this measure and

various asset classes, including voluntary superannuation contributions, is

investigated using various econometric methods. The hypothesis to be tested is

that a commitment device is more likely to be adopted by sophisticated time-

inconsistent households and that the greater the problems of self-control the more

likely are households to make use of it.

Illiquid saving, in the form of voluntary contributions to superannuation, is

found to be partially correlated with a measure of impulsivity constructed using

proxies for impulsive behaviour such as smoking, drinking, gambling, and

whether a household has credit card debt, after controlling for household

demographic characteristics, life-cycle considerations and other control variables.

Individuals knowing themselves to have problems of self-control tie their hands

by saving in illiquid assets, but the degree to which they succeed in doing this

depends upon their education, wealth and other household characteristics.

3.2 Trrr¿p PR¡TERENCE AND BEHAVIoUR

Fundamental to the analysis in this chapter is an understanding of

impulsivity or time preference and the notion of sophistication. In this thesis I

distinguish between impulsivity and impatience where impulsivity captures

problems of self-control. In economics, impatience is represented by the rate of

time preference, a constant parameter which reveals the degree to which agents

care less about the future.

In this section, some of the empirical literature on time preference, from

both psychological and economic perspectives, is reviewed to motivate the

techniques used in identifying a measure of impulsivity and selÊcontrol. I present

theoretical and empirical evidence on the idea of sophistication and its role in

individual/household planning and behaviour. Both the concepts of impulsivity

and sophistication are central to the empirical analysis performed.
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Many studies in experimental psychology have used hypothetical

monetary payoffs to elicit discount rates from subjects and have found that higher

impulsivity is correlated with behaviour such as smoking, drinking and gambling.

For example, Vuchinich and Simpson (1998) investigated the degree to which

heavy social drinkers and problem drinkers discounted the value of delayed,

hypothetical amounts of money. They found Lhat"both showed greater temporal

discounting than light social drinkers and that a hyperbolic function described

temporal discounting more accurately than qn exponential function." Bickel et al

(1999), in an experiment to elicit discount rates in current, ex- and never-smokers,

again using hypothetical monetary rewards, found that current smokers discounted

the value of delayed money more than never- and ex-smokers. Never- and ex-

smokers did not differ in their discounting of money. In their study, they found

that a hyperbolic discount function provided a better fit to the data than did the

exponential function. This result is reinforced by Mitchell (1999) who, using both

a personality theory and a behavioural approach, also found that smokers are more

impulsive than non-smokers. There is also evidence that pathological gamblers

discount delayed rewards at a greater rate than non-gamblers and that pathological

gamblers with substance abuse disorders discount at a higher rate than gamblers

without these disorders (Petry,200I; Pctry and Casarella, 1999). These studies

indicate that individuals with dual addictive disorders, such as pathological

gambling and substance abuse, have extremely high discounting rates and again,

that a hyperbolic discount function best characterises their temporal discounting.

While it appears that problem gamblers discount more heavily than non-problem

gamblers, it is not so clear whether some gambling is indicative of high

discounting.l Nevertheless, I use these results as evidence that gambling is

associated with impulsivity and that combined with smoking and drinking,

provides a reasonable way of measuring self-control problems.

While it is difficult to extract information on individuals' or households'

rate of time preference from expenditure survey data, it is nonetheless important

' There is some evidence that there is not a single impulsiveness trait that links an inability to
delay gratification with a tendency to gamble and take risks. This result is confirmed in studies
that investigate separately the discounting of delayed rewards and probabilistic rewards (Myerson
eta1.,2003;Holtetal.,2003). However,Greenetal(1999)suggestthatalthoughtheprocesses
that underlie the types of discounting are not identical, they are "fundamentally similar".
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to account for differences in time preference across households. Any analysts

involving the examination of individuals' choice behaviour over time necessarily

involves a treatment of discount rate heterogeneity. Identifying some measure of

time preference is relevant for the empirical analysis to follow, because certain

behaviours involve trade-offs between current costs and future benefits and this is

an important determinant of saving behaviour. Costs in this context involve early

sacrifices associated with a reduction in consumption, while expected benefits

include an increase in the standard of living in retirement.

The identification of individual rates of time preference has been analyzed

in the economics literature, starting primarily from the time-consistency

assumption. As such, these studies have attempted to quantify the constanl rate of

time preference. For example, Fuchs (1982), in an exploratory study, attempts to

quantify the relationship between intertemporal choice behaviour, health

behaviour and health status. In a survey of 500 households he finds that the rate

of time preference is weakly negatively correlated with years of schooling,

positively correlated with smoking cigarettes and negatively correlated with

health status. Moreover, he finds that family background, especially religion, is

an important determinant of time preference.

Using the Health and Retirement Study in the United States, Barsky et al

(1997) estimate preference parameters typically used in economic analysis - the

rate of time preference, the coefficient of relative risk aversion and the elasticity

of intertemporal substitution. Of relevance are their estimates of relative risk

tolerance (the reciprocal of the coefficient of relative risk aversion); they find that

using their estimates, they can predict various risky behaviours such as smoking,

drinking, having life and health insurance and whether individuals hold risky

assets. Since many of these behaviours are also associated with impulsivity, the

implication is that risk tolerance and impulsivity are in fact correlated. This

finding is also consistent with the literature on personality theory which equates

impulsivity with preferences for such things as immediate gratification, risþ

activities, drug usage, and novel sensations, among others (Mitchell, 1999). A

high rate of time preference has also been found to be negatively related to

income, education and race (Lawrance, I99l).
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A further, key, issue is that of how time preference rates are determined in

the first place. The papers previously cited implicitly assume that time preference

is exogenously determined and therefore given. Becker and Mulligan (1997), on

the other hand, postulate a theory of endogenous time preference where

individuals expend effort in an attempt to reduce their (constant) rate of time

preference. Underlying their theory is the assumption that individuals have an

'endowed' level of time preference (or impatience) which is sufficiently high that

individuals have an incentive to expend effort to reduce it. According to their

theory, the extent to which individuals succeed in reducing their endowed rate of

time preference depends on such things as education, wealth and family

background.

3.3 EIr,tpIRIcerMnrsopotocy

An important motivation for the analysis in this chapter is captured by

Ameriks et al (2004) who suggest that"the impøct of self-control problems should

vqry qccording to the liquidity characteristics of the underlying assets...In

particular, it should be hard for those with self-control problems to qccumulate

financial assets outside their retirement eccoLtnt."

The various behavioural models of saving presented in Chapter 2 imply

certain predictions in terms of the relationship between impulsivity and illiquid

wealth tlepentling on the household type. From the existing literature, three types

of households can be distinguished.

First, if the world is populated exclusively by time-consistent households,

such as would be the case if they exhibited exponential discount functions, the

more impatient or myopic they are, the less value is placed on future

consumption. In this case, we expect that higher impulsivity decreases the

probability of holding illiquid assets. Second. if instead the world is populated by

naive time-inconsistent households, we obtain the same relationship as the time-

consistent individuals who do not value commitment. Therefore the more

impulsive, the less likely this type will be to hold illiquid assets. Third, if
individuals ate sophisticated and time-inconsistent, they value commitment

devices and impulsive behaviour will be positively related to the probability of
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holding illiquid assets. The distinguishing behaviour of the final type of

household is also consistent with conduct predicted by the dual-self model of

Thaler and Shefrin (1988); that is, if the short-run self is impatient or myopic and

the long-run self patient, then we expect to see a conflict between the two selves.

The prediction arising from these models therefore is that higher impulsivity will

be positively related to the probability of holding superannuation. These proposed

relationships provide the testable hypotheses for the empirical work in this

chapter. On the one hand, the expected relationship between a measure of

impulsivity and the propensity to invest in an illiquid asset should be positive. On

the other hand, the relationship between this measure and holding liquid assets is

expected to be negative. In this way, the empirical associations will provide

evidence to distinguish the sophisticated household from the naïve.

For all the analysis undertaken in this chapter, the data used are the 1998-

99 wave of the ABS Household Expenditure Survey (HES). These data are a

cross-sectional survey of approximately 7000 Australian households and contain

data on demographics, education, occupation, sources of income and detailed

expenditure items. In survey data on income and expenditure, the relevant unit is

the household rather than the individual and therefore, as is usual, all the analysis

is in terms of the household reference person. I restrict the sample to households

where the reference person is between 25 years of age and less than75 years of

age. Further, I remove composite households and retain only single family

households where financial decisions are determined as a single income unit, for

example, as for married couples. In this way we capture only single families or

single households. Since contributions to superannuation can only be made if
employed, households whose reference person is unemployed or not in the work

force are removed. The resulting sample consists of 349I households, of which

1684 make voluntary contributions to superannuation and 1807 do not.

3.3.1 Measuring Impulsivity

A measure for impulsivity is central to my empirical tests. In all the

empirical analysis undertaken, a central issue is how to identify impulsivity in

individuals. In this chapter I construct a proxy variable to account for household
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differences in time preference (impulsivity). To the extent that impulsivity is a

personality trait, the HES would, prima facie, not appear to provide a suitable data

source for quantifying this variable. However, the HES contains detailed data on

household expenditure items which can provide useful proxies for impulsivity.

To construct aî aggtegate measure, I use behaviours to gauge individual

differences in selÊcontrol. I identify a number of expenditure items that have

been found to be correlated with impulsivity and which qualifu for inclusion

based on the studies cited in Section 3.2. These include expenditure on smoking,

drinking, gambling, and credit card interest payments as an indicator for the

presence of credit card debt. I construct indicators for these behaviours so that the

effects of units of measurement are removed since I am primarily interested in

whether these behaviours are observed rather than how much is spent on them. A

potential flaw with this approach is that it is unclear whether low levels of

participation in the "impulsive" behaviours constitute impulsivity. Since data on

the quantity consumed is unavailable, including expenditure on these behaviours

will be misleading since we cannot assume the same unit price across households.

The impulsivity index is constructed in such a way that its value is higher the

more behaviours are observed in a household. In this way, a higher impulsivity

index is associated with a higher number of observed behaviours and thus a higher

level of impulsivity. Further, expenditure on various items is at the household not

at the individual level so it is impossible to disentangle whether, for example, all

the members smoke or just one of them. My impulsivity index therefore is for a

given household. The impulsivity index will be capturing both household

differences in impulsivity as well as differences in the degree of time-

inconsistency.

As described above, experimental psychology tests reveal that smoking,

drinking and gambling are associated with a high rate of time preference and, in

particular, that it is a hyperbolic discount function that best characterises delay

discounting in these experiments. Whether an individual has medical insurance

has also been associated with a high rate of time prefer"n"".' Including an

indicator for whether an individual has medical insurance is most likely capturing

' Della Vigna et al (2005) construct an aggregate measure of impatience using factor analysis. In
their measure they include medical insurance in the construction of their impatience variable.
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an income effect as it is more likely that higher income households would have

private medical cover. In Australia every individual has access to Medicare and

the purchase of private health insurance is essentially purchasing the luxury of

private hospital rooms among other services. Therefore, I exclude medical

insurance from the aggregate impulsivity index. The proxies used could be

cntícized on the grounds that these behaviours could be capturing individual risk

preferences rather than impulsivity. However, it has been found that these risky

behaviours can also explain impulsivity and are in fact related (Mitchell, 1999;

Monterosso and Ainslie, 1999; Barsky et al,1997).

Assuming that underlying these behaviours is impulsivity, or problems of

selÊcontrol, I can construct the measure of impulsivity using one of several

procedures to identif,i a common factor. This factor relates these behaviours to a

latent trait variable - impulsivity - and therefore I can create an impulsivity index

to include in the empirical tests. First, factor analysis can be applied to the

impulsivity proxies and use the corresponding factor loadings to weight the

individual variables. One short-coming with this method is that factor analysis

relies on the correlation matrix of the variables with the assumption that the

variables are continuous. All the impulsivity proxies I use are dichotomous and

so the correlation matrix is not strictly valid.

Second, principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical data reduction

technique that facilitates the construction of an index without the arduous and

perhaps arbitrary task of finding appropriate weights. The technique linearly

transforms a set ofp variables into another set of k < p uncorrelated variables that

explains the total variation in the original set. It is similar to factor analysis, but in

factor analysis the aim is to explain the common variance, rather than the total

variance, between the observed variables. With PCA the focus is to express the

principal component as a linear function of the x,s (Dunteman, 1989,page 56).

PCA also makes use of the correlation matrix but again the underlying assumption

of continuity is violated. To correct for this I use a correlation matrix based on

tetrachoric correlations between the variables that explicitly accounts for the
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discrete nature of the impulsivity proxies and then perform principal component

analysis.3

In the appendix, Tables 43.1 and A3.2 summarize the principal

component analysis and Tables 43.3 and A3.4 summarize the resulting

impulsivity index. The impulsivity index has been standardized to have a mean of

zero and standard deviation of unity. In Table A3.4 I have reported on the

combination of behaviours associated with the impulsivity index. The minimum

value is -1.794 and is the value of the index when no behaviours are observed.

The maximum value is 1.869 and is the value of the index when all behaviours are

observed within a given household. The intermediate values result from various

combinations of the behaviours all of which have different weighting in the index.

I refer the reader to the Appendix for more detail. If the observed behaviours are

all capturing impulsivity, the expectation is that they will all be positively

correlated. Table 43.5 presents pairwise and pafüal correlations between the four

measures. All correlations are positive and most are statistically significant at the

I percent level. Since true impulsivity is a latent variable and thus unobservable, I

use this constructed index as a proxy for impulsivity and believe that it will be

positively correlated with the true, unobservable impulsivity trait.a

3.3.2 Illiquid and Liquid Assets

The HES measure that I use for illiquid assets is Superannuation and

Annuities and includes voluntary contributions into superannuation as well as

contributions to annuities. One potential drawback of the superannuation data is

that it may include households who make 'quasi-voluntary' contributions as part

3 To check the robustness of the resulting index, I construct five impulsivity indices based on a)
factor analysis using the score, b) factor analysis using the factor loadings to weight the variables,
c) principal component analysis using the score, d) principal component analysis using the factor
loadings as weights and finally e) principal component analysis using the tetrachoric correlation
matrix. In addition, an index is created as the sum of the indicators on the four impulsivity
variables using equal weighting. There is no appreciable difference in the results when the five
methods are used or with the simple index using equal weights.
a To qualif, as a proxy two conditions need to be met: The first condition is that the proxy be
redundant if included with q, that is, E(ylx,q,z)=E(ylx,q),where 4 is an unobservable

variable and z is aproxyfor q, y isthedependantvariable and x isavectorofobservable
covariates. The second condition is that we require the cor¡elation between q and each element of
x be zero once we partial out z (Wooldridge, 2002).
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of either a salary package or even some salary sacrificing affangement. However,

since the contributions are recorded in a diary it is safe to assume that the diary

entries only include disbursements made from net wages or salary and do not

include any contributions made under other arrangements. Since investment in

annuities also constitutes a long-term investment plan, including this should pose

no problem.

The dependent variable, expenditure on contributions to Superannuation

and Annuities, is not the sole measure of illiquid saving. There are other saving

vehicles that a household will make use of to accumulate for the long-term, but it

is important to stress that this thesis examines the probability of investing in an

illiquid asset as away of constraining future choices of households. Other illiquid

assets identified in the HES could be effective, but it is diffrcult to imagine any

other asset which is as illiquid as superannuation since access is restricted to

individuals who have retired from the workforce. Annuities, while not as illiquid

as superannuation, are characterised by long-term returns and early withdrawal

often involve negative returns since administration costs are typically high in the

early years of the plan.

Although in this chapter I do not explicitly investigate saving rates or

levels, there are nonetheless empirical regularities in saving behaviour that can be

applied in this context. For example, in their comprehensive review of saving

theory and empirics, Browning and Lusardi (1996) highlight some important

empirical findings from data for the United States concerning the relationship

between wealth/income and saving:

1. There is a very strong positive relationship between income and saving,

2. Saving is usually negative for the first and second income quintiles and

highest in the top quintile,

3. Saving is higher for higher education attainment,

4. Saving is concentrated in the top part of the wealth distribution and

5. Saving is generally higher for homeowners and those that hold investments

such as stocks and bonds.

A health variable has not been included but it may be an important

determinant of saving. For example, agents may expect significant changes in
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demographics, such as changes in health status due to ill-health, and therefore

may expect a reduced income later in life; these individuals will have a greater

incentive to save.5

3.3.3 Sophistication

I include a number of variables that we can think of as proxies for

sophistication such as education qualification attained, and wealth, in the form of

dwelling value and indicators for whether a household has income from

investments. The variables for wealth can be included since the income flows in

the current period relate to investment decisions in a previous period. Therefore

these wealth proxies are treated as predetermined variables. In addition,

occupation categories are included since these could be capturing social class or

the effect of peers, both of which can contribute to an individual's general

sophistication. These variables are intrinsically entwined with future earning

potential, or perrnanent income, and therefore any significant positive relationship

between superannuation and these variables could also be revealing that the rich

save more (Dynan et at,2004).

I classify the household reference person into four broad education groups;

high school dropouts (the control group), those that have completed high school

as their highest qualification, those with intermediate qualifications such as basic

vocational and associate diploma, and those with a bachelor's degree or higher.

Ideally, we would like to have data on years of schooling, however, education

qualification roughly captures years of schooling and can distinguish between the

quality of education. This is because it is possible that some very different groups

may have the same years of schooling; for example, as in the number of years to

qualify for the two groups skilled vocational and bachelors degree. As well as

being a proxy for sophistication, education attainment can also be capturing future

earning potential and thus, permanent income.

The HES does not contain any detailed data on the wealth holdings of

households, except for dwelling value, but does contain data on flows from assets

such as rental income from property, dividend income from stocks and interest

5 
See Browning and Lusardi (1996) for the intuition behind this variable.
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income from bank deposits. Since for many households the family home is the

primary asset, gross dwelling value is included as a proxy variable for wealth

holding. Of interest here is whether the probability of investing in an illiquid

asset decreases with higher values of the primary residence. The relevance of

including this variable is that for many households the family home is the main

asset and also one of the main sources of retirement funding. I expect, therefore,

that some substitutability between the dependent variable voluntary

contributions to superannuation - and home value would be observed and hence, a

negative coefficient. I include dummy variables for whether a household holds

any assets in these forms. As well as being proxies for household wealth, these

can also serve as proxies for unobserved 'tastes for saving' since households that

have investment income are most likely to have accumulated the assets to

generate that income. In a later section I investigate the relationship between

these types of assets and impulsivity. Standard models of consumption do not

distinguish between types of saving vehicles and thus do not make the distinction

between liquid and illiquid saving. Assets in the HES have different degrees of

liquidity and so it is of interest to see how the probability of holding these assets is

related to the measure of impulsivity.

3.3.4 Demographics

A properly specified model that examines saving decisions - especially

saving motivated by life-cycle considerations - needs to include demographic

variables since they will affect the need for saving and are potentially important

sources of variation in saving at the micro level. Including variables on family

composition, such as gender, number of children, family size and marital status as

control variables is important for analysing life-cycle saving decisions.6 Also,

controlled for are nine broad employment categories. The control group is

Labourers and Associated Workers.

When analysing saving behaviour and especially saving for retirement

pu{poses, age effects and cohort effects are relevant. Different cohorts may have

had exposure to different retirement schemes. For example, younger cohorts may

6 Marital status also includes couples living in a de-facto relationship
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have been exposed to different advertising related to the need for adequate

retirement provision.T Or quite simply, different cohorts have differing attitudes

to saving. This effect may in part have an impact through lifetime eamings since,

in a growing economy, younger cohorts generally have higher lifetime and current

income than earlier cohorts and hence have a lower saving rate than older cohorts.

A variable for age captures differences in saving requirements as well as attitudes

to saving. Older households may not feel that any further commitment of funds

for retirement purposes will alter their standard of living in old age. Younger

households may have a different perception of what is a necessary level of funds

for retirement. Age can also capture aspects of sophistication and the ability to

impose rules on the short-run, impatient self. The HES data set contains dummy

variables for the age category to which the household reference person belongs in

five year bands and so is suitable for capturing age effects but cohort effects are

more difficult to identi$z and the age variable will possibly confound the two

effects.

3.4 Dnre AND RESULTS

This section provides a description of the data and the results of the

empirical estimation. First, I examine the simple relationships between

impulsivity and other variables. Second, and this is the fundamental result, I

investigate the relationship between impulsivity and the probability of

contributing to a very illiquid asset, Superannuation and Annuities. Finally, I

examine how impulsivity affects the probability of holding other forms of assets

which are characteÅzedby varying degrees of liquidity.

In Figures 3.1 to 3.4 and Tables 43.6 in the appendix, I present some

simple relationships between Impulsivity, Superannuation and Annuities, a

constructed measure of liquidity and various demographics from the HES. In

particular, the data reveal that:

7 The introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee was accompanied by a widespread advertising
campaign informing individuals of the introduction of the new scheme. In addition, the last
several years have seen a burgeoning of media articles dealing with the need for adequate
retirement provision.
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1. Impulsivity increases with income at low levels of income and then declines

with higher levels of income. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between

impulsivity and deciles of household total per capita income which includes

investment income. There is a clear positive relationship up to around median

per capita income; above that level, impulsivity declines and then stabilises.

One conjecture for the positive relationship is that as household income

increases, agents are more able to afford to indulge in the 'vices' that they

would like to engage in but that low income had hitherto prevented them

from.8 There is a clear difference between households making contributions

to superannuation and those that do not; impulsivity is higher for households

that make superannuation contributions. The data presented in Table 3.1

rweal the simple correlations between household income (without investment

income) and impulsivity, for households with superannuation and those

without, as well as the individual components of the impulsivity index. These

results confirm those presented in Figure 3.1.

FIGURE 3. I IMPULSTVITY AND TOTET PNN CAPITA INCOME

Income deciles

*no super -+*supef

t The finding that impulsivity appears to be positively related to household income at low income
levels is in contrast to Lawrance (1991) who finds that a measure for impatience and income are

negatively rçlated.
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Tnnu 3.1 coRRELATroNs wrrH HousEHoLD rNcoME

Superarinuation

Expenditure on;
Household income

lno investment)

Smoking
-0.0430
(0.0779\

Drinking 0.1622
t0.0000)

Gambling
-0.0107
(0.66)

Credit card
interest pavments

0.1342
(0.0000)

Impulsivity 0.0639
10.0087)

No Superannuation

Expenditure on:
Household income

(no investment)

Smoking
0.0158

(0.s020)

Drinking 0.2as2
(0.0000)

Gambling
-0.1041
10.0000)

Credit card
interest Davments

Impulsivity 0.0841
(0.0003)

Source: 1998 Household Expenditure Survey

2. The relationship between impulsivity and age (Figure 3.2) is roughly constant

up to age goup 35-39, after which it rises for the 40-44 age group and then

begins to decline into old age. There is no noticeable difference between

those with superannuation and those without. Spearman rank correlation tests

conducted for impulsivity with age and income reject the null hypothesis of

independence for these two variables. There are some conflicting arguments

about the correlation of impulsivity with age. On the one hand, as individuals

age there is an accumulated experience that teaches individuals that patience

may be a virtue. On the other hand, as the end of life approaches, the distance

between the current period and the end of life becomes smaller and so it is
possible to find impulsivity increasing since there is no real need to exercise

patience anymore.

FIcURE 3.2 IMPULSrvlry moAcn

0.2

-0.4

Age categories

-+-no super -"+*super

Notes: l: 25-29years;2:30-34 years;3: 35-39 years; 4:40-44 years;5: 45-49years;6:50-54 years; 7: 55-59
years; 8: 60-64 years. Categories for ages 65-69 and 70-74 have been omitted due to there being I and 5
obseivations, resþectively.
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3. One of the most striking features of the data is shown in Figure 3.3. This

shows that the impulsivity index is strongly decreasing in education

qualification. This correlation is the strongest yet and lends support to the

Becker and Mulligan (1997) hypothesis that agents may expend effort, partly

through education, to reduce their impulsivity. Fuchs (1982) and Lawrance

(1991) also find this relationship. It is also consistent with the proposal of

sophistication and thus provides support for the use of education as a proxy

for sophistication. Figure 3.3 also captures the difference in impulsivity

between those with superannuation and those without. What is striking is the

higher level of impulsivity for those making contributions to superannuation.
'When I conduct t-tests testing the hypothesis that average impulsivity is

greater for those with superannuation than without, I cannot reject the null at

the 5 per cent level for all groups except goup 2 (Bøsic Vocational) and

groups 7 (Postgraduate Diploma) and 8 (Higher Degree).

Frcun¡ 3.3 Irr¿pursrvrry AND EDUCATIoN

-0.4

Education Attainment

--*-no super +super

Notes: l-School only; 2- Basic Vocational; 3-Skilled Vocational; 4-Associate Diploma; 5-Undergraduate
Diploma; 6-Bachelor's Degree; 7-Postgraduate Diploma; 8-Higher Degree.

3.4.1 Impulsivity and contributions to illiquid wealth

The central analysis in this chapter is of the relationship between the

probabilþ of holding illiquid wealth and impulsivity. The dependent variable

takes the value of one if a household contributes to Superannuation and Annuities

and zero otherwise. I use probit estimation to account for the dichotomous

02

-0
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dependent variable.e Specifically, I am interested in estimating the response

probability

p(x)=P(y= llx)= þ(xß), (3.1)

where x is the full set of explanatory variables with first element unity and

includes Impulsivity, variables that proxy for sophistication, income, age and age

squared to capture any non-linearities. É is a K x 1 vector of parameters. Equation

(3.1) can be derived from an underlying latent model

y* =xß+e, Q.2)

where y:lfy. >01 and elx- N(0,1). The function 1['] is an indicator

function which takes the value one if the event in brackets is true and zero

otherwise.

Other demographic variables listed above are included to account for

heterogeneity in tastes and life-cycle considerations, such as family size, marital

status and gender. Occupation categories are also included to account for the

possibility of social and peer influence and to also capture future earning

potential. In addition, a variable to capture severe liquidity constraints is

included. This dummy variable indicates whether a household is unable to raise

$2000 emergency money within one week.

The results of estimating equation (3.2) are reported in Table 3.2, and

reveal the most important result; after controlling for many of the variables that

could affect a household's likelihood of contributing, impulsivity positively and

significantly affects the probability of contributing to Superannuation and

Annuities. This is the hypothesised result, and provides evidence of sophistication

in a household's decision to invest in a long-term and very illiquid asset.

e A logit model was also estimated for comparison. The results were not dissimilar to the probit
estimates and so have been omitted.
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TABLE 3.2 IMPULSTVITY AND ILLIQUID ASSETS. PROBIT ESTN4ATION a

Dependent variable : Superannuation dummy Coefíicient Marsinal effects

Impulsivity

Ag"

Age squared

Annual per capita income ($'0OOs¡

High school onlyf

Intermediate educationf

Higher Degreet

Gender t (Ma1æ0)

Family size

Marriage t

Managers & Administratorst

Professionalsf

Associate Professionalsf

Tradespersons & related workersf

Advanced Clerical & Service workersf

Intermediate Clerical, Sales & Service workersf

Intermediate production & transport workerst

Elementary clerical, sales & service workerst

Homeownert

Dwelling value/10 000

Dividend income dummyt

Dividend income

Property income dummyt

Property income

Bank income dummyt

Bank interest income

Self employedf

Liquidity constrainedt

Constant

0.063**
(0.026)

0.123,r<{d,

(0.0r 7)
-0.001:r""'<

(0.000)
0.014{<*{,
(0.002)
0.161*
(0.083)
0.037

(0.060)
0.237"*
(0.080)

-0.282*',(*
(0.054)
0.064**
(0.024)
0.212**
(0.068)
0.31 8**
(0.1 1 8)
0.292*"
(0. 1 07)
0.304**
(0.10s)
0.133

(0. r07)
0.352**
(0. r 54)

0.357t"'<{'c

(0. r 07)
0.162

(0.il0)
0.295't*
(0. l 30)

0.21 l r'.*{'i

(0.064)
-0.009r<{,*

(0.002)
0.210{"r'<{'<

(0.057)
-0.001**
(0.000)
0.055

(0.06e)
-0.001 **
(0.000)

0.202***
(0.054)

_0.004r<{<{<

(0.00r )
-0.448r<t'{'<

(0.080)
-0. I 25*
(0.071)

-3.710'r"':r'{

10.366ì

0.025**
(0.010)

0.049t'i{"'<
(0.007)

-0.001{""'<
(0.000)

0.006{'.*{'.
(0.001)
0.064*
(0.033)
0.0r 5

(0.024)
0.094**
(0.031)

-0. I l2t"r'!*
(0.021)
0.025**
(0.010)
0.084**
(0.027)
0. I 26**
(0.046)
0.1 l6**
(0.042)
0.121 **
(0.041)
0.053

(0.043)
0.139**
(0.0se)

0.141*r"'.
(0.041)
0.064

(0.044)
0. I 17**
(0.0s 1)

0.084*:**
(0.02s)

_0.004{<*{r

(0.001)
0.084{.{<t,
(0.023)

-0.000**
(0.000)
0.022

(0.027)
-0.000**
(0.000)

0.080r<:ß*
(0.022)

_0.002r.{.:i.

(0.000)
_0.172***

(0.02e)
-0.049*
(0.028)

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. fMarginal effects are for a discrete change of dummy variable
fromzerotoone.*p<0.10,x*p<0.05,*x*p<0.01. N:3491.Waldchi2(29)--399.54.PseudoR2:0.094
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Many of the demographic variables are related to the probability of

contributing to Superannuation and Annuities in the expected way. The

coefficients on age and per capita household income are significantly positive,

while being female decreases the probability of contributing. Being married and

having a larger family are both positively and statistically related to the

probability of contributing to superannuation.

The asset dummies positively affect the probability of contributing to

superannuation and annuities, except for the property dummy which is positive

but not statistically significant. However, the coefficients on the income flows

from these assets are all negative and significant. Similarly, being a homeowner

influences superannuation contributions positively while the value of the home is

negative. As noted above, the presence of these other assets could be capturing

taste for saving, while the negative coefficients on the flows could be capturing

the effect of the level of these assets. That is, the higher the flows from these

assets, the less likely a household is to contribute to superannuation since higher

income flows would generally be related to greater underlying wealth.l0

Relative to the base line category of high school dropouts, the coefficients

on the three education classes all have a positive impact but the Higher Degree

category has a significantly higher probability of positively affecting

superannuation contributions.

In the occupation categories, compared to the control category of

Labourers and Related Workers, all have a positive impact on the probability of

contributions to superannuation, but only the "white collar" occupations are

statistically significant. Being self-employed is associated with a much lower

probability of contributing to superannuation than being employed - a feature that

will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4.

Underlying this estimation is the assumption that holding other assets is

predetermined, but perhaps this assumption is too strong since there are

unobserved household characteristics that affect both the decision to hold

superannuation and the decisions to hold other types of assets. With this in mind,

the next section specifically accounts for the potential correlation in the

l0 The results are consistent with the empirical regularities on household saving behaviour
identihed in Browning and Lusardi (1996).
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unobservables by estimating the joint decision inherent in asset choice. To

achieve this I estimate a multivariate probit model of portfolio choice.

3.4.2 Impulsivity and Portfolio Choice

While contributions to an illiquid asset represent a commitment device,

households make decisions not only about superannuation, but also about other

financial assets and homeownership. To the extent that households appreciate the

existence of commitment in the form of illiquid assets, it is instructive to examine

how holding other types of assets, each with varying levels of liquidity, are

affected by the impulsivity measure. This analysis also serves as a check on the

predictions of the theory for sophisticated households, in the sense that

impulsivity is expected to increase the probability of holding illiquid assets and

decrease the probability of holding liquid assets. Accordingly, I next examine

how impulsivity affects the probability of holding four other types of assets.

Portfolio choice caî have vastly different effects on the wealth

accumulation of households. Retums can vary widely across assets and wealth at

retirement depends crucially on the choice of assets held in the household

portfolio. For example, it is well known that even though historically returns on

equities have outperformed bonds, only a small proportion of households invest in

stocks (Mehra and Prescott, 1985; Haliassos and Bertaut, 1995; Lusardi, 1998;

McCarthy, 2004). Understanding portfolio choice can therefore assist in further

understanding household saving behaviour. Several studies have examined

empirically the portfolio allocations on households but have been mostly focused

on data from the United States.rr

Simple models of portfolio choice see agents allocating funds across assets

with different risks and returns and result in a diversified portfolio. The proportion

allocated to each asset will reflect investors' attitudes toward risk and time

preference (Bertaut and Starr-McCluer, 2001). There are other factors that affect

agents' investment decisions. tn particular, (1) agents may face future income

risk (Haliassos and Bertaut, 1995); (2) there may be information gathering and

transactions costs that vary across different assets. If agents need to exert much

rr See for example, King and Leape (1998), Bertaut and Starr-McCluer (2001), Bertaut (1998),
Vissing-Jorgensen (2002), Lusardi (2003) and Haliassos and Bertaut (1995).
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effort in order to obtain information about complex investment decisions, those

facing higher costs will be less likely to invest in those assets. Vissing-Jorgensen

(2002) highlights the importance of costs in explaining portfolio choice; (3)

housing assets, which traditionally make up a large proportion of household

wealth in Australia, generate consumption flows as well as investment retums and

(4) liquidity constraints at certain points in the life-cycle may see agents having a

preference for liquidity to smooth consumption.

Whereas in the previous estimation the dependent variable was

dichotomous capturing whether a household made contributions to the illiquid

asset, Superannuation and Annuities, in this sub-section the dependent variables

are indicators that identify whether a given household already holds an asset

rather than making additions to it. The indicators for the different asset types are

classified according to illiquidity: the most illiquitl asset is Superannuation and

Annuities, followed by being a homeowner, holding property that generates rental

income, holding stocks from which dividends are received and f,rnally the most

liquid are bank deposits.

The analysis explicitly allows for the joint decision of holding different

types of assets by estimating a multivanate probit model of portfolio choice.12 In

a multivariate probit framework, a 0-1 variable is observed for whether a given

household holds assets belonging to each class. In this framework, I am able to

specifically account for correlations across the error terms due to unobservable

household-specific factors. If the error terms are uncorrelated across assets,

individual standard single-equation probits can be estimated. Conversely, if the

enor terms are correlated, it is preferable to model the asset-holding decisions

jointly as with the multivariate probit. As is usual in the empirical literature on

household portfolio choice, participation decisions are modelled as reduced form

equations (Hochguertel et al, 1997).

Defining an underlying latent propensity variable Yn for the participation

in each of the five asset classes (h : super (S), home (H), stocks (St), bank (B),

property (P)), ihese underlying propensities are related to the household's

r2 Multivariate probit estimation has been used in many fields from modeling joint decisions about
portfolio choice (Bertaut and Starr-McCluer, 2001) to modeling participation in drugs (Zhao and
Hanis,2004).
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observed characteristics X,,, wíth unknown coefficient vector þn and other

unobserved characteristics, á,,. Assuming a linear relationship, the population

regression function is:

Y] : X',,P,, + e,,' (3'3)

where å indexes the asset types. Equation (3.3) translates into individual binary

probit equations for participation for each asset in the following way:

[o if Y; <ot=1, ,fY;>o Q'4)

I assume that the e, jointly follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean

zero and covariance matrix 2 ,that is, (e, ,tH,Es,,tB,€p) - MVN(O,2) where

J-_

Given the potential substitutability or complementarity between these asset

classes it is likely that the error terms of these equations will be correlated. The

multivariate probit model is estimated via simulated maximum likelihood on the

349I observations using the Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane (GHK) algorithm

(Greene, 2003).13 The results from estimating the multivariate probit model are

presented in Table 3.3.

The results reveal that the impulsivity measure is positively and

significantly related to holding Superannuation and Annuities, with the magnitude

not greatly changed from the result in the previous single equation probit in Table

3.2. However, the effect of impulsivity on the probability of holding stocks and

bank deposits - the two most liquid asset categories - is negative and significant

for both so that more impulsive households are less likely to hold liquid assets.

V/hile this is the expected result, it is not possible to identiff which type of

household we are capturing.

1' An integer number corresponding to the square root of the number of observations is often used
for the number of random draws. For this model, the number of draws is set to 60.
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Te¡le 3.3 : Ponrrolto CgoIcg: MULTIVARIATe PRosrr EsrrMATloN

Mullivariate Probit Superannuation Stocks Property
Bank

Deposits
Home

Impulsivity

Age

Age squared

Annual per capita income $'000s

Marriage

Gender(Malr0)

Family size

Managers & Administrators

Professionals

Associate Professionals

Tradespersons & related workers

Advanced Clerical &
Service workers
Intermediate Clerical, Sales &
Service workers
Intermediate production &
transpoft workers
Elementary clerical, sales &
service workers

High school only

Intermediate education

Higher Degree

Selt--employed

Liquidity constrained

Constant

Estimates of error Correlations

p withsuperannuation

p with stocks

p withproperty

p with bank deposits

0.067**
(0.026)

0.133r,{,*
(0.017)

_0.001*{<*

(0.000)
0.01 I *t"'<

(0.002)
0.220>Bt*>B

(0.067)
-0.287{"tr'<

(0.0s4)
0.037

(0.023)
0.325**
(0. l l6)
0.314**
(0. l 07)
0.297"*
(0. l 05)
0.152

(0. r 08)
0.362**
(0. rs8)

0.367,ß:r,*
(0.107)
0.160

(0.110)
0.276**
(0.13 1)

0.143*
(0.082)
0.03s

(0.060)
0.231**
(0.078)

-0.468r,{<{,

(0.077)
-0. I 82**
(0.070)

_3.625'***

(0.372)

-0.073**
(0.02e)
0.012

(0.018)
0.000

(0.000)
0.010;r'.*t'{

(0.002)
0.204**
(0.076)
-0.097
(0.060)
0.080**
(0.026)
0.450**
(0.r42)
0.345**
(0.136)

0.491r""'c
(0. r 34)
0.327**
(0. r 3e)
0.543**
(0. r 85)
0.384**
(0. l 38)
-0.017
(0. l 50)
0.353 **
(0.167)
0.203**
(0.0e6)
0.1 8g**
(0.071)

0.404{q,{<
(0.086)

-0.21 5**
(0.087)

-0.'773***
(0.112)

_2.418***
(0.411)

-0.008
(0.033)

0. l09t<*{,
(0.023)

-0.001{'{}ì"t
(0.000)

0.006***
(0.002)

0.436t<{.{<

(0.0e2)
-0,084
(0.070)
0.038

(0.030)
0.570{,**
(0,170)
0.453**
(0. l6s)
0.457**
(0.164)
0.245

(0.17r)
0.687**
(0.213)
0.383**
(0. l6e)
0.332*
(0.r74)
0.349*
(0.205)
0.242*rF
(0. 1 07)
0.137*
(0.08 r )
0.2'76**
(0.0e8)
-0.021
(0.0eó)

-0.339**
(0.1 l 2)

-4.957'r*>t
(0.s 17)

_0. 109{<*'r.

(0.028)
0.041**
(0.0r 7)
-0.000
(0.000)

0.007{.r<*
(0.002)

0.320'ß**
(0.072)
-0.019
(0.057)
-0.046*
(0.026)
0.160

(0. r 23)
-0.018
(0.l r 6)
0.037

(0. r l4)
-0.064
(0.11e)
-0.004
(0. r 70)
0.081

(0.116)
-0.137
(0.124)
0.192

(0.142)
-0.008
(0.0e1)
0.087

(0.065)
0.22',7'r*
(0.082)
-0. I t2
(0.080)

-0.872*'r'!{<
(0.101)

_2.211***
(0.38s)

0.002
(0.028)

0.108{.r,:ß
(0.018)

-0.001:F**
(0.000)
0.004**
(0.002)

0.592{<*'r,
(0.070)
-0.027

(0.05e)
0. l03r<{r*,
(0.026)
0.093

(0.124)
0.123

(0.112)
0.223**
(0. l l0)
0.236**
(0.113)
0.396**
(0.177)
0.279**
(0.1 r2)
-0.010
(0.1 14)
-0. I 08
(0. I 35)
0.045

(0.088)
0.142**
(0.066)
0.203**
(0.087)
0.282**
(0.0e0)

_0.550t<t<t,

(0.07r )
-3.268tc{'{t'.

(0.387)

0.050
(0.03 r )

0.145{"<*
(0.036)
-0.007
(0.040)
0.091**
(0.034)

0.103r,r,{.
(0.03 l)

0.042
(0.036)

0.165*r'{'<
(0.037)

0.081 **
(0.030)

0.258t'c*t'{
(0.03 l )

0.145r<{'*
(0.036)

Notes: N:349l.LogPseudolikelihood:-8775.53. Robuststandarderrorsinparentheses. tMarginal
effects are for a discrete change ofdummy variable ÍÌom zero to one. * p<0.I0, ** p<0.05, *** p.0.0L
Pseudo R2 :0.094
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That is, if a household is sophisticated and time-inconsistent they are probably

less likely to hold liquid assets, but naive households are also less likely to hold

any assets. The reasoning is straightforward: first, sophisticated households will

not hold wealth where it can be too easily converted into consumption and second,

naïve households will not hold liquid wealth - they prefer to spend it! Similarly,

if households are time-consistent and impatient, that is, if they are exponential

discounters with a high discount rate, they will be less likely to hold any assets.

Lusardi (2003), confirming her prior assumption that a higher rate of time

reference is associated with a reduced probability of holding stocks, finds

evidence consistent with the results presented here. Ameriks et al (2004) also

confirm this result, finding that problems of selÊcontrol are associated with lower

liquid wealth holdings. Consequently, while it is not conclusive which type of

household we are identif ing with this result; it is nonetheless consistent with the

argument that sophisticated households prefer illiquidity in their portfolio.

The impulsivity index could be criticised on the grounds that it is

capturing attitudes towards risk with the implication that a higher measure of the

index is associated with more risk-loving behaviour. However, if this is the case,

then the expected sign on the impulsivity coefficient for the probability of holding

stocks should be positive rather than negøtive since it is generally accepted that

stocks are the riskier type of asset.

Impulsivity appears to have no significant effect on the probability of

holding the other forms of illiquid assets, such as homes and investment

properties. A possible explanation is that the decision to hold housing assets can

be motivated by many different factors since housing serves the dual function of

an investment and a generator of housing services (Arrondel and Lefebvre, 2001).

Consistent with expectations as well as earlier studies by Bertaut and

Starr-McCluer (2001) and Haliassos and Bertaut (1995), age has a positive and

significant effect on the probability of holding all asset types, except it does not

affect the probability of holding stocks. Also as expected, the coefficients on the

household income variables are all positive and statistically significant. Being a

female head of the household negatively affects the probability of holding all asset

types but is only statistically significant for holding superannuation. Marriage is
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also associated with an increase in the probability of holding all asset types.

Household heads holding a bachelor's degree or higher have a higher probability

of holding all five asset classes, other things being equal, compared to households

with lower qualifications. This may reflect higher earning potential or higher

wealth holdings for this group. It may also reflect the fact that higher educated

households have an information gathering advantage as well as revealing a higher

degree of sophistication. Liquidity constrained households are less likely to hold

any of the five assets. Being selÊemployed significantly reduces the probability

of contributing to superannuation accounts as well as holding stocks. However,

they are more likely to be homeowners.

As shown at the bottom of Table 3.3, estimates of the effor coffelations

p's, from the multivariate probit are positive and significant for most pairs of

equations, suggesting that most assets are complements to each other. The

negative correlation between being a homeowner and holding investment property

is unexpected since most property investors in the sample are also homeowners.

However, it is not statistically significant. The null hypothesis that the

disturbance terms are uncorrelated across equations is rejected. Since I include a

measure of impulsivity, any unobserved variation could be reflecting such other

factors as risk preference, expectations about future income or returns and family

background. Overall, Table 3.3 shows that the results from the multivariate probit

analysis <;onfirm the results in the single equation probit reported in Table 3.2.

The signs and significance of the coefficients on most variables remain largely

unchanged.

3.4.3 Impulsivity and Liquidity

Finally, as an additional check on the relationship between impulsivity and

illiquidity, I estimate a multinomial logit model.ra In the multinomial logit model,

households are assumed to have preferences over a set of alternative combinations

of assets depending on the degree of liquidity. The dependent variable captures

to Th" d"p".rdent variable appears to have ordinal characteristics and thus an ordered probit model
may seem more appropriate. However, tests reveal that the parallel regressions assumption can be
rejected and so I revert to multinomial logit estimation.
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the observed decision to hold various combinations of assets and represents five

categories of liquidity plus a category for no asset holdings. The different

categories of assets are listed in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4 Nuvnen oF HousEHolos nv Lrquurv CAr¡coRy

Liquidity category Frequency

0

1

2

J

4

5

404
t,665
597

585

131

109

No assets held
Only illiquid assets held
Mostly illiquid assets

Equal holding of illiquid and liquid
Mostly liquid assets held

Only liquid assets held

Category 0 represents households with no apparent asset holdings,

Category 1 is the most illiquid and includes only the illiquid assets

superannuation, primary residence and investment properties - this is the baseline

category. Category 5 is the most liquid and includes only the liquid assets, bank

deposits and stocks. The intermediate Categories, 2, 3 and 4, include

combinations of liquid and illiquid assets in increasing order of liquidity. Table

3.5 presents frequencies for each combination of holdings. By far, the highest

frequency is that for Category 1 where only illiquid assets are held.

TR¡r-s 3.5 Hous¡Hor-o Lrqun.rNr Ir-r-rqun Asssr HororNcs

Number of Liquid assets held Number of Illiquid assets held

0

2

Total

0

404
19.53

78.75

9l
8.6s

17.74

t8
4.86
3.51

s13
t4.69
100

I
946

45.72

63.32

417

39.64
27.91

l3l
3s.41

8.'77

1,494
42.8
100

2

651

31.46

5t.54
444

42.21

35.1 5

168

45.41

1 3.3

1,263

36.1 8

100

3

68

3.29
30.77
100

9.51

45.25

53

14.32

23.98
221
6.33

100

Total
2,069

100

59.27

1,052
100

30.1 3

370
100

10.6

3,491
100

100

Notes: for each cell, the first number is the ÍÌequency, the second number is the row percentage and the last
number is the column percentage,
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In Figure 3.4,1compare the simple relationship between the constructed

measure of liquidity and impulsivity. The graph clearly reveals that liquidity is

inversely related to impulsivity.

Frcunn 3.4 lMpur-srvrry AND LreurDrry

Liquidity

Notes: Category I is only illiquid assets held and category 5 is only liquid assets held. Intermediate
categories are in decreasing liquidity. Illiquid assets include superannuation, residence and property. Liquid
assets include bank deposits and stocks.

The multinomial logit model distinguishes among combinations of assets

by the degree of illiquidity of each class of asset. The household chooses among

six altematives and the observed outcome is that which yields the highest utility

for the household:

U,(alternative 0-no assets): pnX, + e,n

U,(alternativel-only iltiquid assets)= prX, + e,,

U,(alternative 2-mostly ittiquid assets)= prX, + e,,

U,(alternative 3 - even mix of tiquid I ittiquid) = BrX, + e,,

Ur(alternative 4-mostly liquid assets)= BoX, + e,o

U,(alternative 5 - only tiquid assets): BrX, + e,,

Observed Y* : Alternative ¡ ¡f U(Alternative ¡)>U(,lUernative tc),Vt + ¡;

Prob(Alternatíve j)= "*p(p,x,) , j :0,..'5
5

lexp(B*n)
m=0

0.1

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1

-0.15

-0.2

-0.25

-0.3

>\

)È
E
o
è0
Éo
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where X, are household characteristics which includes a measure of impulsivity

as well as the independent variables used above in the multivariate probit model.

The estimated coefficients are presented in Table 3.6.

TesI-s 3.6 Llquronv ANo Irr¡pur-srvnv. MulrrNoMrAL Locrr Esrnr¡¡rroN.

Omitted ís Category L Only illiquid
assets held

Impulsivity

Age

Age squared

Annual per capita income ($'0OOs¡

High school only

Intermediate education

Higher Degree

Gender (Malr0)

Family size

Marriage

Managers & Administrators

Professionals

Associate Professionals

Tradespersons & related workers

Advanced Clerical & Service workers

Intermediate Clerical, Sales & Service
workers
Intermediate production & transport
workers
Elementary clerical, sales & service
workers

Self-employed

Liquidity constrained

Constant

0 2 4 5

Liquidity categories

3

-0.120 -0.125**
(0.074) (0.057)

_0.248*{,{. 0. l g8r,*r,

(0.043) (0.042)
0.002{,r,{. _0.002,r,{,t,

(0.000) (0.000)
_0.022*" 0.021r,r<r¡
(0.007) (0.004)
-0.347 0.476*"
(0.216) (0.195)
_0.233 0.532***
(0.lss) (0.143)
_0.453** 0.806*'tt
(0.22e) (0.174)

0.478t,{,t< 0.038
(0.143) (0.124)

_0.288,t,t,:r, 0.055
(0.077) (0.0s2)

_0.709{,t,{c 0.916t,r,âß

(0.178) (0.r67)
-0.731** 0.583*
(0.3s2) (0.302)
-0.39s 0.299
(0.260) (0.2e0)
-0j21*" 0.41'l
(0.26r) (0.28e)
-0.33 I 0.310
(0.251) (0.2e6)
_0.826** 0.722*
(0.386) (0.381)
-0.801** 0.493*
(0.248) (0.2e7)
-0.086 0. 150
(0.243) (0.317)
-0.193 0.505
(0.277) (0.376)
_0.382* _0.562**

(0.226) (0.1e6)
0.962rr*'F _1.448t,,r,{r

(0.140) (0.263)
6.332'r** _8.295r<r<*

(0.e22) (O.ess)

-0.195 r,r,:ß

(0.0s8)
-0.004
(0.037)
0.000

(0.000)
0.011**
(0.004)
-0.017
(0. 1 8e)
0.034

(0.136)
0.1 87

(0. r7s)
0.017

(0. r20)
-0.033
(0.055)
0.269*
(0. l4e)
0.354

(0.2s4)
0.038

(0.23e)
0.253

(0.23r)
-0.068
(0.244)
-0.168
(0.367)
-0.020
(0.244)

-0.528**
(0.26e)
0.032

(0.314)
-0.t29

(0. 1 65)
_1.394**tF

(0.24e)
- I .939**
(0.8 l 2)

_0.3'79***.

(0. I 03)
-0.139**
(0.060)
0.002**
(0.00 1)

0.012*
(0.007)
0.169

(0.380)
0.242

(0.277)
0.812**
(0.33s)
0.120

(0.237)
-0.009
(0.104)
0.262

(0.2'73)
0.308

(0.51s)
-0.054
(0.4e6)
0.240

(0.48e)
-0.229
(0.s28)
0.492

(0.65e)
0.440

(0.4e6)
-0.623
(0.627)
0.768

(0.s66)
-0.033
(0.307)

-2.174**
(0.67e)
-1.389
(1.3s6)

-0.270**
(0.126)
-0.096
(0.078)
0.001

(0.001)
-0.012
(0.008)
-0.032
(0.3ee)
0.209

(0.283)
0.267

(0.41l)
-0.052
(0.258)

-0.369**
(0. I 36)
-0.410
(0.292)
0.134

(0.4e6)
-0.050
(0.4'72)
-0.582
(0.483)
0.039

(0.442)
-31 .029,r,{,,t

(0.414)
-0.s26
(0.478)
-0.133
(0.4e3)
0.337

(0.s07)
-1.021**
(0.472)

-0.964**
(0.415)
1.457

(1.6e7)

Notes: Robust standard errors inparentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Logpseudo likelihood
:- 4486.37. Pseudo R: 0.1047. N:3491

The omitted category is Category I - only illiquid assets - and all results are

therefore interpreted relative to the omitted category. The results show that

households with higher measured impulsivity are more likely to hold only illiquid

assets as the coefficient on the impulsivity index is negative for all categories.
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After controlling for education and household income as well as various

demographics, the results presented in Table 3.6 provide additional support for the

hypothesis that the Australian households in this sample are, to some extent,

sophisticated rather than naive. lmpulsivity generally increases the probability of

holding illiquid assets.

Table 3.6 shows that age has mixed effects on the likelihood of holding

various types of asset groups. In particulan, age significantly increases the

probability of holding only illiquid assets relative to holding no assets (Category

0) or mostly liquid assets (Category 4), while it reduces the likelihood of holding

a mixed portfolio with only some illiquid assets (Category 2) relative to holding

mostly illiquid assets. Households with higher income are more likely to hold

only illiquid assets relative to holding no assets, which is to be expected. Holding

mixed portfolios (Categories 2, 3 and 4) is more likely for higher income

households than merely holding illiquid assets. This is consistent with other

studies suggesting that higher income households have a more diversified

portfolio. They are also less likely to hold only liquid assets (Category 5) relative

to only illiquid assets.

The effect of education on asset holdings is also mixed: a household

whose head has a bachelor's degree or higher is more likely to hold only illiquid

assets rather than no assets but is more likely to hold a mix of assets. This is

likcly to bc capturing the higher income levels for more educated households.

Heads with only high school or intermediate qualifications are only significantly

likely to hold mostly illiquid assets (Category 2) relative to all illiquid.

The liquidity constrained, relative to holding only illiquid assets, are more

likely to hold no assets and less likely to hold any mix. Similarly, being a female

household head is associated with a higher probability of holding no assets rather

than only illiquid. The self-employed are less likely to hold any other

combination of assets relative to only an illiquid combination.

3.5 DrscussroN

In this chapter, using the 1998-99 wave of the Household Expenditure

Survey, I investigated how problems of self-control, as proxied by an index for
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impulsivity, can help explain the probability of Australian households investing in

different asset types. Specifically, I found evidence that problems of selÊcontrol

positively affect the probability of investing in illiquid assets such as

superannuation. Conversely, households with self-control problems were less

likely to hold assets in a very liquid form such as bank deposits and equities.

Explanations for these results are to be found in the psychology and behavioural

economics literature that deals with the notion of self-control and sophistication.

In particular, households that have observed problems of self-control recognize

this and succeed somewhat in tying their hands. Three econometric models were

specified and results for all three robustly found that impulsivity, as measured by

a constructed index, and after controlling for other household characteristics,

significantly and positively affected the probability of investing in illiquid assets.

This chapter contributes to and complements the literature on household

saving, household portfolio choice and retirement saving by identifying a further

conduit by which households make investment decisions. These findings can

assist in more fully understanding household behaviour for the purpose of policy

making; particularly policy that seeks to encourage and increase private provision

for retirement. Recognizingthat households are indeed sophisticated, while also

exhibiting problems of self-control, can help in devising innovative long-term

investment instruments that specifically take into account these problems.rs If
households with problems of selÊcontrol are more likely to invest in assets that

are charactenzed by illiquidity, then we should be encouraging the development

of new saving instruments that specifically cater to the commitment needs of

households.

15 Such as in Thaler andBenartzi (2004) and Ashraf et al (2005)
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Cn¿.prnn Foun
Hls tr'oncno StvrNc Tnnoucn Supnn¡.NNUATIot\
AFFECTnI VOT,UNTARY PTnTTCIPATIoN ovER Trvrn ?

4.1 INrRooucrroN

The adequacy of retirement provision in Australia has received much

attention in recent years. Many studies have found that the current arrangements

are not adequate to support a standard of living comparable to that at pre-

retirement for many working Australians. V/ith this in mind, the issue of

superannuation funding has been at the forefront of Australian policy since around

the mid-1980s and, since then, the superannuation system has undergone many

legislative changes, especially with respect to taxation and preservation rules.

Using three waves of the Household Expenditure Survey, I investigate

several aspects of the demand for voluntary contributions to superannuation. The

benefit of using three waves of the HES lies in the fact that the three waves -
1988, 1993 and 1998 - provide detailed household level data on income,

expenditure and other socio-demographic characteristics as well as covering a

relatively long time period. The time span covers 10 years - a period during

which many of the legislative changes to superannuation occurred.

The introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee in 1992 at 3 per cent of

lvages initiated the policy change period. After that, the contribution rate

increased from 3 per cent in1992 to 8 per cent in 1998. This increase motivates

the examination of the variation across time in the overall participation of

households in not only superannuation, but also in other asset classes. Since the

selÊemployed are not covered by the Superannuation Guarantee, various

incentives have been introduced to encourage and increase participation rates for

this group. I specifically focus attention on the change in participation and

contribution levels of the self-employed to assess whether government initiatives

have been successful.
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4.2 BecrcnouNo

4.2.1 Superannuation

The current retirement income system has been in place in Australia since

1992 and comprises three pillars: a means tested Age Pension and related other

social security affangements; compulsory employer superannuation contributions

that form part of the Superannuation Guarantee; and voluntary private saving in

the form of, for example, financial assets, housing wealth and voluntary

contributions to individual superannuation accounts. It is by now well known that

the Age Pension and compulsory superannuation contributions are insufficient to

provide for a standard of living in retirement comparable to that in pre-

retirement.t Otre of the objectives of Australian policy makers is to encourage

greater saving in voluntary superannuation as well as increasing private saving, in

general. Not only is raising the standard of living in retirement an important

government policy objective, so is reducing reliance on the Age Pension and thus

alleviating the fiscal burden on future governments.

The complexity of the taxation affangements for superannuation suggests

that individuals may be deterred from making additional contributions to the

system. It has been argued that the physical process of making voluntary

contributions is straightforward - employees simply elect for regular before or

after tax contributions to be made from their pay checks. However, the

information gathering cost required to be adequately informed of the tax or

investment advantages may be too daunting for many individuals.

Based on the three waves of the HES, Table 4.1 reveals that the

participation rate in voluntary superannuation has declined over the time horizon.

In 1988 the proportion of households contributing to superannuation was

approximately 62 per cent, in 1993 it had reduced to 59 per cent and by 1998 the

proportion was 48 per cent. The differences in the proportions between the three

years are all significant at the I per cent level.

I 
See for example the Australian Senate Select Committee on Superannuation (2002)
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Tnue 4.1 PRopoRTIoN or S¡¡r¡pI-p coNTRrBUTrNc ro Supgn¡¡r¡quaTloN

Year Proportion contributing

I 988

1993

1998

62%

59%

48%

4.2.2 Household Saving

The decline in the Australian household saving rate has been a major

concernforpolicymakerssincethel9T0s(seeFigure4.l). Partoftheobjective

when introducing forced saving via the Superannuation Guarantee was to help

curb this decline. The only way for compulsory superannuation to achieve this is

if households don't fully offset, dollar for dollar, this forced saving with a

reduction in other voluntary saving. This relationship will be examined in detail

below and in Chapter 5.

Standard life-cycle models of consumption that include a fully-funded

pension system predict a negative relationship between forced saving and

voluntary saving. If forced saving and discretionary saving are perfect substitutes,

the degree of substitutability is equal to negative unity. However, there are many

reasons why they are not perfect substitutes, for example, pension saving and

homeownership are very illiquid forms of assets and thus cannot easily be used

for consumption smoothing over the life-cycle, whereas stocks and bank deposits

are very liquid and are more flexible as assets. Furthermore, superannuation

balances cannot be borrowed against which is a disadvantage for households who

may be saving for deposits on homes.

Detailed data on household saving over time at the micro level is not

readily available in Australia but we can nevertheless identify some pattems in

household saving behaviour by examining aggregate household data. The

definition of household saving in the Australian National Accounts is defined as

"gross household disposable income less household final consumption

expenditure and consumption of fixed capital"; and does not include any

unrealised capital gains. Using data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics,

Figure 4.1 shows the behaviour of the household net saving ratio from December

1960 to June 1999. Net household saving, as a proportion of disposable income,
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had been on an upward trend until the early 1970s and since then has been sharply

trending downwards. This decline in household saving is a feature common to

manymember countries of the OECD since the late 1980s although Australia is

an extreme case with saving ratios falling below zero after 2001 (see Figure 4.2).

FIGURE 4.1 NEr HousrHor-o SRvrNc R¡.rro: AusrRer-le 1960-1999

PeÍ cent of rìet d¡slrosaf¡le incorne Për cént of net dispo.sable income
!Ð

1i3 1Ê

l¿ 1'2

Dec-60 .fun-tj*i Dec-7 Ì

Seurce. ABS Cat- No.52ûö*

Jt¡n-77 flec-Ð2 Jun-Bll DBc-93 Jiln-E¡g

High capital growth in shares, rising house prices and other unrealised

capital gains in the household asset portfolio mean that households may have less

need for active saving since the growth in assets results in a positive change in the

net asset position. The development of new financial products means that

households are able to access this wealth more easily, for example, by drawing

down on their housing equity. Figure 4.3 reveals that the wealth to income ratio

in Australia has grov/n considerably since 1988 while consumption, as a

proportion of income, has remained relatively flat. This prima facie can in part be

explained by rapid growth in asset prices and, especially, the housing boom that

has been a feature of the Australian economy since that time. For the period of

the estimation sample, 1988 to 1998, Figure 4.4 shows the clear increase in house

prices - an almost 80 per cent increase between June 1988 and June 1999.

I
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2 Countries differ in the way household disposable income is reported (in particular whether
private pension benefits less pension contributions are included in disposable income or not),
but the calculation of household saving is adjusted for this difference. Most countries are
reporting household saving on a net basis (i.e. excluding consumption of fixed capital by
households and unincorporated businesses). In most countries household savings include saving by
non-profit institutions (in some cases refened to as personal saving), other countries (Finland,
France and Japan) report saving of households only. See Table "National Account Reporting
Systems and Base-years" at the beginning of the Statistical Annex and OECD Economic
Outlook Sources and Methods (http://www.oecd.org/eco/sources-and-methods).
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Traditionally, the major part of household wealth has been held in the

family home; for instance, in 2002 this accounted for some 60 per cent of the

household portfolio (Kohler and Smith, 2005). Similarly, rising share prices have

also contributed to the increase in wealth over this time (Figure 4.5 and Figure

4.6).
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4.2.3 Theory and Prior Empirical Findings

In standard life-cycle models of saving, households save during middle-

age solely to fund retirement. Contributions to voluntary superannuation are

clearly retirement saving, however, it is not evident whether it is the sole form of

retirement saving. In the sample used for the following analysis, households do

hold other forms of assets - albeit more liquid - and so we cannot conclude that

the only form of retirement saving is through voluntary superannuation. Given

the liquid nature of other assets in the household portfolio, it is to be expected that

they would use these assets to smooth consumption from time to time or for other

purposes.

In Chapter 5, I develop a simple model that incorporates employer-

sponsored superannuation into a three-period overlapping generations model.

One of the implications of this model, as with other life-cycle models of

consumption and saving, is the negative relationship between voluntary saving

and forced saving in the form of superannuation. Increasing compulsory

superannuation leads to a decrease in other voluntary saving. Over the three time

periods of the HES the rate of compulsory superannuation contributions increased

from 3 per cent of wages to 8 per cent, so we should expect to see a decline in the

contribution rate of voluntary superannuation. We might also expect a decline in

the number of households making voluntary contributions.
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The approach adopted in this chapter differs from the savings studies

discussed in Chapter 2 in a number of ways. It differs from the Australian studies

by analysing household level behaviour over time rather than aggregate time

series. It differs from the studies in the United States, by analysing the

determinants of the flows into superannuation rather than looking at the effect of

pension wealth on other household saving. It adopts a similar difference-in-

difference approach to Attanasio and Rohwedder (2003) and Attanasio and

Brugiavini (2003) insofar as it investigates the differential effect that a pension

reform has had on different groups by exploiting both the cross-sectional variation

and the variation over time.

The three key issues to be investigated here are how participation in

voluntary contributions to superannuation have been affected by compulsory

superannuation over time; how the Superannuation Guarantee, and associated

modifications to the taxation affangements, has affected different groups, most

notably, the self-employed; and finally, whether households have substituted into

or out of other assets over time.

I commence by analysing whether the legislative changes to the taxation

affangements of contributions have been successful in encouraging households to

participate in superannuation and whether the level of contributions has been

increasing over time. Next, I examine whether the participation and contribution

levels of the self-employed have altered over the three time periods. Finally, I

investigate whether there has been any substitution over time between

participation in superannuation and participation in other assets identified in the

HES, such as stocks, property, bank deposits and homeownership. In particular,

there are three dynamic relationships of interest: the substitution between

compulsory superannuation and other saving; the substitution between

compulsory superannuation ancl voluntary superannuation ancl the substitution

between voluntary superannuation and other saving. If households perceive other

assets to out-perform funds held in superannuation, some substitutability is

expected between voluntary superannuation and other asset classes with similar

returns, risk and time horizon.
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To address these objectives, I adopt a difference-in-difference approach to

identiÛr whether the low-coverage groups have been differentially affected when

compared to other groups. By controlling for aggregate macroeconomic time

effects and group effects this is an effective way of analyzing this question. To

address the final question, I employ a median regression, or least absolute

deviations, approach to estimate the effects of compulsory superannuation and

permanent income on the conditional median, thus being able to remove the effect

of outliers since the median is not affected by large changes in outliers.

Several specific questions arise out of the issues to be investigated. Has

the introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee changed the saving and

investing behaviour of Australian households? For example, have households

responded to the new scheme by increasing participation andlor contributions

since there is now increased awareness about retirement provision? Or have

households reduced their participation/contributions since their employer is now

saving on their behalf? Of the households that contribute to superannuation, how

have any legislative changes affected different groups? Are the participating

households the ones that would have saved anyway and are responding to tax

concessions? Life-cycle models predict that when pension contributions increase,

households will reduce their discretionary saving - does this also imply that

households will participate less in voluntary superannuation? If households have

a'target'level of savings over a lifetime, and if risk-adjusted retums are equal for

different assets, then the introduction of compulsory superannuation will have the

effect of reducing other private saving - a dollar for dollar substitution effect.

There are many reasons why retirement saving and other forms of saving

are not perfect substitutes: the illiquidity of superannuation assets precludes many

of the other saving motives, for instance, the precautionary motive and for

consumption smoothing. On the other hand, the evidence from Chapter 3

suggests that for some individuals (sophisticated and time-inconsistent) the

illiquidity of superannuation may represent a unique attraction. Since

superannuation assets cannot be used as collateral, the self-employed may be less

willing than employees to tie up capital that cannot be borrowed against in case of

business expansion or for use as working capital. If retirement savings are

a
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fundamentally different from other saving and if households prefer a diversified

portfolio, we will observe investment in other types of assets such as stocks and

property. If the proportion of assets held in superannuation accounts is greater

than households' optimal allocation (due to increases in compulsory components)

we may observe a decline in participation in voluntary superannuation. The

empirical analysis to follow attempts to answer some of the questions posed

above.

4.3 DpuaNoponVoluNTARySuppRalrNUATroN

In a stylised theoretical model the relationship between a public pension

and other saving is relatively simple. However, in reality the relationship is much

more complex. Many factors contribute to this complexity, such as the presence

of uncertainty over income and rates of return, liquidity constraints, the lack of

liquidity of superannuation contributions and various saving motives. A further

complication to the empirical analysis is the unavailability of data on individual

superannuation balances. Clearly, any form of wealth should impact on the

decision to contribute to superannuation - and any existing superannuation wealth

even more so.

The changes to the superannuation system outlined in Chapter 2 arc

expected to lead to some observable changes in the behaviour of voluntary saving

over time. First, the increased taxation of the contributions of those on higher

incomes should lead to some substitution between one form of saving and

another; if the after-tax rate of retum on superannuation assets (including both

capital gains and revenue) is sufficiently reduced, households will switch to other

forms of saving. Data on the superannuation surcharge tax on high income

earners is available from the Australian Taxation Office.3 During the 1998-99

financial year around 640,000 surcharge assessments '\À/ere issued, 70 per cent of

these relating to the 1997-98 year. The revenue collected relating to the 1997-98

income year was $318 million. During the 1999-2000 year, around 900 000 such

assessments were issued. The revenue collected relating to the 1999-2000 income

3 The surcharge is a Commonwealth Government tax which, between 1996 and 2003, was up to 15

per cent on the employer contributions to superannuation for high income earners. For the
financial year 1996-97 the income range was $70,000 to $85,000 and indexed annually thereafter.
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year was $589.3 million. These figures imply that the number of individuals

subject to the contributions surcharge increased between the financial years 1997-

1998 and 1999-2000, suggesting that despite the surcharge, high-income

individuals were finding superannuation an attractive investment vehicle. Second,

if changes to government policy have been effective in providing incentives for

low-coverage groups, a change in the saving behaviour of these groups should be

apparent. For example, the self-employed and low-income households should

benefit from many of these changes and we should observe increased participation

as well as an increase in the level of contributions. Third, under the

Superannuation Guarantee, compulsory contributions have increased from 3 per

cent of wages in 1992 to 8 per cent in 1998. Given this increase in forced saving,

we expect to observe a general decline in the overall participation of households

in voluntary superannuation as well as a decline in the level of contributions to

voluntary schemes.

4.3.1 Empirical Methodology

In this section several econometric models are estimated to analyse

household demand for voluntary superannuation. The approach to specifying an

empirical equation follows models of portfolio choice and those of the

consumption/saving literature. Simple theoretical models where individuals save

only for retirement, typically relate voluntary saving to income, wealth, time

preference parameters and pension wealth. Empirical models include additional

variables that are thought to affect the demand for saving such as variables that

capture socio-demographic characteristics and life-cycle effects. The empirical

model specified in this section is motivated in part by the overlapping generations

model developed later in Chapter 5 which suggests that the demand for voluntary

saving is a function of labour income, the degree of self-control as measured by

the impulsivity index of Chapter 3 and other saving or wealth in the form of bank

deposits, residential property, homeownership and stocks. Additionally, I allow

for 'taste shifters' such as socio-demographic characteristics that affect saving

behaviour at the household level. Unfortunately, the data do not provide

sufficient information to enable the determination of after-tax rates of retum for
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each household. To the extent that these matter, the model is possibly mis-

specified to some extent which may lead to some bias in the estimated

coefficients. However, since I am predominantly interested in the signs and

significance of the coefficients I ignore this misspecification problem.

The HES data is collected via diarised records of household expenditure

and income. lncluded in the expenditure categories is "Superannuation and

Annuities " which represent regular or one-off payments made to a superannuation

fund or towards saving in annuities. This is the dependent variable of interest.

We observe both the participation decision as well as the amount of contributions

made in each year of the surveys. Both features of the data will be exploited. In

Chapter 3, the issue of time-consistency and problems of self-control in decision

making was found to be an important determinant of the probability of illiquid

asset investment. The finding that a proxy for problems of self-control, as

measured by a constructed index, positively affects the probability of households

investing in superannuation suggests that these households are somewhat

sophisticated and value the illiquidity of superannuation. After constructing the

index for all three waves of the HES, I include this as an independent variable in

assessing the impact of the introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee on the

probability of household participation in voluntary superannuation. A further

reason for its inclusion is that if households appreciate the commitment aspect of

superannuation, the introduction of the Superannuation Guarantee in 1992,

together with a widespread advertising campaign, may have brought to the

limelight the possibility of a new commitment device for the use of sophisticated

hyperbolic households.

The nature of the data suggests the following estimation strategies. First, a

discrete choice model of household demand for voluntary superannuation is

specified. The dependent variable is a dichotomous variable that takes the value

unity if voluntary contributions are observed and zero otherwise. Assuming that a

household's underlying demand for voluntary superannuation, yi, can be

described by a vector of socio-demographic characteristics, X,, income, Y,, a

proxy for impulsivity, IMP., and a vector to account for the other asset holdings
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of a household, W,, the demand for voluntary superannuation can be summarized

as follows:

yi : X,þ +Y,a + IMP,y +W,6 + e,. (4'l)

Since yi is unobservable, we observe instead a dummy variable, !¡ =l if

yi ,0, and yr:0 otherwise. The decision to make voluntary contributions to

superannuation has a random component and the probability that we observe

participation in voluntary superannuation is

prob(y, = l) :prob (yi ,0) :prob (e, > -X,þ -Y¡a - IMP,y -W,6) ,I
:l- F(-Xiþ -Y¡ü - IMP,y -W,õ), 

" ' ' (4'2)

where F is the cumulative distribution function for a, and the e, follow a normal

distribution.

Second, I approach the empirical problem from a slightly different

perspective. We observe the amount of voluntary contributions to superannuation

made by household i. The dependent variable now takes on the value zero with

positive probability and is a continuous random variable over positive values.

This characterization of the dependent variable is a corner solution outcome and a

tobit censored regression model is appropriate. Specifically,

y¡* : X,þ +Y,a + IMP,y +W,õ + e, €¡ I x - Wor*ol(O,o')
t *\ Ø'3)

y.:max\o,yi )
and

P(y, = 0 | x i,Yi, IMP,,W,) = r(, i .0) = p(", < - x, þ - Yia - IM4y - w,õ)

= P(e, I o . (- x,þ -Y¡d - IMP,y -wi)l o)
: @((- x,þ -Yid - IMly -wþ)t o)

= t - ø((x, p + Y,a + IMP,y + w,d) t o)

(4.4)

since e, I o has a standard normal distribution. /i is a latent variable and y, is

actual observed voluntary contributions to superannuation with remaining vectors

defined as before.

The pooled cross-sectional data sets should provide us with some

additional sources of variation in the demand for voluntary superannuation:

1. In the cross-section, the employed and the self-employed should be

differentially affected.
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2. In the cross-section, high versus low-income households should also be

differenti ally affected.

3. The time series aspect should provide variation in the demand for voluntary

superannuation since the major policy change period - 1992 - is straddled and

since compulsory contributions have increased over time.

Both models can be used to exploit these sources of variation and, by

combining them, specify a difference-in-difference approach to test changes over

time. For example, there may be many reasons why the self-employed may have

a lower probability of demand for voluntary superannuation than employed

persons in an individual cross-section. However, by examining the change in the

probability of participation over the three cross-sections, these differences can be

held fixed. Similarly, by comparing the high-income employed and self-

employed with the low-income employed and selÊemployed both before and after

the Superannuation Guarantee, we can control for cross-sectional differences in

attributes.

4.3.2 Participation in Voluntary Superannuation

The data used are three waves of the Australian Bureau of Statistics HES.

The 1988 survey was conducted prior to the introduction of the Superannuation

Guarantee in 1992 but after the introduction of Award Superannuation in 1986.

The 1993 and 1998 waves were both conducted after the introduction of the more

universally covering Superannuation Guarantee. These data are three independent

cross-sections and are pooled in all the estimation procedures. The major

advantage of using these data is that they straddle the policy change thereby

enabling the investigation of any changes to household behaviour due to that

change. Second, they provide information on expenditure on voluntary

superannuation. The principal disadvantage of using the HES is that it does not

include information on the net asset position of households; only flows from

assets are recorded and it does not include data on superannuation balances.

Another disadvantage is that prior to 1998, the HES questionnaires did not include

questions on education achievement and prior to 1993, the definition of

employment categories was different. These changes mean that neither
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employment category nor education attainment can be included in the empirical

analysis. Additionally, since the HES is a household survey, w€ are unable to

disentangle individual behaviour from household level behaviour and whether, for

example, both partners in a married household contribute to superannuation or

not. This is not necessarily a problem as most households are likely to make joint

expenditure and investment decisions. However, to account for any confounding

effects, married and single households will be analysed separately as well as

together. Table 4.2 summarizes the main characteristics of the sample and gives

an overall impression of the degree of participation in all asset classes. A more

detailed description of the data is provided in Appendix 44.1.

T ABLE 4 .2 SAMpLE Cn¡necrsRrsrrc s AND As snr PRnrrcrpATroN

Employed Self-employed

1988 1993 1998 1988 1993 1998

Superannuation (%)
Mean superannuation contributions
($ l ee8-9e)
Stocks (%)
Mean annual dividend income
($ I ee8-ee)
Property (%)
Mean annual property income
($ I ee8-ee)
Bank Deposits (%)
Mean annual bank deposit income
($ 1 e98-e9)
Homeowner (oá)

Median Dwelling value ($1998-99)

Average impulsivity
Female (%)

Mar,ied(%)
Median family total income ($1998-
ee)
Median per capita total income
($ 1 ee8-ee)
Sample size

6s.2

4l 85

13.4

6192

7,7

3988

58.4

1424

74.6

nla
0.02'73

t2.9
78.9

46663

16763

2919

61.3

5440

14.7

46s3

10.6

1929

69.3

772

73.3

ts4,52s
0.00s8

28.8

77.9

45629

17286

3470

50.2

6293

23.2

28s4

13.0

-1556

28.8

t07l

71.8

160,000

0.01l6
31.0
'75.5

5t532

20560

3146

34.1

5686

15.5

7963

9.s

-981.24

60.8

21 88

84.7

nlz
-0.22t6

4.1

86.6

40574

12316

367

36.9

6449

t5.4

30s9

10.0

1 388

59.8

1018

t). t

165,563

-0. l02l
30.8

82.2

34351

13466

428

30.4

10,372

18.0

3622

13.0

I 980

2'7.8

t142

82.9

167,s00
-0.1102

32.8

82.3

38428

14326

345

Source: Author's calculations based on HES 1998, 1993 and 1988. All figures are in 1998-99 dollars using
the Australian Consumer Price Index from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

The self-employed are defined as those households who declare

themselves to derive their principal income from selÊemployment. It therefore

does not preclude households who may also have other sources of income. The

table shows that proportionally, almost half as many self-employed households as

employed households made voluntary contributions to superannuation. The

proportion of both employed and self-employed participants in voluntary
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superannuation has clearly declined over the three years in which the surveys

were conducted. However, between 1988 and 1998, self-employed households

showed the smallest decline at 11 per cent compared to 23 per cent for employed

households. At the same time as participation in superannuation declined, the

average contribution per household has been increasing in real terms for both

groups with the self-employed contributing at a much higher level than the

employed.

The proportion of households holding stocks has risen in both groups,

although the increase has been more pronounced for employed households than

for the self-employed. In 1998 a higher proportion of households were property

owners compared to 1988 and this holds for both the self-employed and the

employed. For both groups, the proportion of households holding investment

properties has increased over the sample period. The selÊemployed are more

likely to be homeowners and enjoy a higher median house value than the

employed. While the self-employed are no more likely than the employed to hold

bank accounts from which interest is derived, on average the income received

from these deposits is higher for the selÊemployed in all three years.

Real median household income for the self-employed in the sample was

lower in 1998 than in 1988 and, compared to the employed, selÊemployed

households have a lower median household income. While median per capita

income is also lower for the self-employed, both groups nonetheless have

experienced increasing levels between 1988 and 1998. Another distinction

between the two groups is that, based on the constructed 'impulsivity index', the

selÊemployed have a lower avetage measured 'impulsivity' than employed

households.

The decline in the rate of households making voluntary contributions to

superannuation could be reflecting the fact that since the rate of compulsory

superannuation contributions has increased; it is crowding out voluntary

contributions to superannuation and households substitute into other forms of

assets. This fact is prima facie supported by Table 4.2, which shows that

participation in other forms of saving has in fact increased, for example, there has

been an increase in households holding investment properties and stocks.
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Furthermore, if the after-tax rate of return is being reduced through changes rn

taxation legislation, this will also encourage a reduction in voluntary contributions

and a switch to other forms of saving.

The descriptive statistics presented in Table 4.2 suggest that there may

have been some substitutability between superannuation and the other asset types,

possibly reflecting expectations about rates of return and capital growth. Table

4.3 highlights the participation rates in voluntary superannuation by age group.

The two groups, 25-34 and 35-44 years of age, have shown the strongest decline

over time while the 45-54 year old group has shown an increase. The

participation of the over-55s has remained fairly stable over time.

TABLE 4.3 VoLuxTeny CONTRIBUTIONS rO SUpERANNUATION SY ACP

1 988

Age Group
25-34
35-44
45-54

Over 55

2t.30
23.68

10.86

5.87

I 993

Per cent making contributions
17.83

22.83

12.76

5.18

1 998

11.86

18.02

13.29

5.07

Source: Author's tabulations based on the HES.

In Table 4.4, for each year of the HES, I present the number of households

participating by income quintile, in total and by employment status and marital

status. Since the HES only provides details of household, and not individual,

expenditure, the sample is divided based on marital status to see if there are any

fundamental confounding effects. In Table 4.4 we see that for the first three

income quintiles there has been a decline in participation. While participation

rates for the fourth quintile increased between 1988 and 1993 and declined by

1998, it has not experienced as notable a decrease in participation. For the highest

quintile, there has been a strong increase. Except for the highest quintile, for

married households and for both the employed and self-employed, there has been

a decline in participation rates. There has been an increase in all quintiles for the

single self-employed, but due to the very small sample size within each quintile

these figures are not reliably measured. On the other hand, the single employed

category showed a decrease in the first two quintiles and an increase in the third

quintile but an increase in the top 40 per cent of the income distribution.
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T¡BJ-n4.4 VOLUNTARY SuprneuNuRTroN By S¡lr'-EIr,tployMENT STATUS, MARÌTAL STATUS AND
INcolr¿e

1988 N : 3286
Self Employed Employed

Income quintile Overall Single Married single Married
1

2

J

4

5

3s4 (rt%)
stz (16%)
s2't (16%)

438 (13%)

te6 (6%)

2,027 (62%)

4 (0.1%)

2 (0.06%)
2(0.06%)

0

I (0.03%)

e (0.3%)

30 (0.e%)

3r (0.e%)
r8 (0.s%)

l8 (0.5%)

te (05%)

1t6 (4%)

128 (4%)

r30 (4%)

s2 (2%)

13 (0.4%)

s (0.2%)
328 (r0%)

t92 (6%)

34e (11%)

4ss (14%)

407 (12%)

17t (s%)

1,574 (48%)otalT

1993 N: 3898

Self Employed Employed

Income quintile Overall Single Married Single Married
I
2

J

4

5

Total

246 (6%)
436 (tt%)
s06 (13%)

580 (r5%)
st7 (13%)

2,28s (se%)

e (0.2%)

7 (0.2%)

2 (0.0s%)

I (0.03%)

I (0.03%)

20 (0.s%)

31(0.8%)
20 (0.s%)

te (0s%)
30 (0.8%)

38 (r%)
138 (4%)

7e (2%)

12e (3%)

r07 (3%)

43 (t%)
t4 (0.4%)

372 (10%)

127 (3%)
280 (8%)

378 t0%)
s06 (13%)

464 (12%)

r,1ss (4s%)
1998 N = 3491

Self Employed Employed

Income quintile
I

2

3

4

5

Total

Overall Single Married Single Married
8r (2%)

t78 (s%)
284 (8%)

431 (12%)

7to (20%)

1,684 (48%)

I (0.2%)

4 (0.1%)

0

2 (0.06%)

2 (0.06%)

16 (05%)

13 (0.3%)

16 (0.4%)

13 (03%)
1e (0.5%)
28 (0.8%)

8e (3%)

26 (0.7%)

7e (2%)

e4 (3%)

e0 (3%)

3e (1%)

328 (e%)

34 (r%)
7e (2%)

177 (s%)
320 (e%)

64r (18%)

t,2s1(36%)
Notes: SE denotes selÊemployed. Figures are the number ofhouseholds making voluntary superannuation
contributions for the cell labeled on the axes. Income quintiles are oftotal household annual income

Table 4.4 also illustrates that participation in voluntary superannuation for the

self-employed is significantly lower compared to the employed in all cases.

Combining the single and married self-employed, participation rates have gone

from 4.3 per cent of the sample in 1988 to 4.5 per cent in 1993 and finally to 3.5

per cent in 1998. The self-employed are not covered by compulsory

superannuation since they have no employers. Therefore, given the figures, there

is clearly room for improvement in coverage and it is an important policy

objective to increase participation for this group. Prima facie, the goals of policy

makers described earlier have not been met. Therefore I turn to a multivariate

analysis to see if there are other variables which can explain the participation of

the selÊemployed.
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4.3.3 Estimates of the Demandfor Voluntary Superannuation

Table 4.5 presents estimates of the probit model specified in equation

(4.2). The model relates participation in voluntary superannuation to income and

a proxy for impulsivity as well as controlling for a set of household and reference

person characteristics: indicator variables for gender, marital status, selÊ

employment status, age, other assets held and income from the assets and

dummies indicating the years 1993 and 1998.

T¡.ug 4.5 Dnv¡ro FoRVoLUNT¡Ry SUpSRANNUATIoN: PRour.tr.to Toetr ESTIMATES

Probit estimates Tobit estimates

Coefficient Marginal effects Coefficient Marginal effects

Impulsivity

Dividend dummy

Bank dummy

Property dummy

Homeowner

r993

I 998

Age

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

Annual per capita income ($'OOOs;

Self employed

Bank income ($'000s)

Property income ($'000Ð

Dividend income ($'OOOs¡

Constant

Log pseudolikelihood

Notes: all variables in $1998-99. Numbers in parentheses are standard effors - for probit equations they are

robust standard errors. In the probit equation, the dependent variable is dichotomous. In the tobit equation,

the dependent variable is the level of contributions to voluntary superannuation, per annum. Marginal effects

are evaluated at the mean for continuous variables and for dummy variables, are for a discrete change from

zero to one. N:I0675. Pseudo R2 for probit:0.0954. Pseudo R2 for tobit:0.01 15. ô for tobit : 9003.54. *

p<0.10, ** p<0.05, **r' p<0.01.

0.099{,t<{<

(0.01s)
0.082**
(0.038)

0.292'É'k*
(0.02e)
0.029

(0.044)
0.231{'.{'!{'
(0.03 1)

-0. I lot"r"r'
(0.032)

_0.335 *r<*

(0.03s)
0.104{.*<*
(0.010)

-0.001 *{"'<

(0.000)
0.337tf*tF
(0.040)

_0.159{<*{<

(0.032)
0.022

(0.016)
0.014*{<*
(0.002)

-0.637:r'{"<
(0.043)

-0.036*:ß*
(0.008)

-0.016{<:r'{'<

(0.00s)
-0.01It<{"'<

(0.003)
-2.621',F**

(0.203)

-6620.03

0.039{<{<{<

(0.006)
0.032"*
(0.01s)

0. I l5*{<*
(0.01l)
0.01l

(0.0 r 7)
0.091{<{.{,
(0.0r 2)

_0.043{<*:r¡

(0.013)
-0. 132:r"c{<

(0.014)
0.041{"r'<{<

(0.004)
-0.0005t<'ß*

(0.000)
0.134{"t'{*
(0.016)

-0.063{.,<{'<

(0.0r 3)
0.009

(0.006)
0.005*r"r'<
(0.001)

_0.249*>r*

(0.016)
-0.014'r'<{'<{<

(0.003)
_0.006{<**

(0.002)
-0.005*{"'.

(0.00 r )

372.166tF**
(r12.3e4)

7357.798***
(269.198)

I 758.007***
(2re.427)
770.962*"
(3r7.046)

I 35 L900***
(240.647)
169.254

(23e.243)
-930.668:**{'.
(264.stt)

738.650r<**
(79.602)

-7.813 *'r'<{'<

(0.e18)
3018.651 ***

(318.2s2)
-933.332"**

(248.281)
732.969***
(l 02.68 I )

177.662***
(6.886)

_3096.295'F**

(342.002)
-777.480,k*'t

(46.8ss)
-142.117',(*¿F

(27.412)
_63.430{,*{<

( r 3.651)
-2.66e+04{'.:ì"'

(1638.347)

-65952.r6

0,016:r'!**
(0.005)

0.060t'{{'.{'
(0.012)

0.078*:ß*
(0.010)
0.034**
(0.014)

0.060{<t<*
(0.011)
0.007

(0.01l)
-0.041{'<{"r'!

(0.0 r 2)
0.033t""ß
(0.004)

-0.000:ß:ß*
(0.000)

0.132**'k
(0.014)

_0.041{.{<{,

(0.011)
0.032r<r<*
(0.00s)

0.008*r'i*
(0.000)

_0.134*t t<

(0.014)
-0.008r""'<

(0.002)
-0.006{<t'.;Ì'

(0.001)
_0.003*{<*

(0.001)
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The simple probit model is useful to capture any aggregate changes in the

probability of participation due to the introduction of the 1992 Superannuation

Guarantee. The probit estimates support the prediction that as compulsory

employer contributions increase, private household savings will decline. The

probability of participation has declined over the time horizon investigated so that,

relative to 1988, households are less likely to make voluntary contributions in

1993 and even less likely to contribute in 1998. During this period, compulsory

superannuation contributions increased from zero in 1988 to 3 per cent in 1993

and to 8 per cent in 1998.

This result therefore is consistent with a story of substitution between

private retirement saving and publicly provided retirement benefits as predicted

by many overlapping generations models with social security. At the same time,

we see from Figures 4.4 - 4.6 that other asset values also grew during this period

so that rwe may be observing a substitution out of superannuation and into assets

with higher capital growth.

The probability of participating in voluntary superannuation rises with

impulsivity which is consistent with the finding in Chapter 3. The probability of
participation is higher for households that already hold other assets, such as bank

deposits, stocks, property and their own home. However, the coefficients on the

income flows from these assets are all negative and significant, indicating that

higher income generated from these assets is likely to see a household less likely

to make contributions. Additionally, higher income families are much more likely

to make voluntary contributions to superannuation. The probability of

participating in voluntary superannuation increases with age and being married

but decreases when the household reference person is female. A larger family is

associated with a weak increase in the probability of participation. Finally, the

self-employed are also significantly less likely to make voluntary contributions to

superannuation accounts.

In the last two columns of Table 4.5 the tobit estimates are presented. The

pafüal derivatives of the conditional expectation of y are presented in the last

column. That is,

ôz(yl ! > 0,*)f a', = Þ,{t- ),(xplo)l*þlo + )"(xBlo)]},
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which is the pafüal effect of the x j orr the conditional expec latton E(y I y , 0, ,) ,

and ).(c)=þ(c)løþ) is the inverse Mills ratio - that is, the ratio between the

standard normal pdf and the standard normal cdf, each evaluated at c which in this

case is at the mean of x,. The partial effect therefore is clearly not just

determined by the p, .

The tobit estimates in Table 4.5 confirm most of the probit estimates as far

as parameter signs and statistical significance are concerned. However, the

coefficient on the YrI993 dummy is of the opposite sign to the probit estimates,

although it is not statistically significant. For a household, having the principal

source of income from self-employment has a statistically negative coefficient for

both specifications, so that relative to the employed, the self-employed are less

likely to contribute to voluntary superannuation and, when they do, they also

contribute less. For both the probit and tobit estimates, higher impulsivity is

associated with a higher probability of participation in voluntary superannuation

as well as a higher level of contributions, holding fixed other explanatory factors.

Overall, this section provides strong results for the development of

voluntary superannuation over time. We find from the estimates in Table 4.5 that

there is evidence that there has been a marked decline in the probability of

participation in voluntary superannuation since its introduction and that the

decline is more pronounced in 1998. We have also found a robust relationship

between impulsivity and the probability of participating in superannuation,

confirming earlier results found in Chapter 3. After controlling for household

income, assets, year and demographic variables, there is preliminary evidence that

the self-employed are less likely to contribute to voluntary superannuation as well

as, in contrast to the figures presented in Table 4.2, contnbuting less when they do

contribute.

4.4 Dm'r¡n¡NcE-IN-DIFFERENCEESTn¡RrBs

The estimates above suggest that there has been a negative effect over time

on the decision to make voluntary contributions to superannuation. We observed

that the self-employed were also less likely to participate overall. However, there
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rwas no direct evidence of how a) the 1992 Superannuation Guarantee impacted

households' pafücipation choices and b) whether the Australian government's

various tax incentives (and disincentives) obtained the desired effect. The

empirical tests in this section focus on the effects of particular sources of variation

in the demand for superannuation.

4.4.1 Employed versus Self-Employed Households, beþre and after 1992

The first sourse of variation that can be used to identify changes in

superannuation contributions is to examine the participation of the self-employed,

relative to the employed over the period under examination.a By studying the

difference in participation rates for this group over time, we can control for other

factors that are time-invariant. To do this, equation (4.1) can be modified in the

following way:

yi : X,þ +Y,a + IMP,y +Wiõ + SELF.* o, +Yr1993, * o, *.YrI998,* rr, 
(4.5)

+ SELF.*YrI993,* oo + SELF.*Yr1998,* n, * €,

where SELFi is set equal to one if the principal source of household income is

derived from self-employment andzero otherwise; and Yrl993, and Yrl998, are

dummies indicating the year of the sample - both of which are post the policy

change year. These indicators control for the effect of being self-employed and

the time series trend in voluntary superannuation participation, respectively. The

interaction terms SELF*Yr|993 and SELF*YrI998 capture the change in demand

for voluntary superannuation for the self-employed, relative to the employed,

since 1988 and which can be attributed to the various changes since then, not least

the introduction in 1992 of the Superannuation Guarantee. The estimates of z,

and 7r4 indicate whether participation in voluntary superannuation for selÊ

employed workers changed more in 1993 and 1998, relative to 1988, than did the

participation rate of employed workers.

Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 rcport a selection of the coefficients of interest

from estimaling a probit model as in (4.5) and a tobit model for the entire sample,

then separately for married households and single households.

o V/hil" there are other low-coverage groups, the self-employed are a more easily identifiable
group in the sample.
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TesL¡ 4.6 DEMAND ron VoIuNr¡ny Supene¡TNUATIoN: DFFERENCE-M-DM¡ERNNCE PROBIT

EsrnfATES

Married Sinsle Ail

Coefhcient
Marginal

effects
Coefficient

Marginal
effects

Coefficient
Marginal

effects

Impulsivity 0.097'('tt< 0.038{<t'{{'< 0.100*'r'* 0.040{'<** 0.098{'{<* 0.039:r';ß;r'{

(0.017) (0.006) (0.033) (0.013) (0.015) (0.006)

Selfemployed -0.809+:rt't' -0.313{"'<{< -1.108'kx{< -0.360{"r'.{' -0.847{'<** -0.324tk**
(0.07e) (0.02e) (0.242) (0.0s4) (0.075) (0.02s)

SelÊemployed*lggg 0.331*** 0.121:ß'r'<{'< 0.596* 0.231** 0'355*{'!{< 0.134*{'<*

(0.117) (0.040) (0.30e) (0.111) (0.108) (0.038)

Self-employed*l993 0 238** 0'089** 0'548* 0'214** 0'279'**'1 0 106**{'
(0.10e) (0.03e) (0.2e7) (0.10e) (0.101) (0.037)

1gg3 -0.11gr<r.''< -0.046{'<{'* -0.207;ßr"rt -0.082**r'í -0. 140{<{'{'< -0.055{'{{"r'

(0.03e) (0.015) (0.071) (0.028) (0.034) (0.013)

lggg -0.406t,{.{. -0.159t'{{"'{ -0.255*t(* -0.100t'** -0.371*'r'í* -0.146*'t,'.
(0.042) (0.016) (0.075) (0.02e) (0.037) (0.014)

Observations 8337 2338 10675

Pseudo R2 0.0869 0.1069 0.0962

Log pseudolikelihood -5151.27 -1440.29 -6613.59

Notes: all variables in $1998-99. Numbers in parentheses are robust standard errors. Marginal effects are

evaluated at the mean for continuous variables and for dummy variables, are for a discrete change from zero

to one. The fulI set of results is to be found in Table 44.1 in Appendix A4.2. " p<0.10, ** p<0.05, xxx

p<0.01.

For both married and single, as well as for all households, the impulsivity

proxy is positive and statistically significant in both specifications. The new

interaction terms of SELF*Yr1998 and SELF*YrI993 are both positive and

statistically significant for both groups. These coefficients capture the change in

the demand for voluntary superannuation for the selÊemployed, relative to the

employed post-l988. In all years the self-employed are overall still less likely to

contribute than the employed. The positive coefficients for both post-1988

interaction terms indicate that the demand for superannuation for the self-

employed changed more after 1988 than did the demand for superannuation for

the employed. Table 4.6 provides estimates for both single and married

households separately and shows that the change in demand for voluntary

superannuation is stronger for single households than for married households.

The tobit estimates in Table 4.7 confirm the probit results 'with the

addition that now the interaction terms reveal that both are associated with a

higher level of contributions. The level of contribution is higher for single

households than for married households.
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T ABLE 4 .7 D¡tvtRNo FoR VoLUNTARY Sup¡Re¡¡Nu¡,TIoN: DIFFERENCE-IN-DTFFERENCE ToBtr
EST[\,fATES

Matied Single AII

Coefficient Marginal
effects

Coefhcient
Marginal

effects
Coeffìcient

Marginal
effects

Impulsivity

Dividend dummy

Bank dummy

Property dummy

Homeowner

Self employed

t993

1 998

Self-empXl998

Self-emp X1993

Ag"

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

per capita income
($'ooos;
Bank income
($'000s¡
Property income
($'000s¡
Dividend income
($'000s)

Constant

349.15 {r{.:r.

(13r.20)
1077.54***

(313.54)
1543.50{,{,,r,

(2s7.38)
720.58**
(360.24)

1560.53{<{,t<

(2e6.e3)
_4129.59***

(6'73.83)
261.41

(2e4.88)
_1478.09***

(327.66)
2553.67'r*>B

(980.21)
tt34.40
(919.38)

671.38:t'<{<
(es.33)

-6.89x{<:*
(r.10)

-1098.99*:r,*
(3 1 8.83)

I 198.55*r(t<
(tte.e4)

248.02***
(e.87)

_202.02***
(s3.32)

_152.20***
(2e.7e)

_93.61 *¡ß*

(15.30)
-2.55e+04*'t'k

(18e7.s67)
8337

0.0106

9440.7}tk>k'É

-54209.7s

0.015t"'.{'<

(0.006)
0.045 +**

(0.0r 3)
0.065{¡*:{<

(0.0r r )
0.030**
(0.01s)

0.066***
(0.012)

-0.171{,{,*
(0.027)
0.011

(0.012)
-0.062**{<

(0.014)
0. I 07**{.
(0.040)
0.048

(0.03e)
0.028t¡{,{,
(0.004)

-0.000*{,r,
(0.000)

_0.046't*{,

(0.013)
0.05 1:r.*{<

(0.00s)
0.010{<*:ß
(0.000)

-0.009r'{r'<{'<

(0.002)
-0.006t"'<{'<

(0.001)
_0.004***

(0.001)

326.01**
(1 63.e5)

1637.51 {,r,:"

(399.62)
1930.49,r,{¡{,

(314.06)
-91.516

(s48.467)
723.76**
(2e3.68)

-5162.50:r'<{'*
(1204.10)
-649.52*
(355.8s)
-342.56
(373.24)

4122.'19***
(ts26.s9)
2625.68*
(1490.0e)
693.48*r<*
(l 06.55)
_7.69r(â**

(1.22)

-615.33 **
(2e7.12)
-327.22
(21s.21)
79.260*"

(6.ó3)
-ll9.l8
(82.14)

-161.31**
(6e.48)
2.683

(28.720)
-1.83e+04't'r'*

(2217.3s)
2338

0.0188

5747.62***
-11518.28

0.022**
(0.0r 1)

0.1 13*¿{¡:{'.

(0.028)
0.131{,{.'¡<

(0.021)
-0.006
(0.037)
0.049**
(0.020)

_0.300**r.

(0.053)
-0.044*
(0.024)
-0.023

(0.02s)
0.277**'*
(0.0e3)
0.181*
(0.100)

0.047{<r.{.
(0.007)

_0.001r.{d,

(0.000)

-0.042"*
(0.020)
-0.022

(0.01s)
0.005*r.*
(0.000)
-0.008
(0.006)

-0.01 1**
(0.005)
0.000

(0.002)

366.78,ì<{.{<

(112.36)
137 5.20***

(26e.16)
1760.37**"

(2r9.43)
770.42**
(316.e2)

1346.15{,*,r,
(240.s8)

-4492.46'ß*rF
(604.70)

40.s8
(2s0,05)

-l 169.54,r,:r.r,

(274.66)
2793.90***

(863.e2)
1471.31*
(813.e7)

741.45'6*,k
(7e.se)

-7.85:ßr"<
(0.e2)

3009.63*t t

(3 l 8.14)
-955.84*:r'it'.

(248.22)
736.91***
(102.64)

177.7'7*rF*
(6.88)

_172.996tF**

(46.84s)
-144.945,k>F>x

(27.4s2)
_63.215***

( 13.641)
-2.65e+04***

(1 637.889)
10675

0.01 l6
8998.92

-65946.92

0.016{<{<*
(0.00s)

0,061t<t'<{<

(0.012)
0.078,r.{.{<

(0.010)
0.034**
(0.014)

0.059't'r"r'{
(0.01l)

-0.190t"<{'<
(0.024)
0.002

(0.011)
-0.052{<'r'{*

(0.012)
0.123***
(0.037)
0.065*
(0.036)

0.033r'<t'!*
(0.004)

-0.000:r'.{'.x
(0.000)

0.131***
(0.014)

_0.042'ß**

(0.0r l)
0.033,ì.r.{<

(0.00s)
0.008i<:ß*
(0.000)

-0.008'>r'!{<*

(0.002)
_0.006**{,

(0.001)
-0.003{<*,t¡

(0.00r )

Observations

Pseudo R square

ô
Logpseudolikelihood

Notes: all variables in $l 998-99. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The dependent variable is the
level of contributions to voluntary superannuation, per annum. Marginal effects are evaluated at the mean for
continuous variables and for dummy vatiables, are for a discrete change from zero to one. * p<0.10, **
p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

By interacting the self-employed dummy with the two year dummies of

the post-1992 surveys, we have been able to isolate in part the effect of

superannuation policy on a distinct group in the population and, when compared
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to the finding from Table 4.5, where no interaction terms were present, we have

positive and significant effects.

4.4.2 High-income versus Low-income Self-Employed Workers pre and post
1992

Another important determinant of the demand for voluntary

superannuation is household income. It is possible that the results in the previous

section are being driven by high-income households among the self-employed.

Any preferential taxation treatment may be more valuable to the high-income self-

employed due to higher marginal tax rates for this goup. To veriff if this is the

case, only the self-employed are retained in the next estimation and the sample is

split at the median household income of the entire sample, which is $45,000 in

'98-'99 dollars. The following equation is estimated:

yi = x,þ +Y,a + IMP,Y +Wiõ + HIINC,* n,

+Yr1993,* o, +Yr1998,* o, + HIINC.*Yr1993,* no Ø.6)

+ HIINC.*Yr1998,* n, + e,

where HIINC. is set equal to one for the self-employed whose household annual

income is above $45,000 andzero if household income is below. The coefficients

on the two interaction terms HIINC*YrL993 and HIINC*YrL99] now test whether

participation in voluntary superannuation rose more for the high-income self-

employed households than for those with lower household income. The

specification controls for both the time series aspect of demand for

superannuation among the self-employed - possibly arising due to an increased

awareness among Australian households for the need to contribute to

superannuation - as well as any differences in characteristics that affect the

demand of high- and low-income self-employed households. The results from

estimating equation (4.6) can be found in Table A4.2 in the Appendix. The

coefficient on the impulsivity index is still positive, and significantly different

from zero for the probit specification but not significant aI any reasonable level in

the tobit model. The coefficients of interest, HIINC and the interaction terms

HIINC*YrI993 and HIINC*YrL99\ are not statistically different from zerc at any

level and neither are the year dummies. 'We 
see therefore that high-income is not
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a determining factor for voluntary superannuation contributions for the self-

employed and, in fact, there was no significant change between 1988 and 1998 for

the high-income self-employed group.s

4.4.3 High- and Low-income Self-Employed versus High- and Low-income
Employed, before and after 1992.

Despite the finding from estimating equation (4.6) that among the self-

employed, those on a high income were no more likely than those on low income

to participate in voluntary superannuation, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 reveal that

there is some coffelation between high-income groups and the decision to

participate in superannuation. V/hile within the group of self-employed high-

income was not a determining factor for superannuation participation, we have

seen that income appears to play a role. Therefore, in this section an equation is

estimated that includes both the self-employed and the employed and further

identifies the groups by high versus low income. The following equation is

estimated:

yi = x,þ +Y,a + IM4y +Wi6 + HIINCi * o, +Yr1993, * tt,,

+Yr1998,* ,, + SELF.* oo + HIINC.*Yr1993,* r,
+ HIINC.*Yr1998,* ou + SELF.*Yrl993* r,
+ SELFi*Yrl998* tts 

' t (4'7)

+ HIINC,* SELF.* on + HIINC.*YrI993* SELF,* nro

+ HIINC.*YrI998* SELF.* trr, * €,.

Equation (4.7) takes into account any differences in characteristics that may affect

demand for voluntary superannuation between those on high and low incomes,

HIINC; the self-employed and the employed, SELF, and the time series trend in

demand, YrI993 and Yrl998. In addition, interaction terms are included to

control for changes in the demand since 1992 for voluntary superannuation among

high- versus low-income groups (HIINC.*YrI993, ancl HIINC.*YrI998,),

changes in demand for the self-employed relative to the employed since 1992

(SELF.*YrI993 and SELF,*YrI998), and differences in demand among high-

5 The results did not change significantly when high income was defined as the top 25 per cent of
the sample rather than the top 50 per cent.
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income households and low-income households (HIINC.* SELF.). Further, we

are no\¡/ interested in the change in demand for high-income households

(compared to low-income) self-employed (compared to employed) since 1992

(compared to 1988); this is controlled for with the terms HIINCi*Yrl993* SELF.

and HIINC,*Yrl998* SELFi. Table 4.8 presents the results of estimating probit

and tobit models for equation (a.7).

In general, the results confirm many of the results from the earlier analyses

with most of the controls remaining statistically significant and of similar signs

and magnitudes. The years 1993 and 1998 are both associated with a lower

probability, on average, of households making voluntary contributions. However,

only the year 1998 is associated with lower levels of contributions on average.

High-income households, when compared to those on low-income, were

significantly more likely to make contributions, as well as making higher

contributions on average. Households on high incomes in 1993 were no more

likely to contribute than those on low incomes. High-income households in 1998

were more likely to make higher contributions to voluntary superannuation but

being in this group did not significantly increase the probability of making

contributions, evon though the coefficient has the expected sign.

There is a statistically significant difference between the self-employed

and the employed - the latter being more likely to participate in voluntary

superannuation as well as making higher contributions, holding all else constant.

The self-employed in 1993 were no more likely than the employed to contribute

to superannuation, nor to make higher contributions. However, in 1998, they

were - evidenced by the statistical significance of the coefficients for both the

probit and tobit estimates. Relative to the low-income employed, the high-income

self-employed in 1993 were not associated with a higher probability of

participation nor with a higher level of contributions. The same group in 1998

were less likely to participate in voluntary superannuation but made higher

contributions on average.
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T¡¡I-B 4.8 DFFERENCE-IN-DmrSR¡NcE PRoBI ANo Tontr Esrnr¡ATEs: HrcH-rNCoME z¿rqsus
Low-rN cous S sln-EuploygD. z¿Rsus Hrc H- rNcoME l/EÀsus Low-IN coME EMpLoyED

Probit Tobít

Coefficient Marginal effects Coefficient
Marginal

effects

Impulsivity

1993

I 998

High-income

Self Employed

High-income*1993

High-income*1998

Self-employed* I 993

Self-employed*l 998

High-income, self-employed

High-income, self-employed I 993

High-income, self-employed I 998

Constant

Log pseudolikelihood

Notes: all variables in $1998-99. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors - for probit equations they are
robust standard errors. In the probit equation, the dependent variable is dichotomous. In the tobit equation,
the dependent variable is the level ofcontributions to voluntary superannuation, per annum. Marginal effects
are evaluated at the mean for continuous variables and for dummy variables, are for a discrete change from
zero to one. The full set of results is to be found in Table 44.3 in Appendix A4.2. ô for tobit :8967.09.
Pseudo R2 for probit is 0.1044 and for tobit is 0.0123. N:10675 for both models. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *{<*

p<0.01.

4.5 Ass¡rSussrrrurABrI-rrY

An important element in understanding and encouraging saving is the

issue of asset substitutability. If individuals respond to tax-preferred saving

schemes by merely substituting out of one form of asset and into the tax-preferred

vehicle, overall saving does not change. This section investigates the potential

substitution between participation in voluntary superannrÌation and participation in

other assets. Unfortunately, the data set does not contain sufficient information to

identify contributions to other assets so the exact degree of substitutability cannot

be estimated. However, we can go part of the way to understanding the

relationship. The equation to be estimated is similar to equation (4.7) except that

the vector of wealth variables no\¡/ includes, in addition to dummies for different

0.088{<r.{,
(0.015)

-0.724tß>E*

(0.046)
-0.428*t"r'<

(0.051)
0.359**{<
(0.055)

-0.705r<{'i:{'.

(0.0ee)
-0.025
(0.067)
0.055

(0.06e)
0.137

(0. r 33)
0.399{,r<,r,

(0.144)
-0.251*
(0.1 48)
0.311

(0.203)
-0.034
(0.214)

_2.373***
(0.207)

-6553.59

0.035'r"**
(0.006)

_0.049:ß{.'r.

(0.018)
_0. l69*{<{<

(0.020)
0.141{,:r,*
(0.021)

-0.274*'(*
(0.036)
-0.010
(0.026)
0.021

(0.027)
0.053

(0.051)
0.149*r<{.
(0.0s0)
-0.100*
(0.05e)
0.1 l8

(0.072)
-0.013
(0.084)

300.066{<{,¡r,
(1t2.3ee)
-358.047
(370.662)

_2299.957,k**

(422.78e)
1432.021*u'*

(3 88.05 l )
_3982.402***

(834.86s)
806.652

(4e2.3s9)
1688.238{.{.r,

(s28.633)
969.',l38

(1 r 1s.822)
2356.278*
(121 0.039)
-647.458

(l 200.8e7)
1053.680

(162s.s42)
1636.608

(1726.660)
-2.40e+94**"

(16s5.215)

-65901

0.013*{.â*
(0.00s)
-0.016
(0.016)

_0.101*'*{<

(0.018)
0,063*t<;r'{

(0.017)
-0.171'{.{,:r,

(0.034)
0.036

(0.022)
0.075***
(0,023)
0.043

(0.0s0)
0. I 04**
(0.053)
-0.029
(0.053)
0.047

(0.072)
0.073

(0.076)
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assets held and income generated by those assets, interactions between the asset

and the year and interactions between asset income and the year. Including these

interaction terms enables us to identiff any substitutability over the time period.

For example, we can establish how the demand for voluntary superannuation over

time has been affected by holding other assets in each of the years in question and

by the level of income which was generated by the assets during that year.

The equation to be estimated is as follows:

yi : X, þ + Y,a + IMP,y + HIINC i * r, + Yrl993, * o, + YrI998, * tr,

+ SELF,* no

+ BANK, * â, + BANK.*Yrl993* õz t BANK.*Yrl998* õt

+ PROPERTYi* õ4 + PROPERW,*Yrl993* õt

+ PROPERW,*Yrl998* õu

+ DIVIDEND¡* õt t DIVIDEND,*Yr[993* õ,

+ DIVIDEND,*Yrl998* õn

+HOME. *âro * HOME.*YrI993*4r + HOME.*YrI998*6t,

+ BANKINC, *á,, + BANKINC,*Yr|993* 6ro

+ BANKINC,*Yrj998* õt, 
' '- (4'8)

+ PROPINC,* õru + PROPINC,*Yrl993* õr,

+ PROPINC,*YrI998* 6rt

+ DIVINC, * ârs + DIVINC.*Yrl993* õro

+ DIVINC,*Yrl998* õrt

+ HIINC,*YrI993,* /t, + HIINC.*Yr1998,* ru

+ SELF.*YrI993* o, + SELF.*Yrl998* n,

+ HIINC,* SELF.* on + HIINC.*Yrl993* SELF,* ttto

+ HIINC.*YrI998* SELF.* ttrr+ e,.

Results from estimating equation (4.8) appear in Table 4.9. The measure

of impulsivity continues to be an important determinant of the probability of

contributing to superannuation and higher impulsivity is also associated with

higher average contributions. This confirms earlier results in this chapter and also

found for the 1998 wave of the HES in Chapter 3. We interpret this as households

recognizing arly self-control problems, and taking action to commit their savings

to illiquid forms of assets.
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Tnel-e 4.9 AssET Sussrlruresn-rry OvsR TrME: PRoBlr AND ToBrr Esrß4ATES

Probit Tobit

Coefficient
Marginal
Effects

Coefficient
Marginal
Effects

Impulsivity

1993

I 998

Bank dummy

Bank dummy*1993

Bank dummy*1998

Bank income ($'OOOs¡

Bank income*l 993 ($'000s)

Bank income*l 998 ($'000s)

Dividend dummy

Dividend dummy*1993

Dividend dummy*1998

Dividend income ($'000s)

Dividend income*l 993 ($'000s)

Dividend income*l 998 ($'000s¡

Property dummy

Propetty dummy*1993

Property dummy*1998

Properly income ($'000s¡

Property income*1 993 ($'000s)

Property income* I 998 ($'000s¡

Homeowner

Homeowner* 1993

Homeowner*1998

0.089t"'<{'
(0.01s)
-0.098
(0.073)

-0.283t<r'.{'

(0.073)
0.346{,*{,
(0.0s0)
-0.06s
(0.06e)
-0.129*
(0.073)

_0.028x<r<*

(0.00e)
0.00s

(0.016)
-0.047**
(0.023)
-0.055
(0.074)
0.030

(0.0e8)
0.270**,F
(0.0e3)
-0.006*
(0.004)
-0.007
(0.00s)
-0.006
(0.00s)
-0. I 50
(0.0e4)
0.185

(0.lre)
0.232**
(0.lrs)
-0.017*
(0.00e)
0.001

(0.01l)
0.004

(0.0r 1)

0.2'76***
(0.0s6)
-0.003
(0.074)

_0.201 ***
t0.07sì

0.035**+
(0.006)
-0.039
(0.02e)

-0.1 I 2r,{,r,
(0.02e)

0.136t'<{"'<

(0.020)
-0.026
(0.027)
-0.051*
(0.029)

_0.01 I *t<'r,

(0.004)
0.002

(0.006)
-0.019**
(0.00e)
-0.022
(0.02e)
0.012

(0.038)
0. 1 03 r'i:r':r'.

(0.034)
-0.003*
(0.001)
-0.003
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.060
(0.037)
0.071

(0.045)
0.089**
(0.043)
-0.007*
(0.004)
0.000

(0.004)
0.001

(0,004)
0,109,ß;r,r(

(0.022)
-0.001
(0.02e)

-0.079r'<{<;r'{

(0.030)

301.915t,,"{.
(112.2rs)
-654.000
(586.66e)

-1973.860:*:*{,
(se3.887)

1656.480*{,r<
(374.058)
-6t.773

(sr9.343)
376.361

(550.e82)
_1gl.493*:ßr<

(68. l 30)
242.007**
(e8.eee)

-483.048*:'<:t
(160.e27)
331.256

(s24.7st)
462.98r

(6e7.738)
1756.579***

(674.648)
_60.633r<{<{<

(l 8.6s8)
-30.330
(3r.44s)

129.261***
(36.536)
-247.449
(662.4s3)
1206.662
(837.820)
1152.t62
(835.23 l )
-110.276**
(s2.621)
-0.874

(70. l e0)
-42.768
(68.e87)

1403.506***
(424.14e)
259.474

(5ó5.1e4)
-929.870
(584.726)

0.013{<r.r<

(0.00s)
-0.029
(0.026)

-0.088r!:ßr,
(0.026)

0.074*r'.*
(0.017)
-0.003
(0.023)
0.017

(0.02s)
-0.008{<,r,{.

(0.003)
0.01 1**
(0.004)

_0.022***
(0.007)
0.01s

(0.023)
0.021

(0.031)
0.078'r""t'<

(0.030)
_0.003'ß*r<

(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)

0.006*:k*
(0.002)
-0,011
(0.02e)
0.054

(0.037)
0.051

(0.037)
-0.005**
(0.002)
-0.000
(0.003)
-0.002
(0.003)

0.062***
(0.01e)
0.012

(0.025)
-0.041
(0.026)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses - for probit they are robust. The full set of results is to be found in
Appendix A4.2,Table 44.4. N:I0675. Pseudo R2 for probit is 0.1071 and for tobit, 0.0127. ó for tobit is
8934.38. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, **x p<0.01.

Overall, we can interpret the results as follows. Negative coefficients on

the asset variables and the asset income variables suggest substitutability with

superannuation assets while positive coefficients suggest complementarity. The
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estimated coefficients on the asset variables reveal mixed results and highlight

some potential substitutability and complementarity with voluntary

superannuation. The effects of having bank deposits or owning a home are

important determinants of voluntary superannuation participation but their

importance had diminished by 1998 relative to 1988 revealing a shift out of

superannuation.

There has been an increase in the relative importance of owning stocks or

investment property in 1998 compared to 1988 which suggests some

complementanty. In general, we observe that higher income from the assets is

associated with a lower probability of participation and, except for interest

income, there has been no change in its influence over time. The estimated

coefficients on these income variables indicate that higher income, and therefore

most likely a higher underlying asset value, leads to lower participation in

superannuation. This result therefore also suggests substitutability - with higher

returns on wealth reducing the probability of making contributions to

superannuation.

4.6 PoRrrouo Cuotcn

The final question to be addressed in this chapter and related to asset

substitutability is that of portfolio choice. Are the self-employed, due to the more

generous tax concessions for voluntary contributions than for employed workers,

merely substituting out of other forms of assets and into voluntary

superannuation?6 To address this question, I employ a multivariate probit

difference-in-difference approach to estimate the demand for all the asset types

present in the HES stocks, bank deposits, investment property and

homeownership, as well as voluntary superannuation. This methodology allows

us to estimate the joint demand for the various assets and allows us to further

identify the potential complementarity or substitutability between different asset

types. Furthermore, this method allows for the possibility that the error terms are

6 The hrst $3000 of contributions per year is fully tax deductible and 75 per cent of amounts

beyond $3000 are deductible.
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correlated across demand equations resulting from unobservable household-

specific characteristics.

We can define an underlying latent propensity variable y; for the

participation in each of the five asset classes (h: super (S), home (H), stocl<s (St),

bank (B), property (P)). These underlying propensities are related to each

household's characteristics X,,, with coefficient vector B, and other variables

and interactions as in equation (4.7) and unobserved characteristics, € r, .

Assuming a linear relationship, the equation to be estimated is:

lin = X¡þ +Y,a + IMP,y + HIINC,* o, +Yr1993,* r,
+Yr1998,* n, + SELF.* oo + HIINCí*Yr1993,* r,
+ HIINC,*Yr1998,* nu + SELF,*YrI993* n.,

+ sELFi*YrI998* n, 
' t 

Ø9)

+ HIINC.* SELFi* on + HIINC.*Yrl993* SELF,* nro

+ HIINC,*Yr1998* SELF.* 7î11t t¡,
where å indexes the asset types. Equation (4.9) translates into individual binary

probit equations for participation for each asset in the following way:

[o ,,f yi <o
-. _ J

" 
: 
t, ,f yî r o (4'10)

I assume that e,, jointly follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero

and covariance matrix Z ,that is, (e, ,êH,€s,,€8,€p) - MW(0,t) where

\-_2-

I pus

Psn 1

Psst Past

Psn Pnr

Psp Pnp

Ps,s

Psn
1

Pxa

Ps,p

Pns Pps

Pan Ppn

Pns, Ppst

I ppn

PBp I

Given the potential substitutability or complementarity between these asset

classes it is likely that the error terms of these equations will be correlated.

Results for the multivariate probit analysis are presented in Table 4.10.
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TnnIB 4. 10 MULTTVARIATE PNOSN ESTMATION FOR ASSET DEMAND

Superannuation Stocks Bank deposits Property Homeowner

Impulsivity

Yrl993

Yrl998

Age

Age Squared

Marriage

Gender (male:0)

Family size

Annual per capita
income ($'000s)

High-income

High-income* I 993

High-income* 1998

Self employed

SelÊemployed* I 993

Self-employed* 1998

High-income,
self-employed
High-income,
self-employed 1993

High-income,
self-employed 1998

Constant

Estimates of Error correlations

p withsuperannuation

p with stocks

p with bank deposits

p with property

0.082{.{¡:r.
(0.01s)
-0.086*
(0.046)

_0.488**{,
(0.051)

0.1 l0{'{;ß'*

(0.010)
-0.001t""'<

(0.000)
0.243***
(0.042)

_0.161'r<,r.r<

(0.032)
-0.026**
(0.013)

0.006:r"':r'{

(0.001)
0.410r"r'.*
(0.052)
-0.014
(0.066)
0.071

(0.068)
-0.655'ß'ß*

(0.0e8)
0.078

(0. I 32)
0.377***
(0.142)

-0.306**
(0.146)
0.364*
(0.1 ee)
-0.002
(0.21r)

_2.291***
(0.208)

_0.059r,{<{.

(0.0 r 7)
0.140**
(0.064)

0.288{.:r.,r,

(0.067)
0.001

(0.01l)
0.000r.*'r¡
(0.000)
0.107**
(0.0s0)
0.019

(0.037)
0.073r'r<*
(0.016)

0.012'r"<r'.
(0.001)

0.331***
(0.066)
-0.153*
(0.083)
0.019

(0.082)
0.056

(0. I 30)
0.034

(0.167)
-0.168
(0. l 78)
0.020

(0.177)
-0.191
(0.23e)
-0.149
(0.24s)

_2.311***
(0.240)

-0.0801"k*
(o.0rs)

0.313**'¡:r'<

(0.047)
_0.779*tF>*

(0.0s3)
0.013

(0.010)
0.000{'.:r'!i'<

(0.000)
0.284r"'{<
(0.043)
0.040

(0.032)
-0.058:r'!Ìt'{'<

(0.014)
0.008'r'|*{<

(0.001)
0.369{"'<{'<

(0.0s r)
-0.076
(0.066)

_0.222***
(0.06e)
0.122

(0.0e4)
-0.314**
(0. r 26)
-0. l0l
(0.140)
-0. I 55
(0.146)
-0.047

(0. lee)
-0.010
(0.213)

_0.782***
(0.207)

_0.106*{<*

(0.020)
0. I 86**
(0.080)

0.334*<**
(0.082)

0.07
(0.013)

-0.001r'.{"'.
0.000

0.298*{.*
(0.0s8)

0.05
(0.042)
0.029

(0.018)
0.009{""t'.
(0.001)

0.400*'r'.*
(0.080)
-0.035
(0.0e8)
-0.152
(0.0ee)
0.286**
(0.t44)
-0.165
(0. l 8e)
-0.208
(0.1 es)
-0.347*
(0.200)
0.1 l4

(0.268)
0.194

(0.2'r3)
-3.981 t'<;t<:r'{

(0.28e)

0.01I
(0.022)

0.225***
(0.024)

0. 183r'.{"<

(0.023)

-0.029*
(0.016)
-0.058
(0.04e)

-0.155r<*r'.

(0.0s2)
0.081 r,**

(0.011)
_0.001{<**

0.000
0,549{'.:r'.{'{

(0.043)
0.027

(0.034)
0.069*{<r,
(0.0r s)

0.004{<t'.*
(0.001)

0.269t"r'{{'
(0.0s6)
-0.004
(0.07r)
-0.007
(0.073)

0.367'k*'k
(0.1 13)

-0.284*to
(0.14s)
0.044

(0.158)
-0.205
(0.177)
0.030

(0.233)
0.006

(0.2s2)
_2.405***

(0.21e)

0.145 {<,r,*

(0.018)
0.159t"r'<{<

(0.022)
0.225***
(0.018)
-0.020
(0.024)

0.052r.r.{.
(0.0r e)

0. 160Ìt<:r.t,

(0.017)
0.365t""r'{
(0.021)

N=10675 , * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, 't'*x p<0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.

Among the independent variables, the coefficient on the proxy for

impulsivity is statistically significant and positive for participating in

superannuation which confifins the results found earlier in this chapter as well as

in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the impulsivity index significantly reduces the

probability of holding all other assets found in the HES. The coefficient was also
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found to be negative for holding stocks and bank deposits in earlier estimations

again signifying that households are less likely to hold liquid assets if they have

higher impulsivity index.

The estimated coefficients on the year dummies reveal that there has been

a significant reduction in the relative importance of voluntary superannuation,

bank deposits and homeownership since 1988. The importance of stocks and

investment properties, however, has been increasing over time. The coefficient on

the year dummy for 1998 is accurately estimated for all asset groups. These

results confirm evidence presented earlier that the attractiveness of stocks and

property increased over the period of study, while financial deregulation means

that households hold less in bank deposits.

Age appears to only have a significant impact on the probability of

contributing to superannuation and owning a home. Married households are

significantly more likely to hold all asset types compared to single households,

while being a female household head only negatively affects the probability of

making contributions to superannuation.

As expected, higher per capita income significantly increases the

probability of holding all assets as does being a high-income household.

However, relative to 1988, being a high-income household only reduces the

probability of holding bank deposits in 1998.

All else equal, the selÊemployed continue to be less likely to contribute to

superannuation but more likely to hold property and be homeowners than the

employed. Relative to the employed, the change in demand for homeownership,

and bank deposits between 1988 and 1998 is significantly negative for the self-

employed. As found earlier, relative to the employed, the change in the demand

for superannuation was significantly positive between 1988 and 1998.

Interestingly, for the high-income self-employed, the probability of contributing

to superannuation is negative with a slight increase in 1993 relative to 1988 as is

the probability of owning investment property.

As shown at the bottom of Table 4.10, the estimates of the error

correlations between superannuation participation and participation in other assets

are, for the most part, positive and significant at the I per cent level, thus rejecting
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the null hypothesis that the error terms are uncorrelated. The only exceptions are

those between superannuation and property ownership and home ownership and

property. The insignificant and negative coefficient on the error correlation for

the demand for property and homeownership is puzzling since many owners of

investment properties are also homeowners. Unobserved variation would be

expected to reflect such factors as differences in risk preference, differences in

expectations about future income as well as family background.

4.8 DrscussroN

The Australian superannuation system, which was first introduced in 1986

and extended to have greater coverage in 1992, was designed with employees in

mind. Compulsory superannuation failed to cover the self-employed and other

workers that were outside a standard full-time emplo¡rment situation. The issue of

providing incentives for the self-employed to voluntarily contribute to their own

superannuation accounts is on-going with many tax concessions in place for the

purpose of encouraging both participation and contribution levels. Since 1986,

and especially since 1992, the rate of compulsory contributions under the

Superannuation Guarantee increased from 3 per cent of wages to 8 per cent in

1998. Therefore, in the absence of any other factors determining demand, we

expect to find a decline in the participation rate and the level of contributions in

voluntary superannuation over time.

The availability of three years of household level data with detailed

expenditure items, socio-demographic and economic characteristics as well as

details of annual expenditure on superannuation contributions, enabled the

investigation of the superannuation participation decisions of Australian

households. The fact that we have details on emplo¡ment status further allowed

us to explore whether goveÍrment incentives had the desired effect of increasing

the participation rates of both the employed and the self-employed, as well as

whether the level of contributions had increased over time.

In this chapter, I investigated the extent of changes in demand for

superannuation and the degree of asset substitutability over time. After

controlling for various household level characteristics and a constructed measure
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of impulsivity, we do in fact find evidence of a decline in both participation rates

and level of contributions to superannuation for certain groups over time. For all

specifications we found that impulsivity was positively and significantly

associated with both a higher probability of participation as well as higher

contributions on average. The probability of participation in voluntary

superannuation overall was lower in both 1993 and 1998 than in 1988, and, while

1998 was associated with lower contributions on average, 1993 saw a higher level

of contributions although the estimates were not statistically significant. The selÊ

employed were less likely to participate than the employed as well as making

smaller contributions when they did. However, the change in the probability of
participation for this group, in both 1993 and 1998, was higher when compared to

the employed over the same period. There is some evidence which suggests that

this group did in fact respond to various goverrìment initiatives which were aimed

at encouraging participation.

Evidence in support of asset substitutability was not conclusive. The

strongest results indicated that holding bank deposits and homeownership were

positively associated with both participation in voluntary superannuation and

higher contributions on average. When we allowed for the possibility of changes

over time, we found that only the year 1998 was associated with a lower

probability of participation as well as significantly lower contributions. This

decrease coincided with an increase in the rate of compulsory superannuation

contributions - further suggesting some substitutability over time.

There are many reasons why household participation in superannuation

may have declined. First, the most obvious reason, and one that is the principal

argument in this chapter, is that higher employer contributions cause individuals

to offset the contributions with a reduction in other saving - including voluntary

superannuation. The fact that households are accumulating illiquid retirement

assets through compulsory employer contributions means that they have more

scope to diversify their portfolio and keep a mix of liquid and illiquid assets to

meet other life-cycle needs. Another important explanation is that higher wealth

in the form of realised or unrealised capital gains over time means that households

can reduce discretionary saving and thereby increase current and future
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consumption. The increase in demand for stocks and property in Table 4.10 may

reflect the large capital gains made in the 1990s and also that other assets may

have yielded more attractive returns than voluntary superannuation.

For some groups, notably higher income households, and after controlling

for many demographic and life-cycle effects, we observe an increase in both

participation and level of contributions. The complexity associated with

legislative changes to the taxation of superannuation, together with complex

grandfathering laws, means that there is an information gathering cost that

discourages, apart from the wealthy, a vast majority of households from

participating in superannuation. Greater financial literacy coupled with financial

innovation and a higher asset base for the wealtþ mean that they have access to a

wider range of financial products with which to access their equity and therefore

the need for liquidity is reduced.
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Cn¿.prnn Frvn
Housnrror-D Srvrxc wITH Trvrn.rxCoNSISTENT
PnnnnnnNCES: TnnoRv AND Evrnnxcn

5.1 IurnorucrroN

The role of commitment devices for improving the welfare of

sophisticated time-inconsistent households has received much attention in the

behavioural economics literature on saving and self-control. The extent to which

future consumption choices of hyperbolic consumers are constrained depends on

the availability of effective commitment devices. For naive agents who don't

value commitment, there is scope for governments to devise policy aimed at

forcing saving. Compulsory pension plans leap out as appropriate devices

because they are a long-term commitment and typically very illiquid forms of

saving. Additionally, the role of capital market imperfections for improving

welfare should not be ruled out since they too constrain the consumption choices

of economic agents. Rather than constraining future consumption, however,

liquidity constraints act to constrain curuent consumption.

To illustrate the implications of liquidity constraints and a fully-funded

pension scheme on the welfare of time-inconsistent households, I develop a

simple model of consumption and saving in the presence of quasi-hyperbolic

preferences. To motivate the empirical analysis later in the chapter, saving in this

model is purely for life-cycle motives for funding old-age consumption. There

are two reasons why we should wish to do this. First, hyperbolic (or quasi-

hyperbolic) preferences induce time-inconsistency and the associated over-

consumption is predicted to lead to a reduction in lifetime welfare. Therefore,

obtaining an increase in lifetime welfare is one objective and will be discussed in

the next section. Second, the higher marginal propensity to consume implies

reduced saving and therefore a reduction in consumption in old-age. Increasing

the standard of living of the retired population, as well as encouraging saving, are

important government policy objectives. Therefore, the overall goal is to increase

lifetime welfare and simultaneously increase old-age consumption.
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Using a three period overlapping generations modelling framework, I

analyse the qualitative implications of quasi-hyperbolic preferences in the

presence of liquidity constraints. I am particularly concerned with whether these

institutionally imposed constraints act to offset the higher marginal propensity to

consume which characterises the behaviour of time-inconsistent consumers. In

order to achieve this, a minimum of three periods is required since we need to

show a'reversal of preferences'. If the presence of constraints exactly offset the

higher propensity to consume then lifetime welfare should increase.

Another commitment device that has the potential to increase welfare is a

pay-as-you-go social security contribution through income tax. This is the typical

public pension system in place in many developed economies. In contrast,

Australia has a fully-funded private system - the Superannuation Guarantee -
which is funded by compulsory contributions by employers and is fully preserved

until retirement. Access to funds before the minimum retirement age is allowed

only in very exceptional circumstances and early access is unavailable for the vast

majority of workers.l In this chapter both superannuation and borrowing

constraints are included simultaneously to capture the type of institutional

affangements often faced by individuals.

To analyse the implications for consumers in the presence of these

institutional arrangements, I develop a modelling framework under different

scenarios in a partial equilibrium setting. The changes in individual welfare under

the various states are examined. Compulsory superannuation as forced saving

will impact on other voluntary saving; the extent to which forced saving offsets

voluntary saving is an empirical matter and will be examined more closely later in

this chapter where I estimate the implications of compulsory superannuation

contributions for total voluntary discretionary saving. The 1998 wave of the HES,

the most recent \ilave available during this research, includes, for the first time,

education variables. Using this wave I estimate the degree of substitutability

between household saving levels and rates and a constructed measure of

compulsory superannuation contributions. Also examined is the effect of

permanent income on the savings behaviour of households. I test whether the

I The exceptions include casual workers, part-time workers earning less than $450 per month, the
self-employed and those under I 8 and over 70 years of age.
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effect is more pronounced for high-income households compared to those on

lower incomes.

This topic is important not only to advance our knowledge of saving at the

household level but also to inform the current debate on superannuation and

retirement policy and whether compulsory superannuation contributions should be

increased as has been proposed by some groups. For example, if households

offset compulsory superannuation with reductions in other saving, policy should

be aimed at providing incentives for increasing voluntary saving rather than

increasing employer-funded superannuation contributions.

5.2 'WsrFRRe

Analyzing the welfare implications of time-inconsistent preferences is not

as straightforward as in the time-consistent case. This is because when evaluating

welfare it is not clear in whose welfare v/e are interested and which period's

perspective is the most appropriate. If preferences are time-consistent, then

individuals of all ages agree on the welfare rankings arising from the introduction

of a commitment device or policy and total utility, when viewed from the first

period, is appropriate (Imrohoroglu et aI,2003). However, when preferences are

time-inconsistent, individuals have different preferences in each period. This

makes it difficult to evaluate how compulsory superannuation policy is able to

make consumers better off. Any policy changes may make individuals better off

at certain periods but worse off in others.

The welfare analysis in O'Donoghue and Rabin's (2002) model of

addiction and present-biased preferences, makes use of the behaviour of the time-

consistent agent to represent long-run preferences, that is, "...how sophisticates

and naïfs would like to behave if asked from some prior perspective þefore

period one)." This relies on the notion that immediate gratification is 'an error'

and they go on to use the long-run preferences for welfare analysis. This depends

crucially on the assumption that consumers want to behave in a time-consistent

manner and that any other preferences are sub-optimal. They further suggest

using period-one preferences as an altemative criterion, that is, from the

perspective of the committed path. In the context of maximizing a social welfare
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function, Gruber and Koszegi (2001) also advocate using both approaches: long-

run preferences as well as using the 'dictatorship of the present' in which the

current self s preferences are the criterion to use. This ignores any future selves'

preferences.

An issue in evaluating lifetime welfare is whether to include the utility

from past consumption. This is discussed in Caplin and Leahy (2000) and Strotz

(1956). Imrohoroglu et al (2003) incorporate retrospective time-inconsistency in

their analysis by using a utility function that incorporates the utility from past

consumption and so are able to analyse lifetime welfare from the vantage point of

every age.

In this chapter I analyse welfare from both the perspective of period-one's

self and from the perspective of the long-run self.

5.3 CoNsutr¿pRs

In each period there coexist three generations - the young, the middle-

aged and the retired. The young have no labour income and borrow some

fraction, y of second period income to finance current consumption.2 For

simplicity, they have no initial wealth and they consume all their wealth in the

final period. Consumers use borrowing and lending to smooth consumption

relative to their income stream. With the imposed income profile, consumers will

want to go into debt while young, pay off that debt and accumulate wealth while

they of working age and have high income, and finally consume that wealth when

they are old. If markets are perfect and there are no liquidity constraints, the

young borrow as much as they like against second period income. During the

second period, in which they are middle-aged and employed, they receive labour

income from their employer, e,*r, tepãy loans taken out in the first period and

save for retirement.

In addition, employers invest on their behalf an amount equal to a fixed

proportion of employee income into a state-legislated superannuation fund. This

contribution is returned to them in the final period to fund retirement and cannot

a_-' This assumption provides a rnotivation for intergenerational borrowing and simplifres the
analysis. It does not detract from the qualitative implications of the model.
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be accessed before then. In the final period they are retired and their consumption

is funded by the superannuation contribution plus interest, together with any

voluntary saving undertaken in the second period plus interest. The interest rate is

assumed to be constant over time and consumers can borrow and lend at the same

interest rate. I further assume that the retum on superannuation contributions and

on voluntary saving is the same.

The per-period felicity function satisfies the following assumptions:

"'(' )t 0

,"(. ). o'

5.3.1 No Superannuatíon, No Borrowing Constraints
Results under Commitment

I first analyse a model in which there is no superannuation and there are no

borrowing constraints; this is the baseline model.

A consumer supplies one unit of labour inelastically and chooses the path

of consumption, savings and borrowings in the first period subject to constraints.

Consumers maximize a time separable utility function

U, : uG,,,) * þùþ,,,*r) + p6' uþ,,,*r),

where u(c,)is the per-period felicity function that takes the form of logarithmic

utility for simplicity - this is the Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility

function with the coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to unity. The first

subscript refers to the generation and the second refers to the timing of

consumption:

(I, =lnc,,, + Bõltc,.,*r+ þ6'lÍrc,.,n . (5.1)

The dynamic budget constraint facing the individual is

'r,, 
< T1!'R

ct,t*r * ar,r*r 3 €t,t+t - T€t,t+l (5.2)

ct,t+2 3 Ro,,,*,

In the absence of constraints on borrowing, y <l is the proportion of next period

earnings that the young choose to borrow, n = (1 + 
") 

is the gross return between
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two periods and a,*, is voluntary saving. Time-inconsistency implies P <1.

When þ :I preferences are time-consistent and the model is the usual one with

geometric discounting.

The intertemporal budget constraint is:

. ct.t*l ct.t*2 - €t.t+l

",r*Ë*Ë=l=r' (s.3)

Because of the assumption that an additional unit of consumption yields a positive

amount of extra utility, we can conclude that the intertemporal budget constraint

holds with equality. If it did not utility could be increased by increasing

consumption in one or both periods. If individuals are able to commit the path of

consumption from today onwards and there are no constraints on borrowing,

optimal consumption in period one is

nl - wt - 
e,,,*llR 

-.,€t't*t"tr-l+p6+p6' l+põ+põ' ' R '

and r¿, is the present discounted value of lifetime income defined above. Period

one optimal consumption is proportional to lifetime earnings with the factor of

proportionality equal to y = =-:---- ^-. Second period optimal consumption' 7+põ+86'

(5.4)

will be

cl.,*t: Rpel,,

(5.5)
,t+l

and, in the final period,

cl,,*z = R&1,,*,

( nnd' I 
(5'ó)

-l ' lo- 
[t * Þõ + P5z )"tt*t

The superscript denotes that this is the optimal plan as seen from period one and

under fulI commitment. For comparison, when preferences are time-consistent as

in the standard model, þ =l and the consumption plan from period one is:
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Results with No Commitment

If commitment in the first period is not possible, an individual with time-

inconsistent preferences, upon reaching middle-age, will reoptimize over the

remaining two periods of life and her second period consumption will no longer

resemble the optimal plan as viewed from the first period. This hyperbolic

consumer, in the absence of commitment devices, will over-consume, and

therefore save too little, in the second period compared to her first period optimal

plan. The new utility function facing the individual will be:

U,þ,,,*r,ct,t*2)=lnc,,,*, + p6lnc,,,*2, (5.8)

with dynamic budget constraint

and

c t,t*r * a r,r*1 I € t,t+r - T€ t,t+t

ct,t+z 3 Ro,,,*r,

and intertemporal budget constraint

Ct-t+2
ct,t+t r;3 €,,,*1- T€t,t+t =Vz' (5'10)

After forming the Lagrangean and solving, the new optimal levels of middle-aged

and retirement consumption will be

vz (-Yþ,,,*,

(5.e)

(5.11)2
c t,t+l t+ Bõ t+ B6

and

c?,,*z = Rþ&?,*, : Rp6(l- y)et't*l

r+ Bõ

respectively, and first-period consumption will be as in equation (5.4)
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Using the first period's budget constraint and optimal consumptiorr, Vz can be

rewritten in terms of ry,, to enable comparison with initial wealth and gives us

( n¡ *141_)n., 
(5.r3)vz:vt[ir.Ba. p6'))

Substituting this expression into (11) we obtain

2ct,t+l =Vl

(5.14)

+l

The marginal propensity to consume out of second period income is therefore

higher under reoptimized consumption since, comparing (5.14) and (5.5), we see

that

põ
(5.15)

+põ+põ2

or, equivalently, that (1+â)t (t+ Bd).

Using these results and letting €t,t+r =100, P = 0.6, â = 0.9 and

R=I.04, we can calibrate the model to gain some further insight regarding the

optimal path of consumption over time. Table 5.1 shows the optimal consumption

path under the assumptions given above. Column one shows the standard time-

consistent consumption path and columns two and three show, when there is no

superannuation ( r : 0 ), the quasi-hyperbolic model under commitment and when

commitment is not possible, respectively. The level of saving in column two is

calculated using the period-two budget constraint in equation (5.9) and

substituting for optimal consumption (equation (5.5)) for that period, and for

column two substituting in equation (5.11).

These profiles provide an example of how much retirement consumption

can be reduced under the assumption of time-inconsistency with no commitment

and given a quasi-hyperbolic preference structure. If the consumer is able to

commit the path of consumption at the beginning of the time horizon, there will

be no reversal of preferences and the consumption profile is shown in column two

3 
See Appendix A5. 1 for the derivation.
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(z =0). However, since commitment is not possible (column three,c =0)
individuals consume more in the second period and less when retired. The

welfare-maximizing consumption path is under a committed plan. When

commitment is not possible, total discounted lifetime utility is lower.

Given the difference in welfare in the two cases, is it possible to reduce

consumption and raise lifetime utility so that it is closer to the optimal plan under

commitment and especially so that we can raise consumption in old age? To

address these questions, borrowing constraints and forced saving through

superannuation contributions are introduced into the model. In the case of

borrowing constraints, consumption in the first period can be reduced and

potentially redistributed towards old-age as well as raising lifetime welfare. In the

case of forced saving, old-age consumption and welfare can be improved.

5.3.2 Superannuation
Results under Commitment

I first turn to an analysis of the effects of a compulsory superannuation

scheme in the model with no constraints on borrowing. Superannuation is

introduced into the model by assuming that a fixed percentage e of labour income

is not available for consumption in the second period but will be saved, and

together with the interest, is available for consumption in old age. The labour

income profiles for consumers remain as in the previous model. In middle-age,

individuals actively start saving for retirement and pay back first period loans. On

net, middle-age income is sufficient to pay back loans and save for retirement -
they are net savers. First, the case under commitment is examined. The young

take total lifetime disposable income into account when determining how much to

borrow. Since there are no constraints on borrowing, they take employer

superannuation into account when making consumption plans since it reduces

disposable income available for consumption. The superannuation contribution

forces workers to save. This clearly has the potential to be welfare-enhancing for

naive, time-inconsistent agents who would otherwise not value commitment

devices.
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TABLE 5. I CoNsurr¡prloN Pnopnss AND UTrLrry MEASURES- A NUMERTcAL ExAMpLE

(1)

Time
consistent

(2)

Commitment

(3)

No Commitment

(4)

No Commitment.

a.,' )0

(s)

No Commitment.

ø:0.35, a*r>0
T 0 0 0.09 0.20 0.25 0 0.09 0.20 0.25 0 0.09 0.20 0 25 0.30 0 0.09 0.20 0.25 0.30

c1

c2

ca

at+l

35.48

33.2t

3 1.08

29.89

47.46

26.65

24.95

23.99

47.46

26.65

24.95

14.99

47.46

26.65

24.95

3.99

47.46

26.65

24.95

-l.01

47.46

32.8 8

t8.47

17.76

4'7.46

32.88

18.47

8.76

47.46

32.88

t8.47

-2.24

3.86

3.49

2.92

7.16

47.46

32.88

18.47

-7.24

Utility

47.46

32.88

t8.47

17.76

47.46

32.88

18.47

8.'76

47.46

30.60

20.80

-2.24

47.46

25.64

26.00

-'7.24

47.46

20.64

3t.20

-t2.24

33.6s

42.21

23.70

22.79

33.6s

42.21

23.70

t3.79

33.65

42.21

23.70

2.'79

33.65

40.00

26.00

-2.21

33.65

35.00

31.20

-7.21

ln C1

lnC2

ln C3

Total
discounted

utility

3.57

3.50

3.44

3.86

3.28

3.22

3.86

3.28

3.22

3.86

3.28

3.22

3.86

3.49

2.92

3.86

3.49

2.92

7.16

3.86

3.42

3.03

7.18

3.s2

3.74

3.r7

7.089.51 7.20 '7.20 7.20 7.20 7.16 7.16

3.86

3.28

3.22

3.86

3.49

2.92

3.86

3.49

2.92

7.16

3.86

3.49

2.92

7.16

3.86

3.24

3.26

7.19

3.86

3.03

3.44

7.1't

3.s2

3.74

3.r7

7.08

3.s2

3;74

3.17

7.08

3.52

3.69

3.26

7.10

3.52

3.56

3.44

7 .11

Notes: Parametervaluesare: þ=ç.6, õ=0.9 R:(1 +r)=1-04, et+l=100. a¡*1 representstheamountofvoluntarysavingorborrowingundertakeninmiddle-age.



The middle-aged earn wages, €r,t+r and a compulsory proportion r of earnings is

saved by the employer and is set aside which, together with the interest earned on

the saving, is available for consumption when old, so that disposable income is

now (t -"þ,,,*, and forced saving, r€t,t*r. Voluntary saving i, o,,,*, and lifetime

income is equal to €r,r*t. Consumers face the same preferences as earlier, that is,

U, : lnc,,, * põ lnc,,,*, + þ6' Ln",,,*r,

with the dynamic budget constraint:

- € t.t*lcrt =T 
^

ct,t*t I at,t*t I @t,t+r 3 €t,t+r - Te t,t+l (5' 16)

c t,t+z 3 Ro r,r*, + Rter,r*r'

The difference between this model with superannuation and the previous model is

the presence of forced saving in the second period which employers pay into an

approved superannuation fund on behalf of the employee. This amount plus

interest R"e,,,*t, is available for consumption in the third period. Compulsory

superannuation is a fixed proportion of employee wages paid by the employer for

most employees, and in Australia is currently set at 9 per cent. The introduction

of superannuation is one of forcing households to save for retirement. The

intertemporal budget constraint remains unchanged,

ct.t+l ct.t+2 - €t.r*l (ç

",, 
*'î*l 

= l= =Vi" . (s.17)

First period consumption for a time-inconsistent consumer will be

t+ B6 + Bõ' t+ põ + põ'
e,,n I R € t,t*l

-t R
(5.18)

and as before f = =-=) - 
is the proportion of lifetime income that

l+ p6 + põ'

consumers would like to consume. In the absence of any borrowing constraints,

consumers will take superannuation into account when making consumption and

saving plans. The introduction of superannuation will see consumers offsetting

their own private voluntary saving for the forced saving undertaken on their

ss
Ict,t =

V
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behalf through compulsory superannuation. The net effect leaves consumption

and total saving unchanged and the resulting optimal consumption path is as in

section 5.3.1. Under commitment, period-two consumption will be

c),,*t = Rpõ"}.,

põ

+p6+põ2
€t,t+l

(s.1e)

(s.20)

(s.24)

and, in the last period,

c),,*z = R&1,,*,

Rpõ'
+põ+põ2

€ t,t+l

However, since commitment for hyperbolic consumers is not possible, in the

second period reoptimization takes place. The next section deals with this case.

Results with No Commitment

If commitment is not possible, the second period reoptimization problem takes the

form

u,,, *r(",,, *r,c,,, *z) = ln c,,, *v + P õ ln c,,, *2,

subject to the dynamic budget constraint

ct,t*l r at,t*l * ter,r*, 3 €t,t+l - T€t,t+l 6.2I)

c,,r*2 3 Ror,,*, + Rrer,,*r, (5.22)

and intertemporal budget constraint

c,,*t *I+< (l - T)n,,,*, =v/;' . (5.23)¡,¡rr R \

After optimization, second and third period consumption becomes

v/;' 0- Y)",,,*,

(t+ pa)- Q+ Pa)

and

c?,,*z = RPã"? RPõ(|-Y) (s'2s)
t.t - 

71* p5¡ "r.t*r

respectively, with consumption in all periods remaining unchanged and therefore

equal to the consumption path in section 5.3.1 under no commitment.

2
ct,t+1 =
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From (5.21), the expression for voluntary saving is given by

a t,t+t : í -, - y)u,,,*, - c r,t+r

:(1- î-Tþ,,,*t ffi# G.z6)

and the marginal effect of compulsory superannuation, r€r,t+r, on household

voluntary saving is equal to negative unity so that forced saving and voluntary

saving are perfect substitutes.

Applying the model parameters gives us the consumption profiles above in

Table 5.1 which reveals that the introduction of superannuation at9 per cent of

wages, both under commitment and no commitment, results in the same level of

consumption in each period as in the case with no superannuation. The

introduction of a compulsory superannuation scheme into the model resulted in no

change to the optimal consumption paths and no change to lifetime welfare. This

is due to the presence of voluntary saving and the ability to offset forced saving

with reductions in other saving.

Introducing forced saving in the form of superannuation contributions

doesn't affect total saving if forced saving is less than desired total saving.

Consumers adjust the level of voluntary saving to offset the compulsory

component. If forced saving is greater than total desired saving, consumers

borrow to ofßet the increased saving through superannuation. However, in the

presence of constraints against borrowing against retirement assets,

superannuation has the potential to be welfare improving for myopic and time-

inconsistent consumers. This is how capital market imperfections have the

potential to enhance the welfare of hyperbolic consumers. The extent to which

superannuation and borrowing constraints affect welfare and old-age consumption

depends on the model parameters and whether or not constraints are binding.

5.3.3 Borrowing Constraints against Superannuation
Results without Commitment

Consumers are now no longer able to borrow as much as they wish and

face exogenously determined borrowing limits. Again, agents are unable to

commit the path of consumption and reoptimize in each period.
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While the financial deregulation of the past three decades has resulted in

easier access to credit for most Australian households, there are, nevertheless,

additional binding constraints on borrowing - especially against retirement

assets.4 In other words, there is a non-negativity constraint on second period

assets,

at+t)0. (5.27)

The constrained re-optimization problem from period two onwards can now be

written as:

Maximize U, =lnc,,,*, + p6lnc,,,*2,

subject to

ct t+t *f+ <3+ =v/l' (5.28)
RR

and c,,,*13(t-y -")",*r. (5.29)

Equation (5.29) has the non-negativity constraint from (5.27) imposed.

Optimization requires maximizing the objective function subject to

inequality constraints and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a constrained

maximum apply.s The complementary slackness conditions imply that if the ith

constraint is exactly satisfied, at the optimum the Lagrange multiplier associated

with each constraint it 4 >0 , i =1,2. The optimal values of the multipliers are:

p6
T€t+l

,*lp6/'z = 
ç1- -rP^- ,"^ (5'31)

Because of the assumption that the intertemporal budget constraint held with

equality, the first multiplier is positive. Based on the parameter values, the second

multiplier is non-zero for t>0.1776. This is the value for which the non-

negativity constraint on assets binds. lf (5.27) is binding, second and third period

consumption therefore will be equal to

c7,,*t=0-y-t)",,,*, (5.32)

a Individuals are prevented from borrowing against retirement assets - this is a legally imposed
condition on superannuation assets.
s 

See Appendix A5.l for more details on the inequality constrained maximization.

), (s.30)
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and c|,r*z = Rr€t,t*t (5.33)

respectively.

Column four of Table 5.1 presents the optimal consumption paths for

different values of the superannuation contribution rate if consumers are

prevented from borrowing against retirement assets. For superannuation rates

below 17.76 per cent, the non-negativity constraint is not binding and optimal

consumption in period-two remains unchanged as in (5.24). The situation

changes when forced saving is higher than total desired saving and the middle-

aged are constrained from borrowing to offset this increase. For example, for

superannuation contribution rates of 20, 25 and 30 per cent, the difference

between optimal consumption and constrained consumption is the amount of

borrowing required to fund period-two consumptiofr, at+t. Since saving cannot

be negative, period-two consumption is lower but consumption in retirement is

higher. Retirement is now funded entirely by the forced superannuation saving.

In the case of additional borrowing constraints in the first period, column

five of Table 5.1 reports the consumption and saving profiles for different values

of the superannuation rate. Period-one consumption is now constrained to be

,,., = ó9!, (5.34).R

and the constraint binds when þ < y =--^^= . The maximum borrowing
I+ B6 + p6"

is set at 0.35 of lifetime wealth for all the numerical simulations. As before, for

the constraint in period-two to be binding the Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply

_*lß6') 
=___j_\lì' (1 -ú-tþ,*, r€t+t

and based on the parameter values as before, requires a superannuation

contribution rate of r ) 0.2279. The presence of borrowing constraints in period-

one redistributes consumption away from the first period towards later periods

thus increasing the consumption of the middle-aged and the retired relative to the

scenarios without borrowing constraints.

Turning to utility comparisons, Table 5.1 reports on the consumption and

utility of the various scenarios under consideration. Column one has the standard
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time-consistent path and column two the time-inconsistent path with commitment.

The reduction in welfare is substantial as is the alteration to the consumption path.

The baseline case against which we compare the outcomes is in column two - the

committed optimization model. The actual consumption plan, since commitment

is not possible, is in column three. The difference in welfare between the two

lifetime consumption paths is what we would like to minimize. Since the no-

commitment scenario results in over-consumption relative to a committed plan,

introducing forced saving was one way of minimizing the welfare loss. However,

column three reveals that since there are no constraints on borrowing, there is no

feasible superannuation contribution rate that alters lifetime utility. The only

potential approach to increasing lifetime welfare as well as increasing old-age

consumption was the presence of borrowing constraints on retirement assets. In

column four, we introduced the assumption that a,*t ) 0. This constraint is

binding for values of r > 0.1776 and correspondingly, lifetime welfare increased

until reaching a maximum at r = 0.25 , after which it began to decline. Finally, in

column five constraints on first period borrowing were also introduced. The

maximum borrowing allowed was set at 0.35 of lifetime wealth. This additional

constraint led to a reduction in welfare for non-binding period-two constraints.

Once period-two constraints began to bind, for example, at r = 0.25, welfare

began to improve.

5.3.4 Aggregate Savings

In the preceding section, the case of a representative individual was

analysed. This was appropriate because time-inconsistency is an individual

characteristic. I was concerned with how time-inconsistency affected individual

saving behaviour and associated welfare measures. Employer sponsored

superannuation and borrowing constraints were introduced as ways of a) raising

consumption and b) improving individual welfare. In this section, I study the

implications for national or aggregate household saving in the economy and,

specifically, given that households behave in a time-inconsistent manner,

determine the implications of superannuation and liquidity constraints for

economy-\¡/ide saving. Government policy in Australia has, among other things,
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been concemed with increasing private saving aî objective of many

governments of developed economies. Increasing national saving has

implications for national investment and thus economic growth.

Using the period-two d¡mamic budget constraint in equation (5.21),

aggregate household wealth in the economy at each point in time t, is made up of

the saving of the middle-aged, which includes voluntary saving and compulsory

superannuation saving, plus the dissaving of the young.

(s.35)

with þ3y=
I

depending on whether we have binding liquidity
+86+Bõ2

constraints on the young or not. Equation (5.35) assumes that reoptimization in

period-two has taken place and therefore this analysis is in terms of a 'no

commitment' scenario as in the preceding section. lVe observe that 
ôyt- . o
òø

Aggregate household wealth increases when borrowing constraints are tighter but

is invariant to the superannuation contribution rate.

5.4 Voru¡{rany S¡.vrNc rN THE HousenorD ExpENDrruRE SURVEy

In the empirical analyses of Chapters 3 and 4 interest lay in the

relationship between voluntary contributions to superannuation and impulsivity,

income and assets and other socio-demographic variables. The motivation

underlying the empirical work was twofold. First, the importance of

superannuation as an illiquid saving device that could potentially raise the welfare

of hyperbolic households was investigated. Second, I approached the estimation

strategy from a policy oriented perspective since I was interested in whether

government incentives had been successful in increasing participation. In

contrast, the empirical work in this section contributes to and complements the

general savings and pension literature by examining the effect of permanent

income and compulsory saving on the saving rate as well as on total household
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voluntary saving for a single wave of the HES. I specifically concentrate on the

1998 wave of the HES since it is the only wave to include education variables

which will be necessary in constructing a measure for permanent income to be

used in the estimation.

The approach to be adopted in this section differs from the foregoing by

examining the effect of the Superannuation Guarantee on household saving levels

and rates. I address three interrelated questions pertaining to this relationship.

First, how does compulsory saving, in the form of employer superannuation

contributions, affect both the rate and level of household saving and is there

perfect substitutability as the life-cycle theory predicts; or is it less than unity (in

absolute value) as the behavioural life-cycle theory predicts? Second, there is

some evidence that saving rates increase with income (Dynan et al, 2004;

Browning and Lusardi,1996). Does the same relationship hold for higher income

households compared to those on lower incomes and, especially, for those with

higher permanent income?

5.4.1 Empirical Methodology

Three key points arise in implementing the empirical tests. The first is

defining saving. I use the definition of active saving - that is, household after tax

income less consumption. The HES is the best data available on consumption in

Australia as it provides very detailed consumption expenditure. I therefore define

consumption as total current expenditure less expenditure on durables and semi-

durables, home mortgage principal repayments, superannuation and income tax.

Household income is defined as total household income from all sources. Second,

a measure of compulsory superannuation is required. For each household in the

sample, I calculate compulsory superannuation as 8 per cent of total household

earned income which corresponds to the rate of the Superannuation Guarantee in

1998. This measure is possibly overestimated since not all earned income

qualifies for superannuation contributions. Third, theories of consumption and

savings predict that households make consumption decisions based on their life-

time, or permanent, income. Since permanent income is unobservable, we need to

estimate a measure of permanent income. I use education as a proxy for
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permanent income - a coÍr.mon proxy in the literature (Dynan et al, 2004;

Lusardi, 1998; Lusardi, 2003; Kapteyn et al, 2003) and I estimate permanent

income by first regressing household annual income on education dummies, dga,

age squared, occupation dummies, the impulsivity index, gender, marriage and

family size, state of residence and migrant status and then obtaining the predicted

values, as well as placing each household into quintiles based on fitted permanent

income.6

Using the expression for voluntary saving in equation (5.26) and

reproduced here:

et+t:(-"-Tþ,*r-c,*t

: (l - " - 
yþ,-, (t,- rÞ,a,"t+t (t+ Bd)

= (l - Tþ,*, -r€t+t -
(r- vþ,*, ,

I+ p6

þ60- r)",u
(+ Pal- 

Let+t

we have a negative relationship between the forced saving in superannuation,

rer*r, and voluntary saving, a,*r; and a positive relationship between labour

income and saving.

The sample consists of the 1998 wave of the HES used in Chapter 3.

Since the selÊemployed do not receive compulsory superannuation, I omit them

from the estimation sample and I am left with a sample size of 3055 households.

The estimation strategy to be adopted consists of a two-stage procedure.

In the first stage, I estimate predicted permanent income for each of the

households as described above. Additionally, dummies are created for each

quintile of predicted permanent income. In the second stage, I estimate several

median regressions with several different specifications depending on the question

to be answered. In all the regressions, standard effors are obtained by

bootstrapping the second stage procedure.

First, to assess the substitutability between compulsory superannuation

and total voluntary saving and current income, I use total saving as the dependant

ó The results from running the first stage regression can be found in Table A5.l in Appendix 45.2.
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variable and include total household cunent income, the compulsory

superannuation measure, the impulsivity index, an indicator for whether a

household makes voluntary superannuation contributions, occupation dummies,

investment income variables and asset dummies as in Chapter 3 as well as a

number of demographic controls (Regression (1)).

Second, this is repeated with predicted permanent income replacing the

current income measure since, theoretically, saving decisions are made taking life-

time income, rather than current income, into consideration (Regression (2)) and

separately, using predicted permanent income quintiles (Regression (3)).

Third, because pension saving is not likely to be a perfect substitute for

other discretionary saving, I remove voluntary superannuation from the total

saving measure and estimate the same equation as in Regression (2) and include

the amount of voluntary superannuation as an independent variable (Regression

(4)). This enables the determination of the degree of substitutability between

voluntary superannuation contributions and other discretionary saving.

Finally, to discover if the rich do indeed save a larger proportion of their

income, I replace the dependent variable with the saving rate, defined as total

saving divided by permanent income, and estimate the same regression

(Regression (5)). Separately, I replace predicted permanent income with the

predicted income quintiles - this will enable me to identify the difference between

each quintile (Regression (6)).

5.4.2 Results

The results of running each regression are shown in Table 5.2 itt which I

report a selection of the explanatory variables.T The first result to note is the

effect that the impulsivity index has on each of the saving measures. It is negative

and highly statistically significant in all six regressions. This result is in contrast

to the positive and significant coefficient estimated in the regressions in Chapters

3 and 4. While the (lack of) self-control proxy was found to be a positive

influence on the decision to participate in illiquid saving, when overall saving is

t The full set of results is reported in Table 45.2 in Appendix 45.2.
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considered, those with self-control problems appear to save less as well as having

a lower saving rate on average.

The coefficient on the compulsory superannuation measure is significantly

negative in Regressions (1) through (4), but fails to affect the saving rate in

Regression (6). The estimated coefficients are less than unity in absolute value

and precisely estimated in all regressions except for the regressions where the

saving rate is the dependent variable. In the sample, through the issues of the

timing of consumption and income, average saving is negative for the majority of

households and the absolute value is higher for higher income households. This

reflects higher consumption levels as income increases. Average saving rates,

however, are also higher for these households.

Table 5.2 shows that higher levels of permanent income are associated

with lower levels of saving. This is an unusual result since higher income is

generally associated with higher levels of saving. In column three, we see that

replacing permanent income with its quintiles confirms the idea of lower savings

as income increases except for quintile four. As expected, the effect of permanent

income on the saving rate is positive and increases across the income distribution

(column six).

The effect on household saving from holding other assets is mixed. The

only measure of net wealth that can be constructed from the data is housing

equity. Greater housing equity significantly reduces saving and saving rates.

Higher income from owning stocks is associated with higher saving levels and

rates. Holding the remaining assets appears to have no influence on either the

level or the rate of household saving.

A variable has been included for the total loans held by the household.

This variable can serve to capture some degree of liquidity constraint. The

coefficient is significantly negative in all regression which suggests that higher

levels ofdebt reduces saving.

In summary, the results presented in this section give a clear picture of the

relationship between total voluntary saving and compulsory superannuation and

permanent income as well as demographic factors. Compulsory superannuation

contributions significantly lower saving rates and levels and the marginal effect is
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less than negative unity in absolute value. There is also evidence to support the

prediction that households with higher lifetime income, as measured by the

permanent income variable, save more than households on lower incomes.

However, the presence of other assets, as proxies for wealth, revealed

inconclusive results.

Also tested but not reported was the behavioural life-cycle prediction that

the marginal effect of pension saving on discretionary saving is lower for the

young as in Shefrin and Thaler (1988). Several models were specified with both

the saving level and saving rate as the dependent variables and interaction terms

between age and compulsory superannuation, but none of the coefficients on these

variables were statistically si gnificant.

5.5 DrscussroN

In this chapter, a simple baseline model and a model that specifically dealt

with borrowing constraints and a fully-funded social security system were

developed. Hyperbolic preferences induce time-inconsistent behaviour that leads

to over-consumption over the individual's life, when viewed from the first period

of life. The introduction of two institutional affangements, borrowing constraints

and compulsory superannuation, into the baseline model served to capture the

possibility that they may be proxies for "commitment devices" that help the

individual from over-consuming in early or middle-age. These commitment

devices can take many forms, such as buying a house, compulsory pension

contributions, and commitment to a private savings plan that imposes penalties if
not adhered to. These are all ways of "tying one's hands" to prevent oneself from

splurging and thus saving insufficiently for retirement - if this is in fact the

objective.
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TABLE 5.2 SAVING REGRESSIoNS

t3) øl

Impulsivity

Voluntary super
($'000s)

Compulsory super

Household per capita
incomsf

Permanent income*

Quintile 2

Quintile 3

Quintile 4

Quintile 5

Home equity+

Dividend income
dummy
Dividend income
($'000s)
Property income
dummy
Property income
($'0oos¡

Bank income dummy

-2530.218**
(1227.142)
-29r0.601
(2179.222)
-3456.469
(2632.086)

-6327.364***
(2381.194)
_0.015{,{<r<

(0.005)
-2209.394
(1548.098)

24154.814***
(8ss0.637)
-l9l0.s l4
(14ss.344)
10449.836

(10227.342)
-571.354

tl 690.708)

_0.016*{<r<

(0.00s)
-1616.731
(1268.820)

23792.282***
(7e83.0se)
-1s56.039

(1927.839)
t2838.769

(12939.269)
-364.570

/1201.728\

-2636.433**
(126s.s0s)
-2457.556
( I 648.708)
-3118.407
(2023.784)
-5761.704**
(2488.407)
-0.015'<r<*

(0.005)
-2062.329
(1280.678)

25018.547***
(7gss.s4e)
-1726.659
(rsr1.30s)
9001.104

(r0738.810)
-634.096

(1112.104)

t1)

Total household
saving

_4216.475***

(4ee.el8)

(21

Total household
saving

_3893. I 25**r<
(472.4rs)

-0.716*
(0.417)

_0.238*t<*

(0.05s)

-0.015**
(0.007)

-t902.517
(1s09.261)

22083.273**
(908s.239)
-1871.016
(1s32.7t7)
12088.474

(10679.897)
-562.912

lr 5s0 995)

Total household
saving

-4231.360**,F
(442.298)

_0.704***
(0.26e)

Saving less voluntary
super

_3949.177***
(4s3.77s)
_1.123***

(0.102)
-0.606*
(0.338)

_0.236***
(0.057)

(s)

Saving less voluntary
super

_4121 .845{<*{<

(482.ss9)
_7.127***

(0. l 04)
-0.639**
(0.300)

t6)
Total saving Rate

(permanent
income)

(7)

Total saving
Rate

lannual income)
-0.069**'¡*

(0.00e)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.008
(0.005)

_0.081 {<t t,

(0.010)
0.010{.{<{,
(0.002)

0.034*r'<{'
(0.00e)

0.006{,*t<
(0.002)

-0.0002**
(0.000)
0.012

(0.023)
0.1 87

(0. l 55)
-0.054*
(0.031)

0.420***
(0.13r)
0.007

(0 022\

-0.929**
(0.467)
0.033

(0.068)

_0.018{<r<r<

(0.005)
-1441.867
(1384.2s0)

24284.061***
(8482.4e7)
-1340.398

(1s63.872)
13802.700

(1il20.154)
-s33.862

û 109.391)

0.004***
(0.001)

-0.0002**
(0.000)
-0.030
(0.021)

0.454{'<**
(0.162)
-0.036
(0.02s)
0.201

(0.1s4)
-0.012
(0.024)
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TenrB 5.2 coNrr¡n-no

Bank interest income
($'000s)

Total Loans*

Constant

-2.06e+04
(307,14.688)
_0.084***

(0.0r r)
-1 880.148
(620s.641)

PseudoR2:0. I 387

-2.01e+04
(39228.088)
_0.096***

(0.012)
-8259.336

(6606.578)

PseudoR2=O. I 393

- 1.69e+04
(30768.720)
_0.087***

(0.014)
-688 I .854
(8s42.127)

PseudoR2:0. I 3ó7

-192e+04
(2878r.1 r 8)
-0.087{.*{.

(0.011)
-8485.2t5
(6014.348)

Pseudo R2:0.1921

-l-57e+04
(29126.129)
_0.090***

(0.011)
-6879.081
(6271.229)

Pseudo R2:0.1895

-0.402
(0.4e8)

_0.001***
(0.000)

_0.786*{<r.

(0.130)

PseudoR2:0.0677

-0.099
(0.642)

_0.001***
(0.000)

_0.918**{<

(0. r 85)

PseudoR2=O.0373

repetitions). *p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.The full set of results can be found in Appendix ,A,5. N:3146 for all regressions.



The welfare implications of superannuation and borrowing constraints were

investigated and found that if individuals could not commit to a consumption path in

period one, then the introduction of forced saving together with the presence of

borrowing constraints led to higher lifetime utility. One caveat with this t1,pe of

welfare analysis is that, if consumers are modelled as consisting of temporally

distinct selves as in Laibson (1997), in whose welfare are we interested? While early

selves may suffer from an imposed borrowing constraint early in their lives and

therefore may be worse off, later selves (those in retirement) will be better off by

being able to consume at a higher level.

If life-cycle models of consumption predict correctly, we expect that for each

dollar of compulsory fully-funded pension contribution, a one unit decrease in other

saving will take place. However, there are many reasons why other saving and

pension saving are not perfect substitutes which can in part be attributed to the many

other reasons why individuals save. If households save for precautionary motives

and hold a buffer-stock of wealth as a safeguard against periods of unexpected

unemployment, we would expect this type of precautionary wealth holding to be

predominantly in a more liquid form.

For the 1998 wave of the Household Expenditure Survey, the direct

substitutability between total voluntary saving and compulsory saving was examined

by estimating a saving equation for Australian households. The purpose was to

assess how much of the compulsory superannuation had, on average, been offset by

reductions in other saving. The estimate of the offset coefhcient was found to be

negative, in line with theoretical expectations and less than unity in absolute value

suggesting less than perfect substitutability.
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Cn¡.prnn 6
CoNcr,uSIoNS

This thesis analysed household demand for illiquid assets. The theory of

household saving based on the life-cycle model and the discounted utility model

raises some irreconcilable conflicts between theory and evidence, which have

provided the impetus for more realistic models of saving and consumption

behaviour. This thesis focused on issues of time-inconsistency which are captured

in models based on hyperbolic discounting or multiple-selves and which are

supported by anecdotal and experimental evidence but which have been difficult

to test systematically. I provide a test of the hypothesis that individuals with self-

control problems appreciate the existence of the commitment inherent in illiquid

assets using data on voluntary contributions to the Australian superannuation

scheme. Using the results from the econometric tests, the thesis goes on to

analyse some of the main policy issues associated with pension reform in

Australia since the late 1980s.

In Chapter 3, using the 1998-99 wave of the Household Expenditure

Survey, a proxy for self-control problems was constructed for each household in

the survey based on observed reported behaviours. The measure of impulsivity

was constructed using proxies for impulsive behaviour such as smoking, drinking,

gambling, and whether a household has credit card debt. The impulsivity index

was found to be strongly negatively correlated with education attainment and

weakly positively related to household income and age.

Evidence was presented which revealed that illiquid saving, in the form of

voluntary contributions to superannuation, was partially correlated with problems

of self-control. After controlling for household demographic characteristics, life-

cycle considerations and other control variables that proxied sophistication,

individuals knowing themselves to have problems of self-control tie their hands

by saving in illiquid assets, but the degree to which they succeed in doing this

depends upon their education, wealth and other household characteristics. The

result is consistent with the psychology and behavioural economics literature that

deals with the notion of self-control and sophistication and concludes that
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households that have observed problems of self-control recognize this and seek to

tie their hands. Of the included household characteristics, age and household

income were found to be strong determinants of the probability of participating in

voluntary superannuation as well as holding other assets.

A further implication of time-inconsistent preferences is that households

with self-control problems should find it difficult, or be unwilling, to accumulate

financial assets in liquid forms. The constructed impulsivity index was found to

be negatively related to the liquidity of assets in the household portfolio, that is,

higher impulsivity was associated with higher illiquidity. Estimated results from

Chapter 3 found that households with selÊcontrol problems were less likely to

hold assets in a liquid form such as in bank deposits and shares.

The Australian superannuation system was introduced in 1986 and

extended to more universal coverage in 1992. After 1992, tl:re rate of compulsory

employer superannuation contributions under the Superannuation Guarantee

increased from 3 per cent of wages to 8 per cent in 1998, and in the absence of

other factors affecting the demand for superannuation, we would expect a decline

in the participation rate and the level of contributions over time. The scheme

failed to cover the selÊemployed and other workers that were outside a standard

full{ime employment situation, and many tax concessions have been introduced

to encourage both participation and contribution levels in superannuation.

Chapter 4 investigated the change in the demand for voluntary

superannuation and the degree of asset substitutability over time using three

waves of Australian household data with detailed expenditure items, socio-

demographic and economic characteristics. The availability of data on

employment status further allowed us to explore whether government incentives

were successful in increasing the participation rates of both the employed and the

self-employed, as well as whether the level of contributions had increased over

time. After controlling for various household level characteristics and a

constructed measure of impulsivity, I found evidence of a decline in both

participation rates and the level of contributions to superannuation for certain

groups over time. For all specifications impulsivity was positively and

significantly associated with both a higher probability of participation as well as
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higher contributions on average. The probability of participation in voluntary

superannuation overall was lower in both 1993 and 1998 than in 1988. The self-

employed were less likely to participate in voluntary superannuation than the

employed as well as making smaller contributions when they did. There was

some evidence which suggested that this group did in fact respond to various

goverTrment initiatives which were aimed at encouraging participation.

Evidence in support of asset substitutability was less conclusive. The

strongest results indicated that holding bank deposits and homeownership were

positively associated with both participation in voluntary superannuation and

higher contributions on average.

There are many reasons why household participation in superannuation

may have declined. First, higher employer contributions may have caused

individuals to offset the contributions with a reduction in other saving - including

voluntary superannuation. The fact that households are accumulating illiquid

retirement assets through compulsory employer contributions means that they

have more scope to diversiff their portfolio and keep a mix of liquid and illiquid

assets to meet other life-cycle needs. Another explanation is that higher wealth in

the form of realised or unrealised capital gains over time means that households

can reduce discretionary saving and thereby increase current and future

consumption. The increase in demand for stocks and property may have reflected

the large capital gains made in the 1990s and also that other assets may have

yielded more attractive retums than superannuation assets.

For some groups, notably higher income households, and after controlling

for many demographic and life-cycle effects, we observed an increase in both

participation and level of contributions. The complexity associated with

legislative changes to the taxation of superannuation, together with complex

grandfathering laws, means that there is an information gathering cost that

discourages, apari from the wealthy, a vast majority of households from

participating in superannuation. Greater financial literacy coupled with financial

innovation and a higher asset base for the wealthy mean that they have access to a

wider raîge of financial products with which to access their equity and therefore

the need for liquidity is reduced.
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In Chapter 5, a simple overlapping generations model with borrowing

constraints and a fully-funded social security system was developed. Hyperbolic

preferences induce time-inconsistent behaviour that leads to over-consumption

over the individual's working life, when viewed from the first period of life and a

lowered level of consumption in retirement. The introduction of two institutional

arrangements, borrowing constraints and compulsory superannuation captures the

possibility that they may be proxies for "commitment devices" that help the

individual from over-consuming in early or middle-age. In practice, commitment

devices can take many forms, such as buying a house, compulsory pension

contributions, and commitment to a private savings plan that imposes penalties if
not adhered to. These are all ways of "tying one's hands" to prevent oneself from

splurging and thus saving insufficiently for retirement - if this is in fact the

objective.

The welfare implications of superannuation and borrowing constraints were

investigated and found that if individuals could not commit to a consumption path

in the first period, the introduction of forced saving together with the presence of

borrowing constraints led to higher lifetime utility. One caveat with this type of

welfare analysis is that, if consumers are modelled as consisting of temporally

distinct selves as in Laibson (1997), in whose welfare are we interested? While

early selves may suffer from an imposed borrowing constraint and therefore may

be worse off, later selves (those in retirement) will be better off by being able to

consume at a higher level.

For the 1998 wave of the Household Expenditure Survey, the direct

substitutability between total voluntary saving and compulsory saving was

examined by estimating a saving equation for Australian households. The purpose

was to assess how much of the compulsory superannuation had, on average, been

offset by reductions in other saving. The life-cycle model of consumption predicts

that, for each dollar of compulsory fully-funded pension contributions, a one unit

decrease in other saving will take place. However, there are many reasons why

pension saving and other saving are not perfect substitutes and can, in part, be

attributed to the many other reasons why individuals save. If households save for

precautionary motives and hold a buffer-stock of wealth as a safeguard against
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periods of unexpected income shocks, we would expect wealth to be

predominantly in a more liquid form. The econometric estimate of the ofßet

coefficient was negative, in line with theoretical expectations and less than unity

in absolute value suggesting less than perfect substitutability.

The findings in this thesis contribute to and complement the existing

literature on household saving, household portfolio choice and retirement saving

by identiffing a further motivation behind households' investment decisions.

These findings can assist in more fully understanding household behaviour for the

purpose of policy making; particularly policy that seeks to encourage and increase

private provision for retirement. If sophisticated households with problems of

self-control are more likely to invest in assets that are charactenzed by illiquidity,

then we should be encouraging the development of new saving instruments that

specifically cater to the commitment needs of households.
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AppnNnx 43.1

TABLE A3.I Polvcgonrc ConR¡IETION MATRIX OF FOUR INDICATORS ON IUPULSryNY

Smoke Gamble Drink Credit card debt

Smoke
Gamble
Drink
Credit card debt

I

0.105
0.213
0.110

I

0.231
0.129 0.073

Tnsl-e 43.2 SuIr¡Ir¡RnY OF PRINCIPAL COUPONENT ANALYSIS

Factors Eigenvalues Proportion explained Cum. explained

I

2

J

4

1.442

0.942

0.895

0.721

0.360

0.236

0.224

0.1 80

0.360

0.596

0.820

1.000

TesI-g 43.3 SUMMAny SMUSTTCS OF IMPULSIVITY INDEX

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max

Impulsivity index 3491 0 -t.794 1.869

T¡eL¡ 43,4 CoMBTNATION oF BEHAVIOURS AssocTRT¡o V/ITH THE IMPULSIVITY INDEX

index Behaviour

None

Credit card debt only

Gambling only

Smoke only

Drink only

Gambling and credit card debt

Smoke and credit card debt

Drink and credit card debt

Smoke and gambling

Gambling and drinking

Smoke and drink

Smoke, gamble and credit card debt

Gamble, Drink and credit card debt

Smoke, drink and credit card debt

Smoke, gamble and drink

Smoke, drink, gamble and credit card debt

Percent Cum.

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0
ll
t2
t3

t4
l5
16

-t.794

-1.112

-0.860

-0.830

-0.710

-0. r78

-0.148

-0.028

0.104

0.223

0.254

0.786

0.90s

0.936

1.187

r.869

3s2

207

82

t57

443

63

145

319

52

196

4r0
58

180

373

206

248

10.08

s.93

2.3s

4.50

12.69

L80

4.15

9.14

1.49

5.61

lt.74
1.66

5.16

10.68

5,90

7.10

10.08

16.01

18.36

22.86

35.55

3'7.35

41.51

50.64

52.13

57.75

69.49

1 l.t5
76.31

87.00

92.90

100.00

Total 3,491 100

Source: Author's calculation from 1998-99 HES. Notes: The standardized impulsivity index consists of 16

unique values. Since there are four behaviours associated with self-control problems, there are 15 different
combinations of behaviours possible in addition to households who do not participate in any of the

behaviours.
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TnsI-e 43.5 Connnr-RuoNs B¡rwe¡N IMpuI-srvrry VARnBLES

Smoke Drink Gamble Credit card debt

Smoke

Drink
Gamble

Credit card debt

I

0.1224<**

0,064r.r,r.

0.067'r,*{<

0. I 12t<'r"'<

I

0.142***
0.045*:r'<*

0.043{<**

0.133{<*{<

I

0.082{<{,'r,

0.059t"'i{'<

0.027

0.074***
I

Notes: Upper triangle are partial correlations, lower triangle are pair wise correlations. ***indicates
significance at the l% level.

TesL¡ 43.6 HES 1998-99 S.qvpr¡ CH¡,RacrsRlsrrcs By Supene¡nqu¡rroN SrArus

No Super Super Total

Characteristic

Age
25 -29
30 -34
35-39
40- 44
45-49
50-54
5s-59
60-64
6s-69
70-74
Education
High school dropout
High school only
Intermediate education
Higher degree
Occupation
Managers and administrators
Professionals
Associate professionals
Tradespersons
and related workers
Advanced clerical and service workers
Intermediate clerical, sales and selice
Intermediate production and transport workers
Elementary clerical, sales and service workers
Labourers and related workers
Gender
Male
Female
Marital status
Married
Single
Number of children under l5
0
I
2

3+
Ail

147

366
249

-0.102
-0.228
-0.018

t97
462
267

(n)

418
565
6s8
s73
457
397
227
129
38
29

938
379

r,360
814

(n)

264
305
340
262
212
t78
108

77
-53

28

211

46
206
149
68
78

1340
344

Average
Impulsivity

-0.012
-0.042
-0.017
0.012
-0. 1 l3
-0.043
-0.07s
-0.26s
-0.372
-0.740

-0.005
0.049
-0.034
-0.286

0.085

-0.086
-0.002
0.049
-0. I 56
-0.1 13

Average
Impulsivity

0.010
0.044
0.068
0.122
0.176
-0.030
0.071
-0.1 l8
0.049
0.254

0.164
0.058
0.t64
-0. l3 I

0.095
-0.1 06
0.1 10

0.105
-0.127

0.103 489

(n)

t54
260
318
3l l
245
219
I l9
52
5

I

s59
189
731
328

278

57
233
195

107
1'15

1l5t
656

l3l9
488

379
190

629
486

t2s2
432

0.328
0.164
0.1 83

0.218
0.004

103

439
344
175
253

344
828
516

2659
832

-0.025
-0. 108

0,066
0.033

2403
I 088

-0.004
-0.192

959
331

346
171

1,807
51.76 %
47513
40664
143283

1 841

640
679
231

3,491

-0.066
-0.0s9
-0.019
-0.0s3
-0.062

0.054
0.064
0.040
0.103
0.066

882
309
333
160

1,684
48.24%
64466
s8682
157630

Household Income Mean
Median
Mean Value of
Source: Author's tabulation from 1998-99 HES. Notes: N:3491, ages25 - 74 inclusive. Unemployed and
those not in the labour force are excluded. Impulsivity index constructed using principal components analysis
on smoking, drinking, gambling, and credit card debt.
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Tmm 43.7 Ponrrolro ¡,No Irr¡puLsrylrv

Total No Superannuation Superannuation
(n) (n) Avg. impulsivity (n) Avg. impulsivity

Stocks '791 325 -0.122 466 -0.029
Homeowner 2544 1252 -0.037 1292 -0.065
Property owner 455 190 -0.024 265 0.030
Bank deposits 1001 448 -0.192 553 -0.003

Source: Author's tabulation from 1998-99 HES
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AppnNux 43.2
Dtr^l DnscnrPTIoN

The data set used in this chapter consists of the 1998 wave of the

Australian Bureau of Statistics' HES. The original data set contain household

level data using the Confidentialised Unit Record Files. For 1998 the original

sample size was 6892. Observations were removed where there were multiple

families or income units within a household, the unemployed and those not in the

labour force. Households with a reference person younger than 25 years or older

than74 years are removed from the sample. The resulting sample contains 3491

observations.

Impulsivity Index

Index constructed using principal components analysis as described in the text.

Dividend Income

Annual income received from dividends received by the household. No

information is available about whether franked or unfranked.

Bank income

Annual interest income received from bank deposits.

Property Income

Annual rental income received from property other than the principal

residence/family home.

Homeowner

Indicator variable indicating whether household owns outright or is buying their

home.

Dwelling Value

Estimated market value of the principal residence as reported by the household

reference person.

Annual Per Capita Income

Total annual household before-tax income from all sources - including income

from dividends, bank interest and property rental. Divided by the number of

individuals within the household.
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Age and Age Squared

Data on age of the household head is available in 5 year bands, for example, age

25-29 . The mid-point of this range is used for Age and square d for Age Squared.

Self-Employed

Households are defined as selÊemployed if the declared main source of income

for the household is from self-employment.

Occupation Dummies

Dummy variables indicating the occupation of the household reference person.

The control goup is Labourers and associated workers. The remaining

categories are as described in the text.

Education Dummies

High school refers to household reference persons whose highest level of

education is year 12. Intermediate education refers to an educational attainment

of either an undergraduate diploma, associate diploma, skilled vocational or basic

vocational; and Higher degree refers to those with a bachelors degree or higher.

Liquidity Constrained

This is a dummy variable indicating if a household is unable to raise $2000 in one

week by any means.

Gender

Dummy variable taking the value of one if the household reference person is

female and zero otherwise.

Marriage

This is a dummy variable which takes the value of one if the household reference

person is married and zero otherwise. The marriage dummy includes de facto

relationships.
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AppnNux 44.1
Dlrr DnscnrPTroN

The data set used in this chapter consists of the pooled 1988, 1993 and

1998 waves of the Australian Bureau of Statistics' HES The original data set

contain household level data using the Confidentialised Unit Record Files. For

1988 the original sample size was 7225, for 1993, 8389 and for 1998, 6892.

Observations were removed where there were multiple families or income units

within a household, the unemployed and those not in the labour force.

Households with a reference person younger than 25 years or older than 74 years

are removed from the sample. The resulting sample contains 3286 observations

from the 1988 wave, 3898 observations from 1993 and 3491 observations from

1 998.

Impulsivity Index

Index constructed as in Chapter 3

Dividend Income

Annual income received from dividends received by the household. No

information is available about whether franked or unfranked.

Bank Income

Annual interest income received from bank deposits.

Property Income

Annual rental income received from property other than the principal

residence/family home.

Homeowner

Indicator variable indicating whether household owns outright or is buying their

home.

Annual Per Capita Income

Total annual household before-tax income from all sources - including income

from dividends, bank interest and property rental. Divided by the number of

individuals within the household.
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High Income

High income is an indicator variable which indicates whether household income is

above $45,000 in'99 dollars which represents median annual household before

tax income from all sources.

Age and Age Squared

Data on age of the household head is available in 5 year bands, for example, age

25-29. The mid-point of this raîge is used for Age and squared for Age Squared.

Self-Employed

Households are defined as self-employed if the declared main source of income

for the household is from selÊemploSrment.

Gender

Dummy variable taking the value of one if the household reference person is

female and zero otherwise.

Marriage

Dummy variable taking the value of one if the household reference person is

married and zero otherwise. The marriage dummy includes de facto relationships.
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AppnNnx Ã4.2 Suppr,nvrENTARy Rnsur,rs

Te¡l¡ 44. I DBn¡tND FoR VoLUNreRy Supsn¡¡rNUATroN : DTFFERENCE-rN-D TFFERENCE PRoBrr
ESTn4ATES

(1)
Married Single

(2\ (3)
Ail

Coefficient
Marginal

effects
Coefficient

Marginal
effects

Coefficient
Marginal

effects

Impulsivity

Dividend dummy

Bank dummy

Property dummy

Homeowner

Self employed

1993

I 998

Self-employed* 1998

Self-employed* 1993

Ag"

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

Annual per capita
income ($'000s¡

Bank income ($'000s¡

Properly income
($'000s)
Dividend income
($'ooos¡

Constant

Log pseudolikelihood

Notes: Equation (1): N:8337; Pseudo R2:0.0869; Equation (2): N:2338; Pseudo R2:0.1069; Equation (3):
N:10675; PseudoR2=0.0962. *p<0.,l0,**p<0.05,x**p<0.01. Robuststandarderrorsinparentheses.

0.097t'<{<t'c

(0.017)
0.042

(0.042)
0.262tF**
(0.033)
0.029

(0.047)
0.247',6**
(0.037)

-0.809*{,*
(0.07e)

_0. I 19{.{.{.
(0.03e)

-0.406r"'({'{
(0.042)

0.331t 'ßtc

(0.1 I 7)
0.238**
(0. 1 0e)

0.098r<{<*
(0.0r r)

-0.001:ß*,ß
(0.000)

-0.1 82*r"'¡
(0.03e)

0.049r"<{'
(0.016)

0.017{.*r<
(0.002)

-0.035;r"'<*
(0.00e)

_0.017*'r<+

(0.00s)
_0.013:r.r({<

(0.003)
_2.282***

(0.22e)
-515t.27

0.038{""'|
(0.006)
0.016

(0.016)
0.10 I {<t'.*

(o.o l3)
0.01I

(0.018)
0.097*t'<{'.
(0.01s)

_0.313**{<

(0.02e)
-0.046:r.:r:r<

(0.01s)
-0. 159r'<*{'<

(0.016)
0.121'r'<{<{'

(0.040)
0.089**
(0.03e)

0.038{<{<{<

(0.004)
-0,000*"r'.*

(0.000)

-0.071 *r'.*

(0.015)
0.019{,*.{<
(0.006)

0.007'r,{<{<

(0.001)
-0.013*t'<{'<

(0.003)
_0.007***

(0.002)
_0.005t *r.

(0.001)

0. 1001,{.{.

(0.033)
0.238t'{'<*
(0.084)

0.400'¡<{'{*

(o.oó3)
0.010

(0. l 16)
0.I 84{'.{'<r'<

(0.0s8)
-1.108*t {.

(0.242)
-0.207***
(0.071)

-0.255t"'c*
(0.075)
0.596*
(0.30e)
0.548*
(0.2e7)

0.124***
(0.01e)

-0.001{'<:ß*

(0.000)

-0.073
(0.05e)

-0.134{'.**
(0.047)

0.010{,r¡t
(0.003)

-0.043**
(0.0r 7)
-0.0t6
(0.0r 4)
-0.008
(0.006)

_2.776***
(0.402)

-r440.29

0.040
(0.013)
0.095

(0.033)
0.158

(0.024)
0.004

(0.046)
0.073

(0.023)
-0.360
(0.054)
-0.082
(0.028)
-0.100
(0.02e)
0.231**
(0.11r)
0.214**
(0.10e)

0.049*{<{¡
(0.008)

-0.001'ß,ß*
(0.000)

-0.029
(0.023)

-0.053:t{"'
(0.0r e)

0.004{<**
(0.00 r )

-0.017**
(0.007)
-0.007
(0.006)
-0.003
(0.002)

0.098r'<{"'<

(0.01s)
0.083**
(0.038)

0.294't**
(0.02e)
0.029

(0.044)
0.231{<'r"'<

(0.031)
_0.847+**

(0.075)
-0.140'ß**

(0.034)
_0.371***

(0.037)
0.355*t,{.
(0,108)

0.279*'k*
(0.101)

0. 104'r'{'.{'.

(0.010)
_0.00 I r<{.{<

(0.000)
0.336*{.,r.
(0.040)

-0. 163'r"'{'{
(0.032)
0.022

(0.016)
0.014:***
(0.002)

-0.035;ß**
(0.008)

_0.017*'**

(0.00s)
_0.01 I * **

(0.003)
_2.608:tt<{<

(0.204)
-6613.s9

0.039{'{"'!
(0.006)
0.033**
(0.0r 5)

0.1 l5{"r"r'{
(0.012)
0.011

(0.017)
0.091*:r"'{
(0.012)

_0.324***
(0.02s)

_0.055{¡{<*

(0.0r 3)
-0. 146*r,{.

(0.014)
0.134,r.{.{<

(0.038)
0.106r'<{<{'

(0.037)
0.041{<*{,
(0.004)

_0.001x**
(0.000)

0.133***
(0.0r 6)

-0.065t"'<{'.
(0.013)
0.009

(0.007)
0.006*:ß:*
(0.001)

_0.014**r.

(0.003)
_0.007*{,{.

(0.002)
-0.005*{<'ì<

(0.00r)
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T¡.erp 1'4.2 Dmr¡R¡NC¡-I¡,I-DFF¡RENCE PRoBIT ANo Toelr ESTIMATES: HIcH-INCoME VERSUS

Low-rNcoME S¡r-r'-Eupr-oyso

Probit Tobit

Coefficient Marsinal effects Coefficient Marginal effects

Impulsivity

Dividend dummy

Bank dummy

Property dummy

Homeowner

1993

I 998

Age

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

Annual per capita income ($'000s¡

Bank income ($'000Ð

Property income ($'0OOs¡

Dividend income ($'000s)

High-income

High-income *1993

High-income *1998

Constant

Los nseudolikelihood

Notes: all variables in $1998-99. Standard effors are in parentheses- for probit equations they are robust
standard errors. In the tobit equation, the dependent variable is the level of contributions to voluntary
superannuation, per annum. Marginal effects are evaluated at the mean for continuous variables and for
dummy variables, are for a discrete change from zeÍo to one. Pseudo R2 for probit is 0.0579 and for tobit,

0.0117. N:1 140 forboth models. á for tobit is 18094.88.* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

0.107**
(0.045)
0.048

(0.116)
0. I 79**
(0.08e)
0.052

(0. r2e)
-0.123

(0. r07)
0.270

(0.147)
-0.047

(0.158)
0.133'r'{)tr<

(0.028)
_0.001r<{<*

(0.000)
0.337**
(0.145)
0.032

(0. l0l)
0.004

(0.040)
0.004*
(0.003)
-0.002
(0.0r7)
-0.021 *
(0.013)
-0.007
(0.00e)
0.144

(0. l s0)
0.31 9*
(0. l e0)
0.056

(0.202)
-3.596r,{,{,

(0.646)
-688.69

0.039**
(0.016)
0.017

(0.043)
0.065**
(0.032)
0.019

(0.048)
-0.045
(0.040)
0.099

(0.0ss)
-0.017
(0.0s7)

0.048*,r.'r.
(0.0 r 0)

_0.0011<*:r.

(0.000)
0.115**
(0.046)
0.012

(0.037)
0.002

(0.01s)
0.002*
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.006)
-0.008*
(0.005)
-0.003
(0.003)
0.052

(0.0s5)
0.111*
(0.063)
0.020

(0.072)

1112.051
(774.63s)
1958.s21

(1 e06.878)
2611.556"
(1 s03.885)
-2596.487

(2198.962)
-2351.977

(1826.021)
605.155

(2262.676)
-313.233

(24e8.4s6)
2142.264***

(514.0e0)
-22.1',70***

(5.680)
62 I 9.8 83 **
(2s33.8e4)
-1249.911

( 173 l .s69)
788.375

(6e8.388)
180.962{,t<{.

(42.488)
-257.823
(2e4.37r)

-442.696**
(183.476)
219.290*
(122.767)
898.305

(2s73.482)
3704.404

(32s0.374)
3837.236

(3474.00r)
-7.07e+94***
(1 1607.004)

-4686.23

0.021
(0.014)
0.037

(0.037)
0.048*
(0.028)
-0.046
(0.038)
-0.044
(0.03s)
0.01 1

(0.042)
-0.006
(0.046)

0.040{,r,*
(0.00e)

_0.000{<r.{<

(0.000)
0.106*{<r,
(0.03e)
-0.023
(0.03 1)

0.01s
(0.013)

0.003{.{,{,
(0.001)
-0.005
(0.005)

-0.008**
(0.003)
0.004*
(0.002)
0.017

(0.048)
0.071

(0.06s)
0.074

(0.070)
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TABLE 44.3 DIFFERENCE.IN-DIFFERENCE PROBIT AND TOBIT ESTIMATES: HIcu-TuCoI¡E VERSUS

Lov{-rNCoME Srlr-EuplovED, VERSUS HIGH-INCOME VERSUS Lov/-INCoME EMptoyED
Probit Tobit

Coefficient Marginal effects Coefficient Marsinal effects

Impulsivity

Dividend dummy

Bank dummy

Property dummy

Homeowner

1993

I 998

Age

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

Annual per capita income ($'OOOs¡

Bank income ($'OOOs¡

Property income ($'000s¡

Dividend income ($'000s¡

High-income

Self Employed

High-income*1993

High-income* 1998

Self-employed* 1 993

Self-employed* 1 998

High-income, sel f-empl oyed

High-income, self-employed I 993

High-income, self-employed I 998

Constant

Log pseudolikelihood

Notes: N:l0675. PseudoR2forprobitis0.l044andfortobit,0.0l23. Fortobit, ã:8967.09.*p<0.10,**
p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Standard errors in parentheses - for probit they are robust.

0.088{<:r"<

(0.015)
0.061

(0.038)
0.277***
(0.02e)
0.006

(0.044)
0.214*tt*
(0.031)

-0.124't**
(0.046)

_0.428***
(0.0s l )

0.097{"'.{'.
(0.010)

-0.001r"'*
(0.000)

0.201:r,*{,
(0.043)

-0.155{'.*{'<
(0.032)
-0.009
(0.0r 6)

0.008:**{<
(0.002)

-0.033;t'{'{{'
(0.008)

-0.016r,{.r<
(0.00s)

-0.009t"ì'!{'<

(0.003)
0.359*t'.{'{
(0.055)

-0.705'r"r"'<

(0.0ee)
-0.025
(0.067)
0.05s

(0.06e)
0.137

(0. l 33)
0.399:r¡**
(0.144)
-0.251 *
(0.148)
0.31 1

(0.203)
-0.034
(0.214)

-2.313**,k
(0.207)

-6553.59

0.035{<{,r,
(0.006)
0.024

(0.015)
0.1Og'r"t"'{
(0.01l)
0.002

(0.017)
0.085*t'<*
(0.012)

-0.049t'{{'.*
(0.018)

_0. 169*t<{<

(0.020)
0.038*{"t'{
(0.004)

-0.000*r'({'.
(0.000)

0.079{.**
(0.017)

_0.061*{.*

(0.013)
-0.003
(0.006)

0.003t'{{'.{'<

(0.001)
-0.013:t'<*

(0.003)
_0.006{<*r<

(0.002)
-0.004t<{"'.

(0.001)
0. 1 41 t<r(t'

(0.021)
_0.274***

(0.036)
-0.010
(0.026)
0.021

(0.027)
0.053

(0.05 r )
0.149{,'t{.
(0.0s0)
-0. I 00*
(0.0se)
0.1 18

(0.072)
-0.013
(0.084)

300.066*:**
(112.399)

1217.602*'r*
(269.163)

1664.100r,:"{.
(21e.323)
646.997**
(3t6.376)

1224.399***
(240.433)
-358.047
(370.662)

_2299.957't'ß*

(422.78e)
695.257'r**

(7e.446)
_7.272'***

(0.e 16)

2l 08.901 +**
(332.662)

-909.321+**
(247.e2s)

515.695t"'{{'<
(1 05.256)

137.810{"',"'.
(8.0e4)

_159.186***
(46.ss2)

-143.035:""<{'
(27.3s0)

_49.497***
(r 3.661)

1432.021***
(388.0s l)

-3982.402"*x
(834.865)
806.652

(4e2.3se)
I 688.238***

(s28.633)
969.738

(ttls.822)
2356.278*
( r 21 0.03e)
-647.458

(r 200.8e7)
1 053.680

(162s.s42)
1636.608

(t't26.660)
_2A0e+04***

(1 6ss.2l5)
-65901

0.013:t{<}*
(0.00s)

0.054t'{4"'<

(0.0r 2)
0.074{<{.*
(0.010)
0.029**
(0.014)

0.054'r"'<:r'|

(0.011)
-0.016
(0.0 r 6)

-0. 101 *:ß*

(0.018)
0.031{<:*'r'.

(0.004)
-0.000***

(0.000)
0.093'r'.**
(0.014)

-0.040r"r"'
(0.011)

0.023:r.,r.:r.

(0.00s)
0.006{<'ß:r
(0.000)

-0.007'""'<
(0.002)

-0.006t"f t'{

(0.00 r)
_0.002{<**

(0.001)
0.063r"<{'<

(0.017)
_0. l7l *{.{<

(0.034)
0.036

(0.022)
0.075*t'!*
(0.023)
0.043

(0.050)
0.1 04**
(0.0s3)
-0.029
(0.0s3)
0.047

(0.072)
0.073

(0.076)
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T¡,BI-B 44.4 Ass¡T SUBSTITUTABILITY OVER TIME: PROBIT ANo Tonn EsTn¡RTgs

Probit Tobit

Coefficient
Marginal

effects
Coefficient

Marginal
effects

Impulsivity

Bank dummy

Bank dummy*1993

Bank dummy*1998

Bank income ($'OOOs¡

Bank income*l 993 ($'000Ð

Bank income* I 998 ($'000Ð

Dividend dummy

Dividend dummy*1993

Dividend dummy*1998

Dividend income ($'000s)

Dividend income*1 993 ($'0OOs¡

Dividend income* I 998 ($'OOOs¡

Property dummy

Property dummy*1993

Property dummy*1998

Property income ($'000s¡

Property income*l 993 ($'0OOs¡

Property income*l 998 ($'0OOs¡

Homeowner

Homeowner*1993

Homeowner*1998

1993

I 998

Age

Age squared

Marriage

Gender

Family size

0.099{,'r,*
(0.0r 5)

0.346r<**
(0.050)
-0.06s
(0.06e)
-0.128*
(0.073)

_0.028***
(0.00e)
0.005

(0.016)
-0.047**
(0.023)
-0.055
(0.074)
0.030

(0.0e8)
0.270{<'r'<*

(0.0e3)
-0.006*
(0.004)
-0.007
(0.005)
-0.006
(0.00s)
-0.150
(0.0e4)
0.1 8s

(0.11e)
0.232**
(0.115)
-0.017*
(0.00e)
0.001

(0.0r l)
0.004

(0.0r l)
0.276***
(0.0s6)
-0.003
(0.074)

-0.201{'<;t':ß

(0.07s)
-0.098
(0.073)

-0.283'ß;t"ß
(0.073)

0.098*{<{<
(0.010)

-0.001'r'<{c{'<

(0.000)
0.201r<{<r.

(0.043)

-0. 155*:t(>ß

(0.032)

-0.007
(0.016)

0.035***
(0.006)

0.136{,{.r,
(0.020)
-0.026
(0.027)
-0.051*
(0.02e)

-0.01l:ß**
(0.004)
0.002

(0.006)
-0.018**
(0.00e)
-0.022
(0.02e)
0.012

(0.038)
0.103t"r"t
(0.034)
-0.003*
(0.00r)
-0.003
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.060
(0.037)
0.071

(0.04s)
0.089**
(0.043)
-0.007*
(0.004)
0.000

(0.004)
0.001

(0.004)
0,109{,t,t,
(0.022)
-0.001
(0.02e)

-0.079**;t'.
(0.030)
-0.039
(0.02e)

-0. 1 l2*{'{{'<

(0.02e)
0.039*'*>k
(0.004)

-0.000r'<*{'<

(0.000)
0.080'k{'.:'<

(0.017)

-0.061*'ß:ß

(0.013)

-0.003
(0.006)

301.915{.{.t,
(r12.21s)

1656.480***
(374.058)

-61.773
(s 19.343)
376.361

(ss0.982)
-181.483{'.{"'

(68. l 30)
242.007**
(e8.eee)

-483.048r.x.{.
(160.e27)
331.256

(s24.',lsr)
462.981

(6e7.738)
1756.579""*

(674.648)
-60.633*{"r'.

(l 8.658)
-30.330
(31.44s)

129.261't*'r
(36.s36)
-247.449
(662.4s3)
1206.662
(837.820)
1152.162
(83s.23 l)
-110.276"*
(s2.621)
-0.8'Ì4

(70.1 e0)
-42.768
(68.e87)

1403.506{.,r.{<

(424.t4e)
259.474

(s6s.194)
-929.870
(s84.726)
-654.000
(s86.66e)

-1973.860*{<:"
(se3.887)

714.413't*'*
(7e.237)

_7.497*'k*
(0.e r 4)

2 1 09.834***
(331.',|64)

-900.243*,k*
(24'7.314)

527.107***
(105.034)

0.013**{<
(0.00s)

0.074:r<{<{<

(0.017)
-0.003
(0.023)
0.017

(0.02s)
_0.008{.{,r<

(0.003)
0.01 1**
(0.004)

_0.022**>k

(0.007)
0.015

(0.023)
0.021

(0.03 l )
0.078:r"r'.*
(0.030)

-0.003:ß**
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)

0.006t'.{<r'{

(0.002)
-0.01I
(0.02e)
0.054

(0.037)
0.051

(0.037)
-0.005**
(0.002)
-0.000
(0.003)
-0.002
(0.003)

0.062{,:r.{<

(0.01e)
0.012

(0.02s)
-0.04r
(0.026)
-0.029
(0.026)

-0.089r,{<*
(0.026)

0.032{<**
(0.004)

-0.000r""<
(0.000)

0.093r<{.t<

(0.014)

_0.040**{<

(0.0r r )

0.023{<*r<
(0.00s)

ts2



TABLEA4.4 CoNTINUED.

Annual per capita income ($'OOOs¡

High-income

Self Employed

High-income* I 993

High-income*1998

Self-employed+ 1993

Self-employed* 1998

High-income, self-employed

High-income, self-employed I 993

High-income, selÊemployed 1998

Constant

Log pseudolikelihood

Notes: N:10675. PseudoR2forprobitis0.l0Tl andfortobit,0.0127. Fortobit, à:8934.38. *p<0.10,**
p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Standard errors in parentheses - for probit they are robust.

0.008{':*{'<

(0.002)
0.354't"'<{'.

(0.057)
-0.714r':t{<

(0. 10 1)
-0.027
(0.06e)
0.061

(0.071)
0.140

(0.135)
0.433**{,
(0. r46)
-0.254*
(0.14e)
0.31 8

(0.203)
-0.039
(0.214)

_2.404***
(0.21l)

-6534.5t

0.003t"<'r'.
(0.001)

0.13gt""'.
(0.022)

_0.277tF**

(0.036)
-0.010
(0.027)
0.024

(0.028)
0.054

(0.0s 1)

0.160t"'<*'i
(0.04e)
-0.101 *
(0.ose)
0.120

(0.072)
-0.015
(0.08s)

140.364{.{.{,
(8.lll)

1531.867;t{.{.
(3e4.008)

_3909.1 l3{,r<{.

(833.683)
569.119

(504.8s2)
7429.389>k'ß*

(s40.85 1)

828.610
(l l14.551)
24r4.356**
(1209.s87)

-611.439
(l le7.e01)

I 089.578
(1621.286)
t571.021

(1723.681)
-2.45e+04*'k'k

(r 676.006)
-65874.t6

0.006{,*r<
(0.000)

0.068*ir{,
(0.0r 7)

_0.169r,*{.

(0.034)
0.02s

(0.023)
0.064**{<
(0.024)
0.037

(0.0s0)
0.107**
(0.053)
-0.027

(0.053)
0.049

(0.072)
0.070

(0.076)
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AppnNnrx 45.1

Derivation of Equation (13)

Rewriting the first period budget constraint in (2)

T€+t = Rc,,, and substituting into ty, we get Vz = €t*t - Rc,,, ,and

Vz €,*l

R^R c,,

From (4), replaciîE ct.t in (A.1) with and rearranging, we get an
l+ B6 + p6'

expression for ry, in terms of Vt which can be used for comparing optimal

consumption in period-two under both commitment and no commitment. This

gives

õL 
=o

õ"r,r*,

ôL

ôct,t*z

ôL 
=o

ô1,

ôL 
=o

ô1,

(As.l)

(A5.2)

(xx)

V, -€,*1 _RA

Since ,, =T, this leads to equation (13).

Effect o.f Bonowing constraints in Section 5.3.3

If commitment in the first period is not possible, the Lagrangean for this problem
is

"r,r*, )L = lnc,,,*, + põlnc,,,*z + \l (t - yþ,., - ct,t+'

¡ ,R)
+ 4((t - þ - "þ,*, - 

c,,,*t)

With Kuhn-Tucker conditions
õL

-<0
õct,t+t

õL_<(.)
ôct,t*z

AL_>(.)
ôxt

9Lro
ô1,

c,,,,r20 
"r,r,t

cr,r*z ) 0 ct,t+2

lr>o 1l

2r> 0 12

0

t54



The approach to maximizing subject to inequality constraints requires assuming

that the constraints hold with equality and then satisfuing the Kuhn-Tucker

conditions above. Therefore, the optimal solution without commitment is:

cl,,*t =(l-y -rþ,*,
cl,,*z: Rre,*1

¡* Põ
T€t*l

I põ

0-y -rþ,*, t€t*t
);
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APPENDIX 45.2

Tenrs 45. I FInsr srlcs REcRESSToN RESULTS

Dependent variable:
Total annual househo ld income - includes investment íncome.
First stase OLS regression. Education is the instrument

Coefficient

Impulsivity

Age

Age squared

Gender (MalrO)

Marriage

Year l0

Year 1l

Year 12

Basic Vocational

Skilled Vocational

Associate Diploma

Undergraduate Diploma

Bachelor's Degree

Postgraduate Diploma

Higher Degree

Managers & Administrators

Professionals

Associate Professionals

Tradespersons & related workers

Advanced Clerical & Service workers

Intermediate Clerical, Sales & Service workers

Intermediate production & transport workers

Elementary clerical, sales & service workers

Recent migrant

Old migrant

Intermediate migrant

VIC

2797.145***
(61s.367)

2610.524***
(381.788)

-30.901:'<'r*
(4.264)

-1.04e+04{<t"'.
(1289.747)

20541.009{<*{,
(128e.0e6)
3479.993

(237 t.477)
7495.314**
(312s.30e)

9l 83.573 t r<'r,

(260t.ets)
1843.772

(3492.767)
6987.805*{,,r,
(2297.s60)

1021 1.489***
(2',120.6s4)

13442.063***
(3642.816)

21296.274***
(263e.s23)

23953.916"*"
(3678.e18)

33527.076'r**
(3s3s. r 66)

26530.014{<*{,
(2719.387)

I 7748. I 98***
(zsss.2e7)

16428.632***
(2469.277)
5584.890**
(2s38. I 63)

10499.345***
(3'726.189)

9061.713***
(2518.e 14)

5275.297**
(2601.383)

3566.964
(3086.2e3)

-4485.250*
(2661.3s3)
-57r.757

(1474.223)
-4712.4'77**
(21e3.024)

-889.322
(ts47.996)

t56



Ta¡mA5.l CoNrrNueo

QLD

SA

WA

TAS

NT

ACT

_9024.329***
(16s8.947)

_871 I .841't<t ¡r.

(2t78.240)
-4057.433**
(1 998. l 7e)

-6669.655*:t:ß
(2316.347)
-1716.360

(2137.236)
-630.049

(2733.308)
-2.63e+04*'N*

Constant t0.2
Notes: N:3491. F(33, 3457):39.27. AdjustedR2:0.2657. NSW is the control group. 'r' p<0.10, x* p<0.05,
*** p<0.01. Robust standard enors in parentheses.
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Tn¡re 45.2 Suppr¡u¡NtARY RESULTS

(2) (s) (7)

Impulsivity

Voluntary super ($'000s)

Compulsory super

Ag"

Age squared

Household per capita incomsf

Permanent incomsf

Quintile 2

Quintile 3

Quintile 4

Quintile 5

High school

Intermediate education

Higher degree

Gender (Malæ0)

(1)

Total household
saving

_4216.475***

(4ee.er 8)

Total household
saving

_3893.125*{¡*
(472.4rs)

-0.716*
(0.41'7)

567.585*
(33s.3s2)
-7.lll*
(3.870)

_0.238r.*{.

(0.0ss)

-5883.734{,{,*
t1 109.596)

Total
Household

saving

-4231360***
(442.2e8)

(4)

Saving less

voluntary super

(s)

Saving less

voluntary super

Total saving
Rate

(permanent
income)

-0.069r<{'.{<

(0.00e)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.008
(0.005)
0.014**
(0.006)

-0.000**
(0.000)

(6)

0.004**r.
(0.001)

_0.127***
(0.024\

Total saving
Rate

(annual
income)

-0.081*r<*
(0.010)

0.010*{<*
(0.002)

0.034*{.*
(0.00e)
0.012

(0.008)
-0.000
(0.000)

0.006*{.t
(0.002)

-0.036
(0.03e)
-0.041
(0.027)

-0.095*{<r'.
(0.033)

-0.094*{<t<
(0.024\

-0.929**
(0.467)
-3'7.652

(287.076)
0.025

(3.236)
0.033

(0.068)

-0.704{'<*r'<

(0.26e)
t94.779

(392.731)
-2.665
(4.424)

_3949.177***

(4s3.77s)
_1.123***

(0.102)
-0.606*
(0.338)

559.049*
(317.3r4)
-6.944*
(3.674)

_4121.845***
(482.ss9)
-1.127>k**
(0.104)

-0.639**
(0.300)
182.110

(314.972)
-2.365
(3.7s4)

-3520.142**
(1603.42r)
-2565.523**
(1097.s49)

_5970.204++*

(r561.18e)
_3162.493***

(974.s99\

-2530.218**
(1227.142)
-2910.601
(2179.222)
-3456.469
(2632.086)

-6327.364***
(2381.194)

_3771.027***

t116I.085)

_0.236***
(0.057)

_5815.632**t<
(1074.233\

-2636.433**
(l 26s.505)
-2457.s56
(l 648.708)
-3t18.407

(2023.',l84)
-5761.704**
(2488.407)

_3875.535{,*{r

fl039.s01)
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Te¡I-r 45.2 coNTTNUED.

Family size

Marriage

Managers & Administrators

Professionals

Associate Professionals

Tradespersons & related workers*

Advanced Clerical & Service workers

Intermediate Clerical, Sales & Service
workers
Intermediate production & transport
workers
Elementary clerical, sales & service
workers

Home equity+

Dividend income dummy

Dividend income ($'0OOs¡

Property income dummy

Property income ($'000s)

Bank income dummy

Bank interest income ($'000s)

_3125.794***

(s82.701)
-r 88.6s2

(123s.271)
_8502.514{<{<{,

(207s.030)
_8276.017***

(1797.876)
-3659.363**
(r860.11r)
-I8t8.828
(1510.12s)
-6876.786**
(304s.502)

-3298.045**
(14e8.607)
-2617.93s

( l 61 8.547)
-2562;723
(t793.173)
_0.018t<*t<

(0.00s)
-r44r.867

(1 384.2s0)
24284.061***

(8482.497)
- 1340.398
(1s63.872)
I 3802.700

(l l 120. ls4)
-533.862

(1 10e.3el)
-2.06e+04

(30744.688)

-3377.069**'Ê
(s0e.102)

4189.294'F**
(1623.482)
-2021.78r

(3064.608)
-3807.610
(26s8.66s)

227.3ts
(2277.016)
-r 19.501

(t787.674)
-5164.815
(3276.102)
-720.559

(1578.s82)
-638. I 8 I

(r742.968)
-1578.3 1 8

( 1 682.603)
-0.015**
(0.007)

-1902.s17
(tso9.26t)

22083.273*+
(e085.239)
-1871.016
(1s32.717)
12088.474

(10679.897)
-562.912

( 1 se0.ee5)
-2.01e+04

(39228.088)

_3316.552***
(438.489)
1697.488

( 1s 1e.804)
_7002.544***

(237s.090)
_8776.982*+'6

(226s.802)
-4t24.183
(32e6.631)
-2423.997
(r77 s.3s4)

-6986.537**
(2e0s.244)

-3816.559r.**
(1398.r27)
-2199.s80
(1550.309)
-3355.341*+
(r692.679)
_0.015r.*{<

(0.005)
-2209.394
(1s48.098)

24154.814***
(8550.637)
-1910.514
(14ss.344)
10449.836

(10227.342)
-571.354

(1 6e0.708)
-1.69e+04

(30768.720)

_3327.026***

(418.293)
3952.2t4**
(164s.s44)
-1331.401
(2819.6t2)
-3757.317
(2283.733\

326.094
(20s6.638)

4.760
(1s71.41s)
-4765.318
(299s.286)
-734.804

( l s56.706)
-667.799

(1613.796)
-1572.730

(1663.6r 1)
_0.016{<*{,

(0.00s)
-1616.731

(1 268.820)
23792.282**x

(7e83.0s9)
- 1556.039
(1927.839)
12838.769

(12939.269)
-364.570

(r20r.728)
-1.92e+04

(28781.118)

_3291.924***

(439.12s)
1332.314

(1s04.642)
-6316.595 **
(2648.ss7)

_8645.6'74***
(1700.743)
-4065.729**
(t7s7.t96)
-2336.629

(1 s82.862)
-6372.137**
(2760.s78)

_3675.550**{.
( 134e.081)
-2028.947
(r482.338)
-3221.672*
( I 646.03e)
_0.015*x*

(0.005)
-2062.329
(1280.678)

25018.547***
(78ss.s49)
-t726.6s9
(151 1.30s)
9001.1 04

(10738.810)
-634.096

(1 1 12.104)
-1.57e+04

(29126.r29)

_0.063{.*{.

(0.008)
0.124***
(0.036)
0.010

(0.057)
-0.01I
(0.048)
0.038

(0.043)
0.026

(0.041)
-0.059
(0.063)
0.010

(0.042)
0.027

(0.040)
-0.003
(0.06r)

-0.0002*x
(0.000)
-0.030
(0.02 r )

0.454{.*{,
(0.162)
-0.036
(0.02s)
0.201

(0.1 s4)
-0.0t2
(0.024)
-0.402
(0.4e8)

-0.014
(0.01s)
0.079**
(0.032)
-0.077
(0.0s2)
-0.078*
(0.047)
-0.034
(0.047)
-0.015
(0.048)
-0.023
(0.080)
-0.007
(0.047)
-0.016
(0.047)
-0.060
(0.076)

-0.0002**
(0.000)
0.012

(0.023)
0.1 87

(0.1 ss)
-0.054*
(0.031)

0.420**r<
(0.131)
0.007

(0.022)
-0.099
(0.642)



Tlsr-s 45.2 CoNrrNu¡o.

Total Loans*

Constant

_0.084r<*{<

(0.011)
-1880.148
(620s.641)

Pseudo
R2:0.1387

_0.086**t
(0.012)

-8259.336
(6606.s78)

Pseudo
R2:0.1393

_0.087*{<*

(0.014)
-688 1.8s4
(8s42.r2'7)

Pseudo
R2:0.1367

_0.097***
(0.01l)

-8485.215
(6014.348)

Pseudo R2:0.1921

_0.090**{<

(0.01r)
-6879.081
(6271.229)

Pseudo
R2:0.189s

-0.001*{'<*
(0.000)

_0.786**+
(0.1 30)
Pseudo

R2:0.0677

_0.001**{,

(0.000)
_0.918**r,

(0.1 85)
Pseudo

R2:0.0373

repetitions). p<0. I 0, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.0 1. N:3 146 for all regressions.
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AppnNrrx 45.3
D¿.r¡. DnscnrPTIoN

The data set used in this chapter consists of the 1998 wave of the

Australian Bureau of Statistics' HES. The original data set contain household

level data using the Confidentialised Unit Record Files. For 1998 the original

sample size was 6892. Observations were removed where there were multiple

families or income units within a household, the unemployed and those not in the

labour force. Households with a reference person younger than 25 years or older

than74 years are removed from the sample. The resulting sample contains 3491

observations.

First stage regression.

Variables used to estimate permanent income in the first stage regression in

Appendix 45.2

The dependent variable is

Annual Household Income

Total annual household before-tax income from all sources - including income

from dividends, bank interest and property rental.

The independent variables include:

Impulsivity Index

Index constructed using principal components analysis as described in Chapter 3.

Age and Age Squared

Data on age of the household head is available in 5 year bands, for example, age

25-29. The mid-point of this range is used for Age and squared for Age Squared.

Occupation Dummies

Dummy variables indicating the occupation of the household reference person.

The control group is Labourers and associated workers. The remaining

categories are as described in the text.

Education Dummies

All the education category dummies are used in this regression and include:
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Yrl0, Yrl1, Yrl2, Basic Vocational, Skilled vocational, Associate Diploma,

Undergraduate diploma, Bachelor's, Postgraduate diploma and Higher Degree.

The reference group is households with less than Yr10 education.

Migrant Status

Dummies for migrant status are included. The omitted category is Australian

born. The three remaining categories are: Recent Migrant (arrived between 1991

and 1999), Intermediate Migrant (arrived between 1981 and 1991) and Old

Migrant (arrived before 1981).

Gender

Dummy variable taking the value of one if the household reference person is

female and zero otherwise.

Marriage

This is a dummy variable which takes the value of one if the household reference

person is married and zero otherwise. The marriage dummy includes de facto

relationships.

State of Residence

Dummies are included for the state of residence. New South Wales is the

reference goup.
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